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Below the Surface of Private Property: Individual rights, common 
property, and the Nepalese kipa? system in historical perspective 

Werner M. Egli 

This article I will investigate the following questions: (a) how was it possible for some 
Kiranti villages in east Nepal- maybe only a tiny minority'-to largely maintain their 
Iraditional rights in landed property over the course of the last 200 years? (b) what were 
the Illae ro·socio logical conditions which enabled this development? (c) which special char
acteristics of the groups concerned favoured the survival of traditional rights? 

I do not adopt the mainstream perspective on the investigation of the Nepalese kipa! sys
tem of lalld tenure which was initiated by Caplan ( 1970), adopted by Sagant ( 1978), Muller 
( 1984), and olhers, and continued by Forbes (1999). This focuses on lhe discontinuity in 
the historical change from collective rights in land to private property, from tribal to state 
law, frolll a clan-based economy to a market economy, or as U a broad shift in local-na
tional political relations, a shift shaped by Nepal 's transfonnation from a kingdom on the 
edge of lhe British empire to a nation-state on the edge of an international market economy" 
(Forbes 1999: 11 6). Instead, I try to show that the often neglected individual rights be· 
longing to the kipa! system had a continuity, beneath the surface ofprivat. property. In so 
far as this article is a contribution to recent trends in the discussion of common property 
resource management systems, it shares tbe criticism contained in Hardin 's neo-classical 
theory, the ' Tragedy of the Commons' ( 1968), which shows that "privatisation and gov
ernment control are not the only mechanisms to affect the use of natural resources. There 
is a middle way: rules developed at the community level" (Acheson 1989: 358). Its con
sequences coincide with Neefs conclusion in his recent study of the Djerma and Fulbe in 
Niger and the Fon and Ayizo in Benin, that a government should not introduce private 
property rights, or insist on their effective applica tion in instances where they have been 
introduced already, if special circumstances exist, such as "high social cohesion of the 

I This article is based on a talk given at the Blockseminar der Schweizerischen Ethnologischen 
GcselIschaft in 1998, WIder the title 'Kollektive und lndividuelle Eigenrumsrechte bei uibalen Gruppel1 
Nepals im Laufe der neueren Gesehichte'. Por critical remarks on a draft of that talk I am indebted 
to Or Joalma Pfaff-Czamecka. Zurich University. 

2 E,'en though I think the investigated case is not unique, the proverbial heterogeneity of the 
Kirantis from illage to village (Vansinart 1980: 66f.) must be taken into consideration, 
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local population, low ethnic and socio-culrural diversity, low conflict potential and insti
tutional pluralism" (Neef 1999: 263). 

The Sunuwar: a brief outline of tbe main ethnographic references 
The Sunuwarl or Koinch, as they call themselves, live at the fOOl of the Everest massif. 
They number approximately 30,000, and they are the original inhabilants of the area into 
which the well-known Sherpa migrated during the 16" eentury (Oppitz 1968). Their lan
guage belongs to the Tibeto-Burman family and together with the Rai , Limbu, Hayu. and 
the Surel, a Sunuwar subgroup, they form the kiriillli. who are often considered to be Ihe 
historical descendants of the legendary kiriira mentioned in the Vedas (Singh 1990). The 
Sunuwar are mainly to be found inhabiting slopes ofintennediate ahitude in the valleys of 
the Khimti Kl10la and the Likhu Khola. In the Khimti region they are very Hinduized, 
while in the Likhu valley they still live largely in their traditional manner (Foumier 1974, 
Muller 1984). 

As among other Kiranti groups. the main crops of the Sunuwar are millet, maize, and rice. 
About one third of the cultivated land is irrigated and terraced. Animal husbandry is neg
ligible. Today there are no more land reserves. Tbe main unit of production and consump
tion is the household, almost always identical with the nuclear family; this contrasts with 
thc [ndo-Nepalese housebold, which is often based on an extended family. The prevalent 
mheritance rule for land is preferential ultimogeniture, "the transfer or residuum of fa
ther's rights aner other members of sibling groups have received a share during his life
time" (Goody 1962: 326),' and succession 10 religious and po~tical offices follows the 
rule of primogeniture. This regime of inheritance and succession is also typical of other 
Kiranti groups (Gaenszle 1991 : I 621f., McDougal 1979: 591f.). Landlessness is rare among 
the SUlluwar and the rate of out-migration is relatively low compared with other groups 
inhabiting the same region. 

The Sunuwar universe of supernatural beings, and Sunuwar ri tual practices, are domi· 
noted by a strong ancestOr ideology which implicates shamanism and fonns the frame of 
the Sunuwsr understanding of Hinduism. The main themes ofSunuwar as weU as Kirnnli 
mythology are separation and connictamong brothers, and a special trait ofSunuwar nnd 
Kiranti culture in general is an indigenous notion of culture called mukdum among the 
Sunuwar.5 

1 The Sunuwor ore described as I met them in the c!'Ir1y 199Os. Most data were collected at a 
village on the east bank of the Likhu Khola (Okbaldung3 District. fanner Mdjh KirfIt. East No.3). 
For further infommtion on Sunuwar ethnography and history, see Egli (1999). 

J Women are exclu<ted from land ownership. Only as widows do lhey have usage rights. Unmar
ried adult women mostly stay m their parenllll homes. According to the custom of sororiit an unmar
ried woman is often given in marriage to replace a sterile or deceased sister. 
, See Gaennle (1993) for other Kiranti groups. 
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Sun.uwar ~ial organization is characterized by a segmemary lineage system with rules of 
fiSSIon whtch are exemplarily described by Evans-Pritchard for the Nuer (Gaenszle 1991: 
213). Each exogamous patrician. most of which are named and localized. is subdivided 
IItto maxlmall~neages. These are subdivided into minimal lineages. Each segment has its 
own ances.tor rtlual . The minimal lineage is not only a ritual communi ty but also the main 
unit of IOstHuttona ll~ed e~change and pennanent cooperation. Cross-cousin marriage, which 
,~as probably practised In former times (Gaenszle 199 1: 183f.), is nowadays strictly for
bIdden. U IS not the homontal principle implicated in marriage alliance, but the vertical 
prlnctple ln~phc8led In the descent rules which shapes social organization and the sphere 
o~ cui rural Ide?logy as well. The position of Sunuwar women, compared with that of 
HlI1du .wo~en In Nepal,. is relatively comfortable,6 mainly because the wife-givers retain 
n. certam kind of protective function over tlle well-being of their 'daughter· after her mar
riage. 1 

The Sunu\~ar ance~tor ritual of the minimal lineage (chengll ) is a periodic repetirion of the 
mortuary ritual. It IS celebrated twice a year: after the harvest and during the time of food 
shortage. The ~elebration of this ritu~ 1 is the responsibility oftbe youngest brothers or the 
prlllclpal heirs. Large amounts of millet beer (shyabu), the main material contribution the 
younge~t brothers make to the ritual, serve as a symbolic feed ing forthe ancestor souls. In 
~eahty, It benefi.lS the el.der brothers and their families, who are politically influential, but. 
III respect o f their matenal status, disadvantaged.' Elsewhere J have shown that the chellgu 
ritual creates a paradigm for the exchange of goods and manpower between brothers in 
Sunu~var society, which helps to compensate for the material differences which are sys
tematica lly creuted by lhe inheritance rules. 

In .trad~ti ona ~ SUl1uwar villages the local patrician still generally holds the supreme owner
shtp of the vil lage or ancestralland (am bQ/ek) up to the present day. The transmission of 
landed p:o~erty, whether by inheritance, gift, or purchase, is almost impossible without 
(he peolllsslon of the council of clan elde~ (ama!). Similar circumstances are described 
by Gaenszle for the Mewahang Rai (1991 : 150). The Nepalese law providing for private 
pro~rtylO is hardly ever invoked by a clan member who intends to stay in the village. In 
particular, lhe epalese law of inheritance, a system of equal partition,1I is very seldom 
mvoked." The few exceptions are people who have decided to leave the vi llage for ever. 

6 Sec Jones (1973) for the position of Limbu women. 
7 See McDougal (1979: 88) forthe Kulunge Rai. 
8 According 10 Cicero·s argument in De Legibus (see Goody 1962: 379). 
9 In the village und' .. rh " f er mvC'stJgatloD. e youngest brother IS the heir of the parental house in 70% 
o cases. The youngest sons have about 40% more productjon than theLr elder brothers and they own 
the hon 's share of the kilf!l land. 

10 Or, more ne ul"Jteiy, slale propeny wilh individual righls or use. 
t t Today Ihis I be fi 12 . aw ne Its WOmen as well, but thi s does nol affect my argument . 

The sallle IS st .. ed by Vinding (1979: 41) for Ihe Thakali. 
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The inOuence of the Sunuwar in the viUage under investigation. which clearly indicates 
the survival of the most important tra it of the communal 1and tenure sy tem- kipa/. i.e. 
the prohibition on the aliena.tion of land to non·group·members on be seen in the fol
lowing figures concerning land disputes, the persons who decide them, and the kind of 
decisions taken. About 75% of the quarrels recorded are concerned with land and inherit
ance. l ) Almost all of these quarrels are in a way consequences of the dishnnnonious rules 
of the traditional inheritance sysL'cm. After the death oflheir parents, cider brothers often 
demand a share in addition 10 the land they received around the time of their marriage. 
Sometimes they thfeaten tu leave the village and to sell their land to anybody who will buy 
it. But no case is known where this has actually happened, since nobody ever seems to 
have resorted to the district coun at Okhaldunga Bazaar to fight for his rights . This does 
not seem to be llncommon for Nepal: with reference to a village in the Kathmandu va lley, 
Bennet! states, "elder men in the village say they can't remember a single case (out of 
many threats) where vi llagers actually went outside" (1983: 8). Land disputes are settled 
neither above the level of the village panchayat nor among kinsmen. In other cases. 
influential kinsmen oflen act as mediators. but in land quarrels they are usuaUy an inter
ested party. 

The Sunuwars in the village under investigation occupy almost all of the important offices 
in the Panchayat: Pradhan Pancha, Upaprodhan Pancha, Village Secretary, Mukhiya and 
Jinunawal," and even the post of Area Member. They all belong to Ihe loca l clan which 
fowtded the village, and which was in former times the official holder of Ihe hpu!. One 
main endeavour of the e P<lochayat functionaries, assisted by the village committee (ama!). 
is to prevent the alienation of land to strangers by arranging good deals between kins
men,iS In addition, they enforce ihe nonn!\ oftraditional inheritance against official Nepa
lese law. The results of their decisions are evident: 90 percent of the ancestral land is still 
owned by Sunuw.rs, 80 percent is owned by members of the local clan, land is still dis
tributed unequally among brothers, and, except for widows, women do not own land. 

The Kiranti in Nepalese history and th.e kipa{ system of land tenure 

The history of east Nep.1 remains obscure up until the fonnation of the Nepalese state. 
Most of the Kiranti groups and subgroups were probably incorporated in, or affi liated 
with, some of the adjacent Hindu principalities, but the historical sources suggest Ibat they 
had largely disposed of political and culturol autonomy. Even wi thout information on lhe 
internal organization of the Kiranti groups, we may assume that they were organized in 
village communities, wbere viJl3ges were mostly identical with unilineal desceol groups 
with a corporate charDcter and loosely bound together through relations: of marriage; Lhey 
probably also formed temporary alliances against a common enemy (Caplan 1990: 135). 

1 J This cOITesponds Wilh data rrom other places tn the OkhaJdunga district (FNF 1988: 63). 
14 At the lime or my research these latter IWO were still in charge of lax co llection. 
15 The same praxis is described by Nccf (1999: 14) ror Niger and Benin. 

. , 
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My assumption is thot the fonnerorganization of the Klranti groups does not differ funda
mentally from the s ituation we can observe in many contemporory tmditional Kiranti vil· 
lagcs. 

Even before the Gorkha conquest in the IDte 18111 century, members of the Hindu castes 
migrated into the Kiranli area, and the different systems of lond tenure wh.ieh were 13ter 
practised by the Gorkhali were already known. Later decrees by the Gorkhali rulers do 
1101 provide evidence for the introduction of new laws and regulations, but seem to be 
guarantees of rights which were formerly granted (Regmi 1978: 537). Between 1772 and 
1774, Gorkha incorporated east Nepal within its actual boundaries, but far-reaching au
tonomy was given to the original inhabitants of the area (Regmi 1978: 626). This policy of 
non-intervention was in no way disinterested. Some of the subordinated groups) such as 
for instance lIle Limbu, represented serious military potential; to othersJ such as the 
Sunuwar, the GorkJlalis felt a debt of gratitude because of their support in the course of 
the conquest (Stiller 1973: 136)." 

The basic iteln of Gorldlali policy of non-intervention in East Nepal was the guarantee of 
tlte traditional form of land lenure called kipo!.17 Unlike other forms of land tenure, such 
as raikar am.I its sub-categories," wben: the state acts as the superior owner and grants 
titles to its citizens,19 kipa! is a form of cornmunal land tenure, where the state signs over 
the title to a certain territory lO a certain group. tn practice, this was done by signing over 
land lilies 10 local headm.n in dte names oflheir respective groups (Regmi 1972: 50).'" 

The most important trait of the kipa! system was the prohibition on the alienation of land 
to non-group members (Regmi 1978: 535)." In his study of the Mewailang Rai, Gaenszle 
wriles: u(p)robably the kipa/ system is due to a ttibal customary law based on some kind 
of religious nOlion of anccstralland; and Ihe Hindu rulers of lite day integrated this law in 
Iheir admi nistrative order" (199 1: 57). As Caplan has poinled OUI, kipu! was more than a 
system ofland tenure: it was the basis ofidenti lY for the differenl Kironti groups ( 199 1: 
313). 

16 This was mentioned in a document of 179 1/92 (Muller 1984: 40). 
17 According 10 Regmi , lhis right was granted only to c. 4% of the entire Nepalese popUlation (see 
Pfaff-Czarneck. t989: 68). 
18 bina,gutM,jagir, and rakam (Rcgmi 1978: 17). 
19 Regmi has called this "state landlordism" (1978: 864). 
20 Someiimes these were lineages, sometimes clD.ns or members of Sl:vcnd clans in the same local-

11) 

21 This was made. compulsory for the firsl time in the wrinen Inw in 1883 (Regmi J 978: 549), but. 
acc.Qrding. 10 Gacnszie (1991 ; 57). the prohjbitioll of alienation expresses the "essence" of the kipu~ 
system. ··even if the rule was not observed strictly nU rhe lime" -
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The kipa! system and individual ownership 
While the existing research largely agrees on these points (Regmi 1978: 538, 1972: 49; 
Burghart 1984: 109), there is no consensus with respect to the quest~o? ~r \~heth~r it is 
possible to speak of 'property' under the "ipa! regime. For C~pl.n , tl IS m.lsleadlng to 
speak of 'owning' J.:ipa! (as one owns raikar) since ownership obJectlfies the thing owned.,. 
It is a case of 'owning' the land and 'being owned' by it" ( 1991 : 313). In the same sense, 
PfafT-Czamecka writes, "[t]be allocation of land was managed within Ihe group ('collec
tively' ); de jure it was signed over to entire localized segments of ethnic groups for com
mon usufrucl. A representati ve of the group established contacts with the rulers. There
fore one cannot speak of property in respect of kipa! "( 1989: 68f.). In contrasllo Ihis, and 
togelher with McDougal (1979: 14), I lake the view Ihal it is possible to speak of 'prop
erty', i.e. collective as well as individual property,12 To what extent It IS poSSible d~s not 
depend on the special issue of Nepalese history in the first place,. but upon the question of 
the existence and significance of property in tribal society. ThIS tS also the perspecllve 
taken by Caplan, and 1 agree with his perspective, but not with his conclusions. 1 will 
return to this question later in this discussion. 

Anolher characteristic of the kipa! system is the special legal aUlhority that is assigned to 
the local headmen by the state. Local headmen were appoinled to allocate the land 10 the 
kipa! co-owners, 10 collecl the taxes and- with the exception of the fi ve cardinal crimes:
to .dm.inister justice. They were also entitled 10 levy compulsory labour,nnes, and special 
payments from their kipa[yas and new senlers in their own favour. In tlme.s of suffiCient 
land reserves the kipofYoS supported the immigration of new se1tle~t hopm~ to tra~s f~r 
these burdens to them. At that time the local hcadmen enjoyed quaSi-sovereIgnty wllhm 
the feudal order of the Gorkha state and were respected as "younger brothers of the king" 

(Sagant 1978: 75). 

For a long time, Ihe kip"! system ofTercd political and cul tural autonomy to the Kiranti 
groups and the remembrance of the 'original' kipaf times is still an important part of 
Kimnti identity (Jones 1973: 65, Gaenszle 1991 : 60, Caplan 1990, 1991 ). On Ihe other 
hand Ihe same system contributed, especially through the innuential status of local head
men, to the integration of tribal groups into the state. The fom131 abolition of kipa!, firsl 
for irrigated fields (kltef), and then in the 1960. for all kinds of fields, merely accompamed 
• development among a majority of Kiranti groups which had been unleashed mostly by 
themselves. The state-controlled immigration of Indo-Nepalese (Regmi 1972: 50fT.), at 
firsl largely welcomed by the tribal population, wenl hand in hand with developments 
whereby kipa[ land was left to Hindu immigrants for usufruct, or the local population. not 
versed in the use of money, became encumbered with debts and gave land as mortgages to 
the immigrants. The step to legalize th is kind of provisionallransfer was not a minor one 

22 For more accurate defin itions of conunon, communal , individual, prh'ate, and state property, 
etc ., sec Brontlcy and Cemen. (1989: J 1-19). 
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in a state where Hindus were privileged. OrJ in another scenario, the land given to the 
immigrant was immediately registered as raikar, i.e. private property. Also, the illegal 
annexarion of land by immigrants, especially of pasture land, is often documented. in the 
same measure as the local groups lost conlrol over land, the legal competence of local 
headmen was also restricted, so that in legal matters immigrants could increasingly ap
proach regional courts which generally favoured Hindu applicants. These processes were 
firSt investigated by Caplan ( 1970) for the Limbu and by 1iiller (1984) for the Sunuwar. 

The formal abol ition of kipa! went hand in hand with the immigration of Indo-Nepalese 
into tribal areas. But where there was no immigration, the formal abolition of J ... jpa~ had 
few effects in practice, and even today we may find localities where land is de faCIO mainly 
controlled by those groups which were ronnerly assigned as kipa{ owners. Even under the 
conditions of priva te property, tribal law, 00 which the kipa! system was based, is still 
alive" Such localities are mostly 10 be found in sites which are disadvantageous for paddy 
cultivation, a practice preferred by the Indo-Nepalese immigrants. We can take the cri te
rion of "disadvantageous sire' in this respect as an important precondition for the survi va l 
of the kipa[ system. In my opinion, the question of which macro-sociological and cultural 
factors have the same impact depends mainly on one's assumptions about the extent to 
which it is appropriate to speak of (individual) property in a tribal society. It would be 
absurd to assume a continuity of traditional property righls if these rights were only of a 
collective kind. In a short departure here, I wish to clarify for the purposes of this article 
the question of the coexistence of individual and collective righlS in land in tribal society. 

The coexistence of individual and collective rights 

From Plato to Morgan, property in 'primitive' society was considered to be 'weak.' or nOIl
existent. ond lond in particular was considered to be a collectively owned good. Lowie 
(1947 [1 920]) was one of the first to criticize this view. By recourse to a large variety of 
ethnographic examples, he not only emphasized the coexistence of individual and collec
tive propeny rights and the impossibili ty ofunderslanding history or evolution as a con
tinuous transition from one category to lhe other, but he also pointed out that common 
property eould be found eve.rywhere. Contemporary researchers agree that collective as 
well as individual property rights can be found even in hunler and gatherer societies (Bamard 
and Woodburn 1988: 10); the creation of individual rights is believed to be largely a 
consequence of individual labour (ibid.: 23ff.). 

Robens' view that people wou ld not develop an intense relationship with land under con
ditions of swidden agriculture (Roberts 1981: 105), which was formerly also prevalent 
among the Kiranti , is wrong, as Richard. showed for the Bemb. of Zambia in the 1930s. 
As SOOn as someone is cultivating a parcel of land, he not only possesses this panicular 
parcel or has rights of usufruct in it, but also has full ownc.rship of it . nnd he may inherit 

23 The survival of the kipa! system after iLS official abolition is also considered by McDougaJ 
(t 979: 30), Gaonszle ( t 99 1: 69). and For\les ( t 999: 120). 
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the land (Richards 1939: 10). A general problem with which we are still confronted in 
hunter and gatherer societies is that "in some instances we cannot divide up sorts of prop
eny according to whether they are individually or conununally held. Tbe problem is that, 
often, analytically separate individual and group rights exist in the same item ofpropeny" 

(Bamard and Woodbum 1988: 10). 

In the early I 940s Gluckman deall with this problem in relation to agricultural societies 
with more intensive methods of cultivation, and his conclusions for his African cases 
sccm to be valid for the Kiranti as well. According to Gluckman. the fact that land is 
distributed relatively evenly in tribal societies and that each individual has a right to a 
parcel of land does nol mean that land is owned 'communally' by groups (G luckman 
1983: 4, 10). Also, cooperation does not reduce the individual claim (ibid.: 23); it may 
only create additional collective claims. Among the Barotse the right of the group consists 
mainJy in a prOhibition on the alienation of landt but this restriction is not an argument 
against the existence of individual propeny. Gluckman also made the point that a crite
rion for propeny can be seen in the possibility of inheritance (1969: 59ff.). To facilitate an 
appropriate comprehension of complex relations of ownership, Gluckman distinguished 
between UeSlat'e of rights of administration" and "estate of production" (ibid.): the first 
quaUfies property in respect of the collective or its representative as a king or local head
man, the second qualifies it in respect of individual labour. 

As Bromley and Cemea have stated, the term 'common propeny' "has been largely mis
understood and falsely interpreted for the past two-three decades. Common propeny re
gimes are not the free-for-all ihat they have been described to be, but are structured own
ership arrangements" ( 1989: iii). A widespread confusion of the notions of 'propeny 
right', Iright of possession', and 'right ofusufrucf in tribal society seems to come from 
leaving the topic of (he continuity of property out of consideration (von Benda-Beckman 
1979). We are dea ling with propeny in agriculn.rally used land. Among peasants, whether 
t.ribal or 'modern ' , land is sti ll acquired largely via inheritance (e.g. Neef 1999: 90). The 
continuity of property is guaranteed and regulated by rules of inheritance. If it is a com
monplace among Europcan jurists that "property without the law of inheritance is un
thinkable" (piotet 1978: 2), and ifinllOritance law is considered to be "a very clear meas
ure for the significance of property" (Wesel 1985: 107), we cannot doubt for onc moment . 
that individual property exists in agrarian societics of all kinds. 

Another point of view goes further in so far as it denies the possibility of using 'our' 
notion of propeny for tribal cultures. The Boh.nnans declared that the Tiv do not know 
propeny (in land), not only because land is alienable but because "the relationship be
tween people and things. which in English is translatable into a set of '.ownershlp' Ide~s. 
backed by 'property' law and deep regard lor the property of others, IS seen as Cl SOC Ial 

relationsbip by Tiv"( 1968: 92). The relativism of the Bohannans is based on another 
widespread misunderstanding. If property is seen as Cia relation between a person under
stood as an absolute control" as Baur interprets the Roman law (1983: 222). there are 
indeed 001)' two alternatives: either one denies property in tribal society or one accepts 
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only common property. But property in modem states as well as among the Tiv is 1101 a 
relationship between a person and a thing, but a relationship between persons with refer
ence to ihat thing (Benda-Beckmann 1979: 42, Bromley and Cernea 1989: 5, Weimer 
1997: 3), Propeny implies a control over things, but it cannot be reduced to this. Relations 
between persons vary from society to society. They are not the same among the Tiv and 
the Suouwar, in tribal societies and in modem nation-states. Therefore, instead of sup port
ing a sbarp relat ivism. we have to take into consideration the relativity of the notion of 
individual property in general . even ifi ts codification in Roman and modern law suggests 
its absolute character. In this perspective, taking into account the likelihood that social 
relations and functions may coincide in certain contexts, it is obvious that forms of prop· 
erty, which are at first sight quite divergent, may coincide in fundamental principle as 
well. 

In 1988, when Capl.n returned to the Limbu village he had studied in the 1960s, he was 
unable to find a vestige of the kipa! system ( /99 1: 3 12ff.). He interprets this observation 
in terms of n substitution of common property in land with private property as prescribed 
by Nepalese law. Because Caplan assumes that under t.he conditions of the kipa/ system 
no individual property was possible, he interprets Limbu history as a rransformafion from 
a tribal to a peasant society, basing his argument in addition on Gregory's dualism be
tween two fundamentally distinct kinds of economy: 

(a) 'clan-based' economies, involving primarily non·commodity ('gift') 
exchange and (b) 'c lass-based ' economies, characterized principally by the 
transaction or commodities (Gregory 1982: 18). In the tormer there is no 
private propeny' and people do not have a lienable rights over things ... In 
the latter, there is private property, implying alienable rights over things, 
thus requiring a sharp distinction to be drawn between a thing and its owner. 
( 1991 : 306) 

Although Caplan refuses to assume a conception of linear evolution (1991: 307), Grego
ry's dualism induces him to reduce the variety of historical changes to one and the same 
process. In this perspective the question of whether and [0 what extent the kipar system 
has survived cannot be asked, and to search for conditions within which it has survived 
seems to be superfluous. [fwe take Gregory's two kinds of economy as 'ideal types' in the 
Weberian sense, they may serve as analytical tools; othenvise. they prevent a historical 
analysis. 

Instead of adopting Caplan's dual istic perspective. which denies the possibility ofa coex
Isten e of COmmon and individual propeny, we have to base a historical analysis on the 
possibility of such a coexistence. This is the criticism formulated by Moore of Caplan's 
earlier work. Moure alsu distinguishes between two kinds of property and she proposes a 
beuer undecslanding of the functional distinction between 'estale of rights of administra
tion' and 'estate of production' as introduced by Gluckman (1978: 246). On ly from this 
slaning point does it become possible to investigate a hererogeneous variety of historical 
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developments,).;! and at the same lime to discover the survival of the collec.live and indi
vidual rights characteristic of the kipa! system beneath the surface of the prtva te property 

of the Nepalese Code. 

We have no access to historical sources which would infonn us about individuals' rights 
and their workings within the kipa! system in fonner times. But why should kipa! work 
fundamentally differently from other tribal ownership systems? We rather have t? search 
for reasons for the neglect of individual rights in these systems. On on~ hand thl~ was a 
part of the 'terra nuHis argument' used mainly by colonial powers whl~e occupylllg the 
land of the locals (Le Bris et al. 1991 for Africa). In the case of Nepal tt seems to be an 
adoption of the ideology of Kiranti headmen." Forbes' description of Ihe kipa! system, 
taken from a Yamphu-Rai headman, is typical in this respect: 

The most important features of the kipat system included unmarked bounda
ries around fi elds and a system ofland tenure based on the categorization of 
people. not land. (Forbes 1999: 116) 

There are no pennanellt fences ... and .. . boundaries were not recorded . Each 
winter people build temporary fences around fields, ... but they tear them 
down again aficr the crops have been han'ested. Stone walls hold up the 
irrigated rice terraces that have been sculpted onto the landscape, but these 
walls do not keep th ings in or out; they simply make the land more level.. .. 
Like bargaining over prices in the bazaar, rights to kipat lands depended 
more on the relationship among users and on the resource In questIon than 
they did on any fixed rules of tenure .. . [p]roperty boundaries were not marked 
physica lly or legally ... Kipatiya .. . had the right to c1atm as much land as 
they could physically clear and fann ... When kipatiya default on thelf taxes 
ordie heirless, the kipat land reverts to thejimmawaJ. (Ibid.: 118)" 

This contrasts sharp ly with the description offcred by another of Forbes' infonnants: 
"Everyone already had their land; the fields were already divided, and the jumnawals and 
their subjects knew which fie lds belonged to whom" (ibid.: 133), and another more reahsllc 

24 Probably, one will find certain historica l developments only in part icular localities and amorig 

particular ethnic groups. . . . 
25 Among anthropologists as well as among I~cals . In the 1930s. and 1940s. there was a nauvl:~: 
Limbu movement, callcdsQt)'G hiillgmii, commItted to the restoration of th~ Japa! land th~t ~a~ b 
lost to Hindu inunigrants. BUI, as Regmi has pointed out (1978: 583), behmd the collectlvlst ,deo~~ 
ogy of that movement there stood the interests of Limbu headmen who wanted to recover thel! 

fanner pri\'ileges. . . . . . . 
26 This last argument is often used to deny the existenc.e of mdlVldu.al nghts ID Lnb~l systems of 
land ownership. Butlhe heritage of a person without helTS as detennmed by ~he. partlcu.lar law.o! 
inheritance also goes back to the community or the state in many modem soclclles. ThiS pracllc 
does not speak against private property. 
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statement by Forbes: "Most landowners can recite the owners of their fields back four or 
fi ve generat ions, andj immawals know which fields were part of whose kipat, which fields 
were acquired in SOme other way, and who the original owners were" (ibid.: 11 9). We 
cannot found our view of the kipa{ system on the views of headmen. Their privileges and 
their arbitrary behaviour should not be interpreted as evidence for the non-existence of 
individual rights of the kiparya, as many authors seem to imply between the lines. 

Factors supporting tbe survival of kipa{ rights 

What are the characteristics of the triba l groups of East Nepal which support the survi va l 
of the tradi tional property system in the locali ties which are mostly badly sited and largely 
unaffected by immigration? The importance oflanded property increases according to the 
scarcity of land and the intensity of cultivation, whether this is caused by mOre effective 
technologies or the pressure of the state (Goody 1976). In so fa r as we can assume that tbe 
lribal groups of east Nepal were familiar with plough cultivation in terraced and irrigated 
fields before the Gorkha conquest (Muller 1984: 71), we may conclude that a significant 
fonn of individual property existed in land in that era. According to Plaueau's 'evolution
ary theory of property rights' with the increase of land scarcity more and more fields were 
"owned and inheri ted by individuals" (Netting 1982: 471 , Acheson 1989: 360). 

The significance of property may also have increased because the main economic unit 
among the Kiranti is not . large kinship group but the. household based on the nuclear 
family. The predominance of this kind of household seems to be a direct consequence of 
the marriage system and the high position il grants to wife-givers. To avoid confl icts 
between the newly married WOman and her affines, a new household is usually founded. 
In addi tion, certain fonns of inheritance law do increase the significance of property . Thus, 
a rule of unigenilure gives higher value to property than a rule of equal partition with its 
consequence of splitting. This k.ind of inheritance does not only affect the importance of 
property but may also contribute to the survival of traditional rights. Even if only 'prefer
en tial', a ru le of indivisibility seems 10 be favourable for mal)agement as we ll as for pro
ducti vi ty. This is also in the government's interest. These are the reasons why modem 
States still tolerate exceptional laws of property and inheritance for peasants (lange and 
Kuchinke 1989: 1075). It is not by chance that in a decree given to Ihe Sunuwar in 1824 
certifying their ancestral rights to land part icular mention is made of their traditional rule 
of inheritance (Fezas 1986: 173). 

Preferential ultimogeniture as practised by the Kiranti is also a regulation which hampers 
social change from within, especially if it is complemented by a principle of primogeni
ture for succession to politi ca l and religious offices, and the additional rule that elder sons, 
as SOOn as they are in the position of household head, participate in the political influence 
exerted by the old . This ensures that the economically favoured principal heirs are ex
cluded from political life on two counts. Although thi s system is an elegant solution to 
the problem of the support and care of elderly people, it reduces internal dynamics and 
their COntribul ion to change. 
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The survival of ultimogeniture is also favoured by the opportunity of short-term migration 
for disadvantaged heirs (Goody t 962: 323). Among the Kiranti, service in the British 
Gurkha regiments is a traditional money~making opportunity which allows co-heirs 10 

stay in the village. I was unable to find a single case of a youngest brother serving in the 
anny in the village under invest igation. 

A further factor favouring the survival of the inheritance system of the Sunuwar- ilnd I 
assume for other Kiranti groups as well (Gaenszle 1991 : 98)- is the asymmetrical rela
tions of exchange through which the principal heirs systematically compensate the disad
vantaged co-heirs. A final factor can be seen in the strong ancestor ideology and its core, 
the ancestor ritual, which serves as the main instrument creating these kinds of exchange 
relations, but masks their asymmettical character at the same time_ 

Concluding remarks 

We know today that the introduction of p.rivate property in developing countries did not 
increase productivity. nor did it prevent the overuse ofresoUIces. as Hardin has assumed. 
This failure was often blamed on a neglect of the former efficiency of common property 
systems (Feeny et al. 1990). Before now stalcing everything on the common property card, 
we should reach a better understanding of this notion. In the footsteps of Hardin, common 
property was often confounded with systems of free access. Individual rights within com
mon property regimes were excluded. 

If common property regimes are Ustructured ownership arrangements" (Bromley and 
Cemea), this does not mean merely that there are "indigenous mechanisms to allocate use 
rights to members" (Feeny et al. 1990: 10) or, more abstractly, that "tenure systems are 
embedded in socio-cultural systems" (Planeau 1996: 75), but that they may go hand in 
hand with systems of individual property with which we are well acquainted from the 
experience with 'our l pri vate property. Individual rights often differ only in degree from 
private property, and they may be found as effectively practised individual rights below 
the surface of private property as it is fixed in legal codes but not applied in practice. Just 
this discrepancy is a major trait of the legal pluralism that is often described for Africa 
(e.g. Sow Sidibe 199 1). Neefshows the general counter-productivity of government inter
ventions to resolve this discrepancy and the advantage of a laissez-faire policy in cases 
where traditional systems of ownership work properly without, or below the surface of, 
modem private property. The conditions detennined by Neef for such cases and men
tioned in the introduction seem still to exist in certain Kiranti vi llages of east Nepal. 
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Muslim Mobilization and the State in Nepal, 1951-95 

Mollica Dastider 

The history of Muslim sett lement in Nepal dates back to the early 16· century. However, 
the recognition of Muslims as a separate religious group and, consequently, of their cul~ 
tural rights as equal citizens was not granted by the Nepalese state unti l 1962. From the 
available historical accounts it is evident that from 1768 until the middle of the 19" cen
tury Muslims, along with their Christian counterparts, were treated as virtual outcasts 
(both social and political) by the newly fonned state of uniGed Nepal (Gaborieau 1995: 
13- 14).' 

During the entire Rana period, which began in 1846, Nepalese Muslims held an impure 
and inferior status in a rigidly hierarchical social structure, based on the Hindu fourfold 
national caste system (Horer 1979: 40-1, Gaborieau 1972). The revolut ion of 1950, which 
brought an end to the autocratic Rana regime, fell short of pennaneolly replacing the 
absolute rule of the monarchy with a parliamentary fonn of government. Muslims had 
shown their solidarity with the anti-Rana movement by associating themselves with the 
major political organizations, namely the Nepali Congress and the Communists (Ansari 
1981: 37-8, Gautam 1989: 9). Their yearning for a democratic system was most evident 
when, immedia tely after the overthrow of the Ranas, Muslims tried to organize them
selves on a common platfonn (the 'All Nepal Anjuman Islah ') for the overall upl ift of 
their community,::!: 

In the following years, when Nepal, after a brief st int with democracy (1959-60), slipped 
back into absolute monarchical rule, the Muslim community found that the new system 
presented it with a dual social status. Constitutionally, Muslims gained the status of equal 
citizens (i.e. equal before the law); in practice) however, they continued 10 hold a low 
status in a tradition-bound society, and to be deprived of political and economic benefits 
(Gaborieau 1972). The Panchayat period thus reaffirmed the marginalized minority char
acter of the community. Consequently, despite religious freedom during the 30 long years 
of Panchayat rule, the growth of a religious group consciousness among the Nepalese 

Marc Gaborieau has been studying the Muslim community in Nepal since the 1960s and has 
numerous works to bis credit. most of them wrinen in French. 
1 The All Nepal Anjuman (slab was established in 1953 for the social and economic uplift of the 
Muslim cOITUUunity. One M.r Ahmeddin, who later became a king's nominee in the legislative 
bodies as the representative of Muslims. was its president. 
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Muslims was more or less chequered. However, during the mid-1 970s there began a slow 
and gradual process of organizing the otherwise passive community by placing an empha
sis on their Islamic identity. This poli ticization of Muslim ethnic identity in post-1 950 
J epal will now be examined in detail. 

The process of change and Muslim group mobilization 
In order to underst'and conflicts between old and new values it is helpful to relate a coun
try ' political culture to the nature of its state structure and its overall level of develop
ment. In Nepal, while on the one hand we sec that the Panchayat system was drawn from 
the indigenous Nepali political tradition that bad been predominantly feudalistic, on the 
other we find that during the post-1950 democratic era anempts had been made to inject a 
neW political culture among the people by innovating popular institutions and va lues (Baral 
1989: 317). This conmct of old and new values was also reflected in the pattern of ethnic 
and minority group mobilizations. The abandonment of parliamentary democracy resulted 
in a revival of authoritarian trends and institutions, and stalled the process of affinning 
group identities. Vet al the same time tbe period of wider political participation (1958-60) 
and the reintroduction of universal adult suffrage in the 1980s also saw the leadership of 
underprivileged groups demanding a greater share in societal rewards and goods by means 
of "affinnative action" (PoudyaI1 992: 136-7, Phadnis 1989: 124-5). 

This kind of group behaviour was also discernible in the case of the Muslim minorities, 
though it must be remembered that any mobilization of religious minority groups such as 
Ihe Muslims would always be restrained in an overarching Hindu state system, irrespec
tive of its experiments with democratic nonns and va lues. Changes in Muslim group be
haviour since the end of the Rana autocracy can be categorized as "identity assertion' and 
lidentiry assimilation': the first took place while the political environment was being lib
eralized, and the second during the period of tlte closed Pauchayat system. 

During the I 950s, against the backdrop of a promise to establ ish a people ' s government 
after the fa ll of the Ranas , Muslims, along with other peoples from oppressed caste and 
ethnic groups, engaged themselves in the upliftment of their community. Various Muslim 
social and re ligious associations were fomled in Kathmandu and the Tarai districts. Promi
nent among these were the All Nepal Anjuman Islah (in Ka!hmandu), the Jamitul Muslim 
(in Rautahat), and the Idare Tamire Milia! (in Banke). However, by 1958 all of these 
organizations had merged into the All Nepal Anjuman Islah. The closeness ofirs founder, 
Mr Ahmeddin, to the king and the palace ensured Ihat this organization survived as the 
sole representative body of the Muslims (ANAl 1980: 2-4). The organization basically 
represented the Muslims' cause and on many occasions it played an acti ve role in settling 
disputes wi th the majority community over issues such as the construction of mosques or 
the demarcation of lands for graveyards, by laking these up with the local authorities and 
urging them to be sympathet ic to the problems of the minorities. In addition, taking ad
vantage of the liberal political atmosphere of 1958 when epal's fi rst democratic consti
tution was being framed, the Anjuman Islah even tendered a petition to the Department of 
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Education asking for the inclusion of elemental')' Urdu and elementary Persian instead of 
elementary Sanskrit at the SLC level examination for the entire Muslim community in 
Nepal (An sari n.d .: 30-2). 

Once Panchayat rule had been establ.ished, organizations such as the Anjuman Islah re
stricted themselves to Ihe role ofa Muslim religious body. occasionally raising issues that 
jeopardized the Muslim religious freedom eosh rin~d in the 1962 ~on stituti on .' Thus the 
years of Panchayal rule saw the Muslim leadershIp actmg pasSIvely: by the 1970s Ihe 
Anjuman Islah with its royal patronage remained the sole representative body ofthe Nepa
lese Muslims. In rerum For assurances of royal protectIon against any maJonty wrath and 
the occasional nomination of its president to the Rastriya Panchayat (the President of the 
Anjuman Islah. Mr Ahmeddin. was twice nominated by King Mahendra to the highest 
legislative body in 1960 and 1963; ANAl 1980: 5). the monarchy ensured that Mushms 
under the banner of' Anjuman' remained staunch votaries of the partyless Panchayat sys
tem. However during the late 19705 and 19805, with the introduction of gradual reforms 
within the pa;ry.less system, a subtle yearning for a separate Muslim identity emerged 
among a section ofthe Muslims. Under the banners of the Millat-E-Islami~ a~d the Mus
lim Seva Samiti this section of the community slowly began to emphaSize its separate 
Islamic identity in opposition to the state's drive for Nepaliz3tion ~nd ~induization . De
spite these new aspirations. Muslims did not feel secUre enough to s.ld.e With the supporters 
of a multi-party 'ystem in the 1980 referendum, and fe lt that remalOlOg loyal to the mon
arch would provide them with the best legal protection, because the strict enforcement of 
law and order under royall11le was one of the best features of Panchayat system (Ansari 
n.d.: 33-4). They nevertheless took advantage of the atmosphere of dissent when reforms 
to the system ushered in an era of political modernization. Besides, this slow change. ID 

Muslim group behaviour also reflected the Panchayat govemment' s efforts to establish 
better ties with the Arab world. In 1981, during an official visit of the SaudI forelgnmm
ister to Nepal. the official daily. the Gorkhiipat/"Q, reported that there we~e 1.4 mllh? n 
Muslims residing in Ncpal (a figure far in excess of the figures. shown to the 0f!iclal 
census). Further, the government's decision to nominate a M,usluTI, Mohd. ~ohsm, as 
Nepal's ambassador to Saudi Arabia. gave the Nepalese Mushms an opponumly 10 feel 
positive for the first time about their strength in the country. 

In 1981 the first ever Rastriya Panchayat elections held through adult franchise saw Mus
lim candidates contesting from as many as 14 districts ( 12 from the Ta~ai regio~ and 2 
from the hills). Though only two Muslim members were elected to the nallonalleSlSlature 
(Ismail Ansari from Mahottari and Sheikh Siraju from Rautahat). Harka Gurung observed 
that Musl im representation in the 198 1 national legislature increased by 1.4% over prevl
OllS PanchayttlS, which had been elected indirectly (Gurung 1989: 130-2; see also Shahs 

1992: 109). 

J Article 14 of the 1962 Constitution stated that "every person may profess his own re ligion as 
handed down from ancient times and may practise il having. regard to tradition." 
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Identity assertion in post-199O democratic Nepal 
The restoration of mUlti-party democracy marked the culmination of a people's move
ment against the absolutism of the monarch which had continued fo r 30 years through his 
party less Panchayat rule. ]n fact the slow but steady process of political modernization 
that was ini tiated in the 19805 by the Panchayat rulers through their electoral reforms was 
also coupled with the modernization of communication media and transportation, thereby 
faci litating the spread of education and an increased awareness of international demo
crat ic developments among the Nepalese masses, A corresponding rise in demands for 
greater political participation and more equitable representat ion of the various group iden
li ties ensured the successful replacement of authoritarianism with a consti tutional democ
racy. 

With the defeat of the forces that favoured a monolithic state system. the superficiality of 
the homogeneous 'Nepalized' character of the state was soon exposed as demands were 
made by numerous etlmic groups to give due recognition to the plurdlisl reality ofNepa
lese society. For their part too, Muslims had contributed to this polit ical development , first 
by joining hands with the pro-democracy forces4 and thell, inspired by the constitutional 
provisions and encouraged by Islamic countries in West Asia, by start ing to raise their 
ethnic and religious profile. The foonation of a number of Muslim welfare organizations 
was the first step towards asserting a distinctive Muslim religious identity in an otherwise 
Qvcrv.'helmingly Hindu cultural setup, One of the main objectives of these bodies was to 
establish themselves as Muslim interest groups in democratic Nepal . 

The active involvement of the Muslim community in the participatory political process 
became evident during the first general elections held in pOSl-1990 Nepal. when 31 Mus
lim candidates contested from tbe Tarai region. The fact that five of them were elected, 
representing major national parties like the Nepali Congress, the Nepal Communist Pany 
(UML), and the Nepal Sadbhavana Party (NSP).' and were even assigned important posi
tions such as Cabinet Minister (Sheikh Idris) and Interim Speaker of the Lower House 
(Khalil Miya Ansari) after the Nepali Congress ministry was sworn in, indicated the Mus
lim community's involvement in a participatory political process that had only recenrly 
been introduced (see Table I). 

~ Muslim leaders from the Muslim-dominated districts ofBanke (Muhammad Siddiqui and Meraj 
Ahmed), Rautah81 (Sheikh Idos), and Bara (SaJim Ansari) participated in the prO-democracy move
men! in 1989-90. 
~ In the 1991 elect ions, the Muslim MPs who were elected to the Lower House of Parliament were 
Khalil Miya Ansari (NC), Sheikh Idris (NC). Salim Ansari (CPN UML). Mina Oilshad Beg (NSP). 
and Sayed Mernj (NC) 
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Table I . Ethnic/Caste Representation in the Legislature (by percentage) 

Ethnic group 1959 1978 1981 ' 1991 
Lower Upper Both 
House House Houses 

A. Hill Group 78.0 85.1 79.4 79.0 84.9 80.3 

1. Dahun 27.5 21.3 12.5 36.6 40.0 37.4 

2. Chetri 31.2 36.2 36.6 18.5 15.0 17.7 

3. Newar 3.7 7.9 8.0 6.8 13.3 8.3 

4. Tribal 15 .6 18.9 22.3 16.6 13.3 15.8 

S. Occupational 0.8 0.5 3.3 1.1 

B. Tarai Group 22.0 15.0 20.5 21.0 15.0 19.6 

6. Brahman 3.7 2.3 2.4 1.6 2.3 

7. Landed caste 10.1 7.0 7.1 5.4 5.0 5.3 

8. Trader caste 2.8 1.6 1.8 2.0 3.3 2.3 

9. Tribal 3.7 3.2 9.8 8.8 3.3 7.5 

10. Muslim 1.8 0.8 1.8 2.4 1.7 2.3 

All 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 

Num~er of seals 109 127 112 205 60 265 

• Excludes nominated members 

Adapted from Gurung (1992: 20). The table contains minor arithmetic inconsistences. 
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The raised profile of Ihe Muslim religious minority is also discernible in the slow but 
remarkable Change in its group behaviour. The incidence of Hindu-Muslim tension in 
Tulsipur (Dang district) and its fallout on the Muslims or Bank., and later in 1994 nnd 
1995 Ibe Hindu-Muslim conflicts in Nepalganj (Banke), testify to a mobilization of Mus
lims along ethno-religious lines and the growing intolerance towards such minority asser
tions on the part of the majority. Since 1 995~ annual Al l Nepal Muslim COllferences hove 
been held under the banner of the All Nepal Ettehad Sangh, which bring together Muslim 
representatives from all the Muslim-populated districts, and pass resolutions on behalf of 
{he entire Nepali Muslim community. FUr1hennore, the hill Muslims' use of this platfonn 
to lodge their strongest protest against being referred to os clmrallle (a derogatory tcnn for 
hill Muslims who follow the century-old profession orbnngle-selling), and not simply as 
'M uslims'like their Tarai counterparts, only reiterates the foregoing observations on their 

. new role. BUI, as \\/e see in the next section, raising its own profile as a distinct religious 
and political group does not free the Muslim conununity from cautious state responses, 
especially from 0 declared Hindu slatc and its institutions. 

The state response 
III its early stages. the political modernization process in Nepal has already provided space 
for the leaders of various ethnic and religious groups to mobilize their deprived communi
ties through the effective use of symbols of identity. However, the state is still slow to 
initiate actual reforms to fight the social backwardness and economic impoverishment 
born of the centuries-old traditional feudal slate system. To begin with, the state responded 
cautiou Iy by nol yielding to the demand" oftlle non-Hindu religious groups, and by main
taining its religious character even in the democratic constitution of 1990 (Article 4(1) of 
the 1990 ConsUI""on). Rishikesh Shaha, President or Nepal 's Human Rights Organiza
tion of Nepal, points out in this regard that since the position of the Hindu king is safe· 
guarded in Article 27( 1), there was no reason lor the Constitution to call Nepal a Hindu 
state in Article 4( 1)' This provis ion has therefore not only disappointed Nepal's vast 
indigenous UOflOjiit;) popula tion along with the Buddhist. Muslim, and Christian minori
l'ics, but also contradicts other consollllional provisions, such as Article 2, which states 
that the nation is constitut.ed by the Nepali people irrespecti ve of religion, and also Article 
11 (2), which ensures that the state should nOl discriminate against any of its citizens on 
the basis of religion, race, sex, casle, tribe, or ideology.' 

• Rishikesh Shah:.! also point's out th3t the English, ersiulI of lhe original Ncpali text of Anicle 
411) does not reflect the actual meaning. In Ncpali , Article 4(1) states: "Nepal is a ... Hindu, consli· 
tUtiulla l ll1ollarchic~1I Kingdom" , Shaha maintuins that the comma after ' Hindu' is signi ficnlll. The 
·uIlUfflCIUI· EngliSh \ ersion of Anicle 4( I) stales: "Nepal is a Inuhiethnic. muhilingual. democratic, 
l."dcpenJcll t, sO\ereign, Hindu monarchical kingdom" tShaha 1992: 241 ·2). 
. The debate on retaining the Ilindu character of rue NepaJi state becallle all ilJlpiJssiollt:'u argu
ment between proponents of a secular state and proponent ofa Hindu st8te during the drafting oft hC' 
1990 Comainnion. Buddhist, Muslim, and Christian associations. along with several Mongoloid 
Jllnajali groups. took out a massIve demonstration to demand a secular stal e on June 30, 1990 
(Fisher 1993. Haftun nn~ R'"per 1992: 156-9). 
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The Hindu character of the constitution has added to the dilemma of Nepalese Muslims 
too. \Vhile the part icipatory political culture induces them 10 abandon their compliant 
political behaviour, the continuance or the Hindu character orlhe state allows the state 10 
exercise, along with political power, the priestly authority oflhe dominant religion too. In 
this regard it is significant that a section of Nepalese Muslims still bel ieve that they 
should continue to play an acquiescent ro le in society. because during the Panchayat days 
thjs assured them of slale protection against majoritarian violence. They also argue that 
the feeling of security they enjoyed during monarchical rule is preferable to their present 
status in the democralic system, which, although it allows them to assert their rights} does 
not give them the assurance that any communal violence wi ll be quelled wi th the same 
alacri ty and efficiency as it was under authoritarian rule .1! 

In fact, the sudden rise in the number of cases of communal tension after the establ ishment 
of multi-party democracy strengthens the common belief among Tarai Musl ims that the 
Nepali state wi ll not be favourably disposed towards Muslims once they start to demand 
equal opponunities as equal citi zens in a democratic society. A chronological study of 
cases of communal conflict, and the state's response to them, may be useful in analysing a 
shift in the approach of the Nepali state to such incidents. 

Incidents of major Hindu-Muslim conflict and the role of the Nepali state 
1958-9 The first recorded major communal clash took placc in 1958-59 in Bhawarpur 
village in the central Tarai district ofMahortari, when the majority community desecrated 
a mosque and also indulged in arson and looting against the Muslims' The then District 
Commissioner of Ma hot la ri , Bikram Thapa, cooperated with the President of the Anjuman 
Islah, Mr AhmeddinJ in defusing the crisis. Later, the Muslims were even paid compensa
tion of Rs 30,000 for the renovalion of lhe mosque. The riot occurred during the transi
tional period of Nepali politics, when preparations for the first general elections were 
being made under a caretaker government, and this could possibly be the reason for a 
deterioration of prevailing Hindu-Muslim tension into acts of vandalism. Earlier, when 
the monarch was in rull control , similar situations were quickly dealt with. For instance, 
in 1955 simmering tensions between Hindus and Muslims over a Tazia procession were 
defused by the personal intervention of King Mahendra, who sent a Muslim emissary 
from Kathmandu to solve tbe problem before it was aggravated further (ANAl 1980: 3, 
Ansari 198 1: 26-7). 

1959-60 During 1959-60, when the Nepali Congress Government was in power, another 
incident of communal violence took place in Adhyanpur village in Maholtari district. Riots 

These views were expressed by many Muslim villagers in lhe central Tarai districts of Bara and 
Parsa during their interaction with the author. Mosl cited the 1971 Rautahat riot, in which King 
Mahendrn's personal intervention helped 10 effect a speedy implemcnto tion of justice. 
~ The Bulletin of the only prominent Nepalese Muslim organization, the All Nepal Anjuman 
Islah. which functioned during the period 1955-79, lists cases of Hindu-Muslim clashes and records 
the organizat ion's role in defusing those crises as a represent3ti ve body of the Muslims (A AI 
t9RO' Jl 
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broke out while a Hindu religious procession was making the rounds of the village. Two 
people were burned to death and more than 100 houses were set on fire. Though the situ
ation was brought under cOOlrol by giving adequate compensation to the bereaved side 
(ANAl 1980: 3), the loss of lives and property could have been avoided if the state admin
istration had acted in time. 

197 1 The gaf k{I!I{ia ecow incident') riot in the central Tarai districts of Rautahat and 
Bara in 197 1 was the firs t majorcase of Hindu-Muslim rioting after the return of the direct 
rule of the monarchy in 1960. This is the bloodiest Hindu-Muslim riot in the history of 

epal lo date. The riot was sparked offby a rumour about a cow being ki lled in Bhusaha 
in Rautahat. 'o To assess the actual loss of lives and property, a one-man invest igation 
commission was set up by His Majesty's Govenunent, and this reported the loss of 51 
lives (27 in Rautahat and 24 in Bara) and the destruction of property worth 6.4 million 
rupees. It was pointed out that a misinformation campaign, which alleged that His Majes
l)"s Government had sanctioned the looting and violence, further encouraged the looters. 
The sheer magnitude of the riot indicates that tbere was a complete breakdown of the 
abiliry of the local and zonal Panchayat administration to control the vio lence. 11 How
ever, a personal visit by King Mahendra to the affected areas (even though it took place a 
month and a half later), and his assurances to the bereaved families that justice would be 
speedily implemented and ,hat under his rule no such incidents would be allowed to hap
pen in future, left a deep impact on the minds of the Muslims. 12 It was this apprehensive
ness about thcir physical safety that made a section of the Muslims strong supporters of 
the partyless Panchayat system, since they felt ,hat only the direct rule of lhe King could 
provide them with immunity from majoritarian anacks in future. 

1992 TIle next well-reported case of communal tension was one that took place in Tulsipur 
(Dang) in October 1992. There, a small fight over some Muslims' use of a microphone for 
their daily Namaz, in a mosque adjacent to some Hindu celebrations which also used a 
microphone to play some songs, led to the desecration of the mosque. However the inci
dent took a serious rum when the Muslims of (ite adjacent Banke district rook (he issue up 
with (he local administration13 and their MP and demanded immediate state action aga inst 
'hose who had allegedly desecrated the Holy Koran. When they were no' offcrcd any 
offi cial assurance of action against the culprits, the agitated Muslim delegation indulged 
in vio lence. This event underlined growing Muslim mobilization along ethno-religious 
lines for the first (ime since the ushering in of pl uralist ic politics in 1990, and also the 
apathy of the state administration in dealing with such emotive issues iu a sensitive man
ner. l ~ 

10 The Rising Nepal, Kalhrmmdu, October 11 1971. 
1I 711(? Rising Nepal, Kathmandu, November 30 1971 and December 9 1971 . 
" Ibid. See also Ansari ( t 98 t : 28). 
I] See Nepal Press Reporr. Kathmandu, October 29 and November 3 1992. 
! ~ As narrated 10 the aUlhor by Muslim leaders in Nepalganj. A version of the 1992 incident was 
also related 10 the author by the fomler MP from Nepalganj , Sushi I Koiralo, on December 17 1996, 
in Kathmallqy 
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1994-95 Muslim group assertion bas certainly become more visible in epalganj over Ihe 
past few years, and it has also corresponded with a slackening of the state machinery 
which enforces striCt measures in the event of simmering communal tension. Two inci
dents of communal connicl wilhin a period of 10 monlhs (in December 1994 and OClober 
1995) serve 10 indicale thal trend. In December 1994, a dispule over Ihe construction of a 
Hindu temple next 10 a Muslim musafirkhol1D tlodge) resulted in a clash between mem
bers offundamentalist Hindu and Muslim organizations. I' However, the swift action that 
was laken al Ihe behest oflhe newly formed Nepal Communisl Party (UML) governmenl 
did not allow this very volatile issue to deteriorate into a major Hindu-Muslim clash. 
None the less, the OClober 1995 riols reaffirmcd Ihe polarizalion of Hindu and Muslim 
inlerests in th is town, and Ihis lime the siding of major polilical party leaders (Ihose oflhe 
Nepali Congress and the National Democratic Party) wi th the majority communilY and 
some oflh. Hindu fundamentalist organizations added 10 the severity of the riot. A brawl 
between a Muslim vegetable vendor and his Hindu customer snowballed into a major 
Hindu-Muslim riot in which Hindu and Muslim fundamentalist organizations were ac
tively involved, and tlte town saw three conlinuous days of arson and looting. Property 
worth 2 million rupees was damaged (many Muslim sbops were eilher looled or deslroyed) 
and 18 people were injured in the clashes.'6 The most signific::mt feature of this commu
nal clash was the indirect involvement of political panies ,17 which WBS ahseOl in the au
Ihoritarian political system ofpre-1990 Nepal. The indifTerenl anilude of the Nepati Con
gress government of the day and Ihe tardine,s oflhe local administralion in firmly dealing 
with the situation only implied that the state hesitated to take stringent action against 
mindless acts of vandalism for fear of losing popular support. 

1'wo aspects emerge from a s ludy of the conteXlS of Hindu-Muslim conflicl. These are, 
firstly, that communal clashes in Nepal remained a rare event as long as the Muslim mi
norities kept a very subdued and low profile, and did not raise any objection to their low 
caste status, or the overall deprivation they suffered for professing a religion which was 
considered inferior to the official one. But, once they began to show signs of assertive
nes~, ei ther because of their numerical strength in some Tami areas, or because of demo
cralic aspiralions Ihal found expression in posl-1991 Nepal, Ihe Hindu majoritarian slate 
and society have always reacted aggressively, pressing home the point that, although reli
gious freedom has been granted by the Constitution, the religious minorities must remem-

I! Nepal Press R~port. Kathmandu. December 13. 1994; and Kathmomlll Post, December 8. 1994. 
See also Jallmatlch. January 1995. 
J' The acti ve involvement of Nepali Congress leaders who were also members of the Vish\\l~ 
Hindu Sangh hinted ut the support being provided by the Ncpali Congress pany for the Hindus in the 
October J 995 riots. Shiv Sena (Nepal) and Muslim Ekta S3ngh leaders were among the list of peo
ple :lrrested For instigating \'io lence:. Sce TNSEC 1995. and Kathmolldll POSI, October 28, 30, 1995. 
n During her interview with the Banke COO. Thaneshwar Koirala . in December 1996. the author 
also gained the impression that the epaIi Congress Party and the Communist Party (UML) were 
involved \\ ith the Hindus nnd Muslims respectivc:ly. 
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ber Ihal Ibe Hindu upper-cas le groups w,lI always dominate because oflhe country's de
clared status as a . Hindu Kingdom'. lu this context, it can be argued that due to Muslims' 
growing assertion of the ir identity in the changed political environment, the Ayodhya 
issue in India is having a more direct bearing on Hindu-Muslim relations in some ohhe 
border lowns of Ihe Tarai. The proliferalion of fundamentalist elements wilhin both the 
Hindu and Muslim communities (namely, the Shiv Sena, Bajarang Dal, and Muslim Ekta 
Sangh) in places like Birganj and Nepalganj is a posl-Ayodhya (1992) phenomenon. Any 
mobilization by Hindu militant organizations in support orlhe Rama Temple in Ayodhya 
in these towns has encoulllered open resentment from the Muslim community. in contrast 
[0 their subdued behaviour in the past. 

Secondly, Ihe enlry ofpolilical parties in Ihe polilical syslem or lhe counlry has also her
alded the emergence of ·vote·banks'. The anention that the Muslims have received since 
1990 from the: major nalional panies is basically guic.Je:c.J by electoral considerdtions. The 
indirect involvement orlhe Nepali Congress, the National Democratic Party, and the Com~ 
muniSls (UML) in Ihe OClober 1995 Nepalganj riols, when each was obliquely aligned 
either with lhe majority or the minority conununity. did leave an impact on the electorates 
of Ihis communally sensitive region. UI 

The fonnation of All Nepal Muslim bodies with the active support of the two national 
political parties (the CPN and UML) backed Ibe All Nepal Muslim Ellehad Association. 
and the NC backed Ihe All Nepal Muslim Samaj Seva Sangh), further confinn a DeW trend 
of garnering Ihe support of the Muslim ·vote-bank' ." The encouragement for creating a 
Muslim wing of each pany has become all the more apparent since detailed data has been 
fumished on the main elhnic/casle composilion of Nepalese districls . A sludy revealed 
Ihat Muslims arc in a majoriry in four of the 19 Tarai districts (Raurahat, Parsa, Kapilbasnl , 
and Banke); in second position in as many as five districts (Bara, Mahottari, Dhanusha, 
Sirah. , and Sunsari); and in third position in two dislricts CRup.ndehi and Sarlalti) (Gurung 
1994). Thus Ihe sizeabl. Muslim popula lion in all Ihese II Tarai dislricls has certainly 
made the community an attractive electoral proposition for the mainstream political par
ties. The available voter lists also show that in around 17 constituencies in the Tarai the 
number of Muslim vOlers amounlS 10 15,000 or more,'· which means that if Muslims 
voted ell masse for a particular candidate that candidate would win. 

The FaCllhat Maluna Jabbar. one oFthe most innuential Muslim religious leaders of epalganj , 
jOined the Communist Pany (UML) in the post 1995 riots pointed 10 the pro· Muslim stand of the 
pany in the conununally sensit'ivc region ofNcpalganj. 
\' The Muslim wing of the Nepali Congress pany. the epal Muslim Samaj Seva Sangh. was 
establ ished in J 995 in Biramagar(tbe constituency orlhc fonner N.C. Prime Minister G.P. Koirala). 
An acti ve member of the Ncpali Congress From Birnlnagar, Hasan Ansari, was made the President 
of the Songh. In its ninth Annual Convention in May 1996. the pal1Y also passed a resolution in 
SUppOI1 of two muional holidays For the Islamic festivals of Id and Bnkri-Id. See Report of IX,h 
Com'em/oll o[Nepali Congress Ma v 10-121996. resolution No.348. 
:>J Infonnation provided by a Mu~ lil1l MP From the Tarai , during nn interview with the writer in 
D~("embcr 1996. 
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However, the records of the two past general elections show that in Nepal political elites 
have nol rea lly touched upon the issue of participation by ethnic and tribal communities. 
Thus it remains to be seen whether the parties will actually field only Muslim candidates 
in the Muslim majority constituencies in forthcoming elections. The sociology of poli ti
cal parties. especially the composition of their leadership, reveals a combination of upper 
castes (Bahun, Chetri, and Newar), and does not reflect the pluralistic composition of the 
society.!l 

Dilemmas of a minority psyche 
The dilemmas of the Nepalcsc Muslims can best be understood by the fact that they do not 
only share a deprived status with many other low caste and backward groups, but their 
'reversed' (Il/fo) religious identity is considered not merely as inferior to the officia l reli
gion bur also as a threat to the Hindu social order. Thus, having maintained such a dismal 
image in society for a long time. the community is yet to fully absorb its constitutional 
status of equality wi th its Hindu counterpans. The fact that in this new political system 
the vote of a Muslim carries the same weight as tbat of a Hindu, and that the Muslims can 
enjoy all the freedoms and rights of equal citizens of the country, has cenainly put the 
community in a psychologica l dilemma about its future group behaviour. On the one hand, 
Muslims are being enticed by the participatory political culture and are beginning to de
mand their rightful share from the democratic sla te of Nep~lJ. On the other, there also 
ex.ists a feeling of fear and apprehension about the Hindu stale's reaction to their effon to 
assen themselves as a religious group with a separate religious and cultural history. For 
most of the Tarai Muslims. safety from bloody commW1al carnage is also a matter of 
serious concern, especially when they compare themselves with thti r more vocal and as· 
sertive Muslim brethren on the Indian side of tbe border, and fmd them under the threat of 
majority backlash. Hence the idea of being vocal about thei r rights is also accompanied 
by apprehension, as they perceive themselves to be faci ng the same threat.22 

Evaluating Muslim group behaviour against the backdrop of an on-going democratization 
process in Nepal, it can be said that, as far as participation in open electoral politics is 
concerned, Muslims have shown considerable enthusiasm. In the first multi·party elec
tions in 199 1, of the 31 Muslim candidates who contested from various constiruencies in 
the Tarai, 12 candidates represented mainstream panies (NC, UPN, UM L, NSP, and RPP), 
and the rest ei ther contested as independents or on smaller party tickels,2J In the 1994 
elections. although (he number of Muslim contestants feU from 31 to 24, 17 were contest
ing on behalf of major national panies. While indicating the increased interest of the po
litical parties in fielding Muslim candidates, Ihis also spoke of growing political manlrity 

:1 in the opinion of Lok Raj Baral, this upper-caste bias in the composit ion of lhe leadership of 
major political parties cannOI be wished away easi ly un less opportunities are made available to the 
less privileged communities (Baral 1995). 
n This was the general impression of the author after interacting with the Muslim peasantry resid
ing in vi llages ncar 10 the Indian border. 
1.1 The lisl of 31 lusUm contestants has becn drawn from Eleclion COllu ni ssioll (1992). 
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and awareness of voting behaviour on the part of Muslims (Election Conmlission 1995). 
In 1991, of the five elected Muslim MPs, three were from the Nepali Congress, but gen
eral disconlenl among the Muslims aboullhe non-perfonnance of these MPs ensured their 
defeat in 1994. The defeat of the sining Muslim MP (even from Muslim majority constitu
encies like Banke-3) suggests that Muslim votes cannot be taken for granted." Another 
trend that emerges from Muslim electoral behaviour in the 1994 elections is that there has 
been no en-masse vot ing by Muslims for Muslim candidates, and that lhey consider both 
party tlnd individual wh ile vOling. Even in constituencies with around 15,000 Muslim 
Volers, Muslim candidates have lost their securiry deposits.lS The four successful Muslim 
candidates in !.he 1994 elections represented four different parties (Anis Ansari repre
sented the NSP, Sheikh Idris represented the Nepal i Congress, Salim Ansari represented 
.he CPN(UM L), and Mirza Di lshad Beg represented the RPP)." This also sheds light on 
the Muslim psyche, and on their common apprehension that aligning with one single party 
would not be beneficia l for the community, becausc when the party with which the Mus
lims were aligned was out of power the new party in power would not pay any heed to 
rvfuslim causes. 21 

The dilemma of a minority psyche is also apparent among the Muslims of the western hill 
districts ofSyangja, Gorkha, Tanahu, Kaski, etc. Though they are considered the Muslim 
social group III Nepal which has assimilaled the most into the milieu of hill Hinduism: the 
hi ll Musl ims too have begull to protest strongly against their clwrawe identity. H()\Vever~ 
although their discontent with their still generally low social slatus in the hill villages and 
resentment over administrative discrimination has been gaining ground over the past fe w 
years,2b it has yet 10 be expressed openly because orlhe fesr that it might incur a majority 
backlash against them. Nevenheless, the fact tha. after years of isolation hill Muslims 
panicipated in good numbcrs in the All Nepal Muslim Meet in 1996, does reveal a desire 

N In Banke district the Ncpal i Congress won seats in the 1991 elections, but in the 1994 eleclions 
disillusionment with the party among a large group of Muslim voters (for showing scant regard for 
Musl im sentiments during the communal tension of 1992 and other limes) led 10 defeat. including 
that of the Muslim candidate, Meraj Altmed, as the Muslims in the consti tuency voted aga inst him. 
:!S h has been pointcd out by Muslim leaders Ihat in Dara constjruency I, where Ihere are around 
15,000 r."luslims, the Muslim candidate from Rashtriya Prajatantra Party lost by a heavy margin. 
Similarly. in Parsa const ituency I, in spi lc or the large number of Muslim VOlers, the lone Muslim 
candidate 1051 his deposi t. 
Ut ivtirza Dilshad Beg, who came from the Gonda district ofUnar Pradesb (JJldia), and was wanted 
in many criminal cases in India, was elected from Kapilbastu·4 (a Muslim-dominated constituency) 
in 1991 and 1994. He had confessed 10 his involveme nt in cross·border smuggling before he en· 
Icn:d polilical life in Nepal. Mirza Dilshad Beg was assassinated In Kalhmandu in early 1998. In Ihe 
1999 general elecrions lhere was no serious Musl im candidate in KapilbastuA. which elected Ajay 
Pratap Shah, the RPP candidate. 
!1 ~ l us l im intellecluals. including Dr Abllllaishand Or Hamid . .<\ruan, bel ieve that Muslims should 
align wi th differcm parties constiruency-wise to gel maximum service for the community from the 
various parties. 
!. l\ luslim Vi llagers of Tanahu and Syangja districts complained to the author about their still 
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to join the greater Muslim forum which is being floated to communicate tbe Muslims' 
demands to the Nepalese state. 

A study of the ~ajor der:>ands put forward by most of the Muslim bodies to the state 
reveals that , m spneofthe" efforts to organize on one single platfonn (such as the Ettehad 
ASSOciation)" there IS not much unanimity about the nature of their demands. Like their 
counterparts In other pans oflhe.subc~~tinent, Muslims in Nepal are influenced most by 
the Maulanas clergy) and IslarOlc r.!oglOus bodies in articulating Iheir main demands in 
relatIon to U,e state. Thus, when it comes to uplifting the community from all its back
wardness ~nd soc i~1 evils by asking for support from the state, differences appear between 
the,refonmst Mushm leaders and the clergy. who, for instance, would oorlike to give up 
Ihe" hold over the Islamic religious schools (Madrassas and Maktabs). 

Tbe All Nepal Muslim Ettchad Association calls forthe constitution ofa ' Madrassa Board' 
by ,'h.e government, which would recommend the neces~ry steps to modernize the Islamic 
re"glOUs schools (f~r example, the introduction of a modern Nepali school curriculum 
along wIth the IslamIC teachings). Tbi~ would thereafter ensure that such centres, impart
L?g modern learnmg as well as IslamiC education, received financial aid from the state 
~Ike olher NepaJi primary schools, and were also recognized by the Nepali government (a; 
IS the practice In the case of other educational institutions in Nepal). ~ However tJlis de
ma~d does not find enough support among the Maulanas who run the Madrassas, ~r among 
the 111~terate and l~noraOl Mushm masses, who believe their religious leaders' advice that 
any . kind of state mterference in the functioning of Madrassas 1V0uld undermine the Is
lamIC character of these places.JO 

:h~ reformists agree that this negative attitude towards modem education keeps lhe ma
~on.ty of Nepalese Muslims ignorant and backward. and also helps the state to remain 
~ndifferenl 10 dema~ds suchas (i) recognition of the purely rcligious education provided 
LIJ these madrasas; (11) recruItment and subsequent promotion of Muslims in all levels of 
state !\efVlce such as the anny, the police, constitutional bodies, the judiciary, and the 

pre~ailing '\\'.aler una~ceplabJe· SfaNS in Ule villages; and 8150 aboul how they are discriminated 
agamst for belflg Muslims ~y the officials oflhe districl administralion even today. One 24-year-old 
youth from Ohule Gauda Village ofTanahu district claimed thal he was harassed by the office of the 
C~O for a w~ek be~~re receiviug his citizenship c3!d (to which he was entitled on Ihe grounds of 
t>:mg a ~eredllary Citizen ~'hos: ramily seUled in Tanahu many generations ago), whereas a Hindu 
r~~nd " 1~0 had :lccomparued him. and was also a claimant on Ihe basis of hereditary rules, got his 
citizenship card on the very first day, 
~ Resolutions passed by Ihe Second Nat ional Conrerence oflhe Nepal Muslim Ettehad Associa
I~on, Karhma~dtl , August 18·19, 1996. Also see 'Strategy in Lmproving Education among the Mus
hm Com~unlty of Nepa l' . a working paper prcsenled to the said conference. 
JO S~ch IS the s~and mail1lained by most of the M'lUlavis of the madrassas in Nepal, especially Ihe 
pronll~cnt ones In Janakpuf (Maulavj Jais), Bhutaha, Krishnanagar (MauJana Rauf and Abdullah 
~~I~dRl). and Ncpal~anj (M~u~ana Jabbar), because they believe that govenunent funding and super. 
VISion would curtail the religiOUS autonomy of their instinllions. 
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diplomatic service. A survey of tbe ethnic composition of graduates in Nepal shows that 
Muslims conslitute a dismal 0.37 percent of the 100al. The same study also shows that 
among the Section Officer level bureaucrats in the country, the representation of the Mus
lims is only 0.29 percent (Poudyal 1992). Compared to their share of the tOla l population, 
0.37 percent representation among graduates and 0.29 percent representation in the ad
ministrJtive machinery-and that too at the lower administrative level of section omcer~ 

as Ih<:re are hardly any Muslims at the Joint Secretary and Secretary levels of the bureauc
racy- speaks of the overall backwardness of the community. Hence it corroborales the 
urgent need for unanimity among the Muslims in refonning their educational system, so 
Ihatthey can press the state to play a more posi tive foie towards the community. 

However. there is little difference within the community regarding its demands for public 
holidays to be declared on three major Islamic festivals (Id, Bakri-id, and Moharram). 
Inlerestingly, although the two major national parties, Ihe Nepali Congress and the CPN 
(UML) have expressed their support for this demand, neither declared these to be holidays 
during their term of office. 

In essence, the growth of consciousness among the backward ethnic and minority groups 
is undeniably making nation-building a very challenging task for the Slate in democratic 
Nepal. [n particular, the integration of non-Hindus into a national mainstream which bas 
Hinduism as the state religion is one ofthe more serious issues to have emerged from the 
process of political modernization, and calls for deep introspection on the part of the 
modern Nepali state. In this respect, it is important to note that in post-I 990 Nepal Ihe 
sta le has yet to show its resolve in accommodating the cultural denlands of the religious 
minorities or the Janajiitis who do not consider themselves to be Hindus. The dominance 
of Hindu nonns and values in public life is instead making Ihe non-Hindus wary of the 
authenticity of the constitutional position relating to the state's duty to uphold the pluralist 
character of its society. Though ethnic cleavages in Nepal have yet to become a threat (0 
the national society, it is imperative for the Nepali state to withstand diverse identity as
sertion by the members of different social groups, and even accommodate their moderate 
demands-fof, ifignored for long, the pulls of such a multicultural society have the poten
tial to lead Nepal into a major crisis of national integration. In the same vein, apathy 
towards the Muslims and their legitimate grievances, or Dlann al the slightest affirmation 
of Islamic culnlral identity, will only alienate the Muslims further from the process of 
nation-building. On the other band, by accommodating the moderate demands and cul
lural aspirationsl' of this minority group, the state would actually help the liberals in their 
effon to uplift their community from its extreme educational backwardness and subse
quently from its deprived economic and social status. 

J1 These nspir3lions include the constirUlion by the state of a Madrassa Board to modernize Ihe 
Imditional lslamic schoolst and in the process grunt recognilJon 10 that mode ofcducarion; the pro· 
vi sion of equal opponuni ti cs to Muslims 3t all levels of state services; the declaration of holidays on 
the major Islamic feslivals, These demands have the suppon orall the Muslim MPs as well as alllhe 
eminent members of the cOOlmunily. 
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Furthermore, the state's active role in promoting the welfare of Muslims can also keep the 
forces of Islamic fundamentalism at bay. In the absence of discontent among the mem
bers of the community, there would be linle suppon for obscurantism and the neo-funda
mentalist school of Islam, which risks making the Muslim minorities suspect in the eyes 
of the government and its majority population. Thus, with the required political maturi ty, 
the democratic state in Nepal can not only instil confidence in the minority psyche of 
Muslims, but can also reduce the historical disparities which exist between various cul ~ 

lural groups, due 10 the cenruries-old practice of monolithic statecraft. and promote soc-ial 
hannony in this kingdom of great diversity. 
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Ethnic Categories and Their Usages in Byans, Far Western Nepal 

Kalsuo Nawa 

I. Introduction 
I was inspired to study the Byansis by Professor Dor Bahadur Bista, whom I visited with 
a Nepali friend in September 1990. while 1 was in Kathmandu for the first rime as a tourist 
and Master's student in cultural anthropology. I At one point during our conversation

l 

Professor Bista criticized Western anthropologists, asking why so many of them went to 
study people like the Sherpas and the Thokalis. His own answer was that these were very 
rich and friendly people full of hospitality, and that it was very easy to do fieldwork among 
them. Then he added, "No foreign anthropologists go to, for example, Ihe Byallsis." I do 
not suppose that he referred to the 8yansis because he had any special interest in them; it 
is highly possible that he recalled the name because the mend who was with me had come 
from Darchula c.Ji slrict, where many Byansis live. Thus. he had drawn my attention to the 
existence of the Byansis and, from 1993 to 1995, I carried out fourteen months of field
work in Darehula district among the people called Byansis, to find that Ihcy too were 
"very rich and friendly people full of hospitality'" 

Byaos is located in the northernmost part of Dare hula district in rar western Nepal, lying 
north of the Api Himal and adjacent to both India nnd China. The area is composed oftbe 
uppermost valley of the Mahakali (Kali) river which constitutes the india-Nepal border. 
The main inhabitants of this valley are basically Mongoloid people who speak a distinct 
Tibeto-Burman language. In addition to agriculture and animal husbandry, many of them 
have traditionally conducted trans-Himalayan trade. According to the Umited amount of 
previous literature.) they have kept lheirown culture and tradition, whi le being influenced 
by both Tibetan Buddhism and Hinduism. 

The purpose of this paper is to describe and analyse the meanings and implications of 

I Earlier versions of this paper appeared in Japanese (Nawa 1997, 1998c: 30-55). The data used In 
the second section was analysed from a slightly different perspecrive in another anicle (Nawa 1998a: 
66-70). Key cthnonyms discussed in this paper are given in italics lhrougbout in deliberate COntra
vention of the usual convention or naming and c3pilaliz.ing. 
2 My research was supported by the Asian Studies Scholarship Program of the Ministry of Educa
lion, Science. and Culture: Government of Japan. 
3 Dahal (1994). Fiircr-Haimcndorf(1988: 282-84), Maoz.'Ido" al. ( t976), His MnjeSly's Govem
men' of Nepal (1975: 997-98). Sec .Iso Alien (1975). 
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severn! ethnic categories used in and around Byans. lnter-ethnic and inter-caste relations 
have been one of the main topics oflhe anthropology of Nepal for more than forty years.4 
In addition. many fascinating studies have elucidated variolls aspects of the dynamics and 
institutional backgrounds of etlmic,S caste, and national identities.6 However, the ques
tion 'To what language (or languages) does an ethnonym belong, and in what range of 
contexts is it used?' has seldom been asked. Consequently. an ethnonym in one language 
has 100 often been equated with another in a different language, and the entity signified by 
these ethnonyms hns been essentio1ized and objectified. This is not a trivial point, since, in 
the studies of Byans and adjacent regions, it has caused much confusion regarding corre· 
spondences between the signifier and the signified of each term, and complicated relations 

between these tenns. 

I would argue, therefore, that more careful theoretical attention should be paid to the study 
of ethnonyms. This point has been emphasized in a series of debates on ethnos7 by some 
Japanese anthropologists. Motomitsu Uchibori, the most prominent figure in these de· 
bates. argues that each ethnos is a mjddle-range category between everyday interactive 
communities (or individuals) and the whole society , and that the basis and essence of 
every ethnos is ultimately its name (Uchibori 1989, see also Naw. 1992). From this point 
of view, the process ofquasi-objectification or each ethnos is possible only in relation to 
the use of its name (or names) by both (imagined) insiders and outsiders. This is the th.eo
retical premise of this paper, Ihe validity of which will be exami ned io the discussion 

below. 

Before dealing in detail with the ethnonyms current in Byans, let me quote two sets of 
utterances reconstructed from my field notes. The firs~ one came from a Byansi who occu
pied a prominent position in a govemment corporation, during our second meeting. He 
was lhe first Byansi 1 ever met, and the following statements by him were the first substan
tial information on the Byansis that 1 obtained from one of them. The ftrst statement was 
made partly in English and partly in Nepali: 

TItere are JIlany stories about the origin of the Byansis. Some people arc 
under Tibetan infl uence, others under Jumlese influence, others under In
dian inOuence. There are nine vi llages in 8yaos, and foun'een others in 
Challdans. There is also a valley called Darma. Lots ofpeopl. live in IlIdia, 

4 Flirer-Haimendorf(1966) and Caplan (1970) are early contributions. 
5 1 avoid the tenn 'ethnicity' in lhis paper, because the application of the tenn 10 a particular situa
tion Ilutomatically limits the agenda of discussion. For example, it implies that those under discus
sion do nOl compose a nation by themselves. 
6 To give 11 comprehensive bibliography on this theme is beyond tbe scope of this paper. See, for 
instance, Levin. (1987). Holmberg (1989: 11-50), and papers in Gellner et .1. eds. ( t 997). In addi
,ion. Ilurgh.n (1996), HBfer (1979), and Onta (19961, among others, identify many aspects of ,h. 
interrelation hip between Ihe state apparatus and national. caste, and ethnic identities in Nepal. 
7 We discuss Ihcsc issues in Japanese using the word mi"zo~". which connotes both 'nn.li.on· and 

'etlmic group', and which 1 !en!ative ly translate as 'cthnos' in this paper. 
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and every valley has a different language. 

Many researches have been done on the Newars, the Magars. the Gurungs, 
and 0 on. So we can say "their Culture is like this". But nobody knows 
about the Byansis. Only Ibe local people know about them. So different 
people. have different impressions of them, and sOllle think that they are 
BuddhlSlS. 

In lily opinion. Ihe Byansis have a mixed type of culture, partly influenced 
by TI~t, partly by Hinduism. People who don ' t know us call the Byansis 
bho{/ya. The word bho{/yii originally means ' Tibelan type', and has a con
notation of 'people who eat beer and 'outcaste of lhe Hindus'. But the 
ByanslS do not eat beef and buffalo meat, and have a different type of cul
ture ... 

The second statement, in contrast, is an extract from a conversation in Byansi with big 
traders from Changru, a village in Nepalese Byans, Ihat look place in Katlunandu a few 
days before my departure for Japan in 1995: 

A: By the way, you said that you are going to write a book on us in 
Japan. What is Ibe title going to be? 

Nawa: What thle do YOII rhink is best? 

A: saukii would be good. This term is well-known. byiillsi is also good. 
The word IS related to Byans Rishi . 

B: No no. The title ~ust be rOflg. sQuka and byiinsi are names given by 
others. We are the rang 111 our rang language, so the title of the book mUSl 
be rang. 

C: . That's no good. Readers won' t recognize who the rallg are. It will be 
all nghl If you make the title sal/kii or byiillsi and add rang in brackets. 

A: You are nOt going to write that we are the pang after you go back to 
Japan, I hope? 

Nawa: The rang are raug, not pang or wo/an. Isn'llh81 so? 

A: You sho.uld write that those who call us bltO!iyii are absolutely wrong. 
You should wnte that we 3re matwdt; cltetris. 

I quole these.remarks here not only to establish myeUmographic authority (Clifford 1986), 
but .to make." clear thal many people of Byans told me mucb about Iheir elhnonyms and 
the Imphcatlons oflhese ethnonyms oflheirown accord.8 Indeed, highly educaled offic
ers an~ big traders were nO( the only ones who discussed Iheir ethnic identity, Many ordi~ 
nary VIllagers talked again and again about it, not only to tbe etlUlographer but also to 

8 See Moenllllu 's scepticism regarding Ihe validity ofethnogmphic sludies on 'ethnicily' (1974). 
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other outsiders and among themselves. In other words, these narratives are more than just 
the result of some leading questions on the part of the ethnographer. 

2. Ethnonyms 
2.1 Namillg by others 
It has been recorded in English for more than a century that in the Himalayan valleys in far 
western epal, as well as in Kumaun and Garhwal in India, there live groups of people 
who are neither Tibelan nor South Asian. They have been variously called byiinsi, saukii. 
and bhoriyii, with much confusion regarding both the applicable range of each ethnonym 
and the correspondence between each name Dnd ethnographic reality. A good way to start, 
then, is to inquire into the meanings and connotations of these tenns. 

Firstly, in the context of Nepal, the main inhabilants ofByans are mosi often referred to as 
byiillsi. This name means 'the inhabitants of Byans' in both Hindi and Nepali , but not in 
Byansi.9 In other words, it is basically a term used by Ibeir southem neighbours.IO Sec
ondly, bho{iyii is a Nepali, Hindi, and Pahari word, which usually connotes Tibetan and 
Tibetanoid pcople. 11 Significantly, however, this term was used widely in India during 
the colonial period by administralors, scholars, and explorers to indicate Mongoloid peo
ple in genernl who lived in Ibe northernmost Himalayan zone in Ihe United Provinces. 12 

They found that in Kumaun and Garhwal, as well as ill the nonhemmost part of far west
ern Nepal, there were people who were Mongoloid but not Tibetan, and whose languages 
and culrures differed from va lley 10 valley. Many of them were trans-Himalayan traders, 
and the regions they inhabited, from west to east, were Mana, Niti, lohar, Daml8, Chaudans, 
and Byans, a portion of which was in Nepalese territory. Based on this observation. much 
research was conducted 011 thc social, cultural , ond linguistic differences of each valley. 
Irrespective of these differences, however. the residents of these valleys were genemlly 
called bho!IYIQ, and a category that corresponds to byiill.'ii, for example, was nOl treated as 
an independent unit. Ln other words, bho{iyii was a general category which included not 
only residents of Byans but also of some other va lleys in the Uni ted Provinces. In India, 
bho!iyii is current ly used in administrative terms as the name ofa scheduled tribe, 13 The 
people of Byans who have Indian nationality, together with other Mongoloid people liv
ing in adjacent regions. officially belong to lhis category, and 8re entitled to certain legal 

9 Byans is called bya"gklm in Dyaosi. 
10 See Naw3 (I 998b) for more infonnation. As I have pointed out there, some scholars' usage of the 

word, in which it COMotes only the inhabi tants of Nepalese Byans (Manzardo el al. 1976) is unac
ceptable. bec:lUse the Byans region lies in both I epalese and Indian territory, and there is no reason 
10 c.'{clude Ih~ dwellers of Indian Byans from Ihe category byiillsi. 

11 The \\ord IS v:mous ly wrillen, for instance, hIIo/i)'a, 'Sholia ', and 'Bhootia·. Tht: people of 
Byans often use bhol(r(; and the Ncpali word Mo{e as synonyms. 
t2 So., for inSlanee, Alkinson (1996: 83-152), Shcrring (1907, 1993), Lall ( 191 I), Panl (1988). and 

I (elm and Gansser (1994). In addition, a Japanese traveller who visited Byans in 1927 called them 
8110011)'0 lHasegaw3 1975). Brown (1984: 14·29) gives an historical analys is of the uS3ges of tbe 
concept of'Shotiya' in the niled Provinces. 

13 Scholars who studied these areas after independence also uselhe name. See forinslunce Srivastava 
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~ights as me~be:s of. scheduled tribe. Finally, according to the people of Byans, .iaukii 
IS ~ word W~lch IS used.lo refer 10 them in the Pahari dialects offar Western Nepal and the 
adjacent regIOns oflndt3. 1.0 other words, it is a name employed by their southern ncigh~ 
bours. Many people ofByans told me that this word originally meant 'the rich'." Unlike 
byonsiand bho{iyii, it is a category used not in administration but in everyday interaction. 

2.2 Naming by Ihemse/l'es 
So far. I have Introduced three ethnonyms which are used to refer to the main inhabitants 
ofByans. The range ofpeoplc which each word connotes differs, and all three arc names 
used by others 10 refer to them. Rang is the ethnonym which they use to refer to Ihem
sel~es In their. own mother tongue. This category constirules one part ora conceptua l triad 

which composes .two .ot~er ~tlUlic categories: pang and wolan. Pang means 'Tibetan', 
whereas wolall pnmanly tndl~ates the South Asian people who speak Indo-European I.n
~\lages such .as P~ha:J. T~e view that the rang are neither pang nor wo/an and bave an 
lOdependent Identity IS wulespread among the inhabitants of ByaDs. 

lbese three tenns are rrequently used in dai ly life in BYBns, and when 1 lived in Byansi 
Vlllages.r seldom spent a day without hearing them. Moreover, the use of these words is 
not restricted to. situations of di~ect interaction with tbe pang and the wo/an . For exanlpJe. 
when a rang chil.d does somethmg which is considered rude by the rang, but is frequently 
~one (s.o ~he~ dllnk) by pang or wo/an. he or she is scolded 'What is it, like a pnng!' or 
What IS tt, like a wolan!" Stereotyped thinking such as ' the pang eat beer and 'wolan 

ollen deceive us' is also widespread. The boundary between rang on the one hand and 
pang and wolall on the other is confirmed and strengthened in Byansi everyday life. 

It should be pointed out that these three categories are related to certain 'objec.tive' fac
tors. Ma.ny rallg traders go to Tibet in Ihe summer from their villages in Byans and adja
cent regIOns, because some have land there and engage in agriculturdl activities. In win
ter, \~hen many of their villages are cut ofl" by snow, they muve to Darchula and neigh
bounng hamlets where they have winter houses, and lrdvel to villages and towns in the 
southern fringe orthe Himalayas in far western Nepal and Uttar Pradesh for trade. IS In 
Ih~ context of this traditionallirestyle, the catesories pang and wolall virtually coincide 
With the two sorts of people they meet during the two different seasons each vear: Mon
goloid people who live on the Tibelan plateau, speak Tibetan, and adhere to Tibetan Bud
dhism on the oue hand, and Caucasoid people who live i.n the southern foothills of the 
Himalayas, speak Pahari and olher Indo-European languages, and practise Hinduism on 
the other. The language of the rallg is different from the languages of both the pang and 

(1953. 1966), Railo ond Dos (1981), Singh ( 1994), and HMn (1996). Brown (1984) olso uses Ihe 
t~nll though he is highly erhical of it. Many writers of Indian Byans prefcrred the word soukii 
(Amllkar 1'193, Garbyat t987 , G.tbyal n.d .. Raypa (974). 
t4 See a15~ Manznrdo cr al. (1976: 111-12). Contrary 10 Brown's as. .. ertioo (1984: i), sClUkii is not all 

elhoooym lfl the mother tOllgue of people in Byans. 
IS The Inhabitants of Choudons and several villages in Oa.rroll do not migrate seasonally. 

lhe wo/(m, and many culrural differences exist both between the r(mg and the pang. and 
between Ihe rang and tbe h'{)/OIJ~ ranging from traditional cosrume to food restrictions. 
many of which can be easily observed. In other words, if we presuppose the existence ora 
group of people which coincides wilb the category rang, and if we view the siruation from 
the perspective of its members, we can conclude that the rang have had contact with two 
kinds o f differen t peoples, who are phYSIcally, lingUIstically. and culturally different from 
each other, and are called pang and wolan respectively. It is wrong, however, to think tbat 
the rang as an objective c:tlmic group moved north and south for years to find (WO other 
objective entities. The discovery oftbe two kinds of distinctions and the fonnation of the 
three different edmiccategories are simultaneous processes and the creation of the iden
(ity rang is possible only through this process of differentiation. 

I am not arguing that these 'objective' factors are always clear-cut. Indeed. it is difficult 
for me to judge to which of the three categones a person belongs (or more precisely, to 
which a person thinks that he or she belongs, and to which he or she is thought by others to 
belong) when I meel him or her for the first time. It is impossihle 10 distinguish a rallg 
from a pang by facial featllres; even distinction between a rallg and a wolan is sometimes 
not possible. Nor can language be the decisi ve criterion, because almost all of the pang 
and many of the wo/an I met in 8yans spoke the language of the rang la some extent. 
Clothing, Ihough it was a valid distinctive feature in Ihe early 20· cenrury, is of little use 
today because so many people wear jeans, saris, or down coats.16 Moreover, the penetra
tion of Ihe state apparatus of Nepal has made the situation more complicated, as the fol
lowing example indicates.17 

Wh.ile I walked around Darchula with the <hainnan of tlle Byans Village Development 
Committee, I came across a man who had Mongoloid features. 

Chainnan: Guess whether he is a rang, a pang, or a wo/an . 

NBwa [in Byansi]: Umm ... He looks like a rang, but... 

A Man: Hey! Whal are you ialking about? 

Chairman [in Nepali] : I asked him whelher you look like a person of our 
group (hiJlllro jal). 

Nawa: Is he n rang, then? 

Chainnan [in Byansi] : He is a wo/an. a Rai He came to Darchula as a po
liceman. 

In tltis way, the people themselves are able to use these categuries freely becOluse they 

16 Tibetan women are exceptioos. Many of them wcar Tibetan dress. which. as far 3S J know, no 
rang or wololl women wear. On clothes in Byans in the early 2()111 ceutury, see Sherring (1993: 65-
I''') 
17 Also see 3 . 1 I and 3.2. below. 
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already actually know who is a rang, a pallg, or a 1I'0/all through everyday face-to-face 
interactions. On the other hand. many inhabitants of Byans explain the word rang not 
only in terms of a distinction from pang and wolall, but also by talking about lhe connota
tion ohhe term itself. The most general and standard explanation is that ' the rang are the 
people who live in three regions: Byans~ Chaudans. and Danna. I Secondary criteria, such 
as cultural simil.ri ty and the range of intermarriage, are .Iso frequently added. As far as 
I know, no rang would deny this explanalionl and many of them mention it as ifit were the 
form.1 definition . 

Does this explanation based on pl.ce of residence really define the memberShip of the 
rallg sufficient ly? Detailed ethnographic observ.tion suggests not. FirStly, it is untrue tbat 
the rang live only in these thrce areas. RapJa and Sito)a, two of the four villages in Nepal 
where the vast majority of inhabitants are rang, are outside these three areas. Moreover. 
the rang arc not the only inhabitants of these three areas. People called ljam in Byansi

f 

who live in evcry rang village mainly as blacksmiths and drum players, and who belong to 
low Hindu castes, are considered by rang to be wo/a". In addition, many Tibetans (pang) 
have sett led in rang villages. Some of them have lived there for several generations, since 
before 1959 whell many Tibetan refugees came to Byans. Generally they are still consid
ered to be pang, irrespective oftbe length of their stay. On the other hand, there are some 
rang who consider themselves, and are considered by other rallg, to be descendanls of 
immigrants from Tibet. Therefore, we can not take the above explanation aI face va lue. 
There is a tacit presupposition of rallg membership that exists prior to and over and above 
the place of residence. 

How, then, is this presupposition made? In order to ex.mine this, let me shift our focus to 
everyday interactions within the villages. If a villager encounters a person who looks like 
a rang but whom he or she does not know, he Or she asks villagers nearby, ' Who is that 
person?' In most cases the i.lnswer will be something like, ' He is the e ldest son of one of 
Suresh's maternal uncles: If no one knows who helshe is, one of them will ask the stranger 
directly ' Whose son/daughter are you?' Through this process, a stranger, ifhe or she is a 
rang, is placed within the network of kinship relations. 

Each adu lt who thinks himlherselfand is thought by otherS to be a /'allg and lives in a rang 
village knows almost all the rang of his or her own village through kinship networks. 
Hence, the boundary between rang and non-rang is conceptualized very clearly within a 
village. Moreover. the rang are strongly convinced that the same kind of boundary exists 
in other villages~ and it is the concrete relations of kinship and marriage that guarantee 
their conviction. The three regions which they consider to be the homeland of the rang 
comcide approximately with areas within which their network of kinship and marriage 
can be traced. This does nol mean: however, that networks of kinship and marriage con· 
stilll te the rang as an ethn ic group. For instance, there are some )·ol1g villages with which 
the rang of hangru prohibit direct affinal relations. Moreover, it is not the case that a 
pang or 3 wo/an is immediately and automatically treated as a rmlg after he or she is 
married 10 a rallR. In most cases. a rang marries a person who has alreadv been defined as 
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a rang through the network of kinship relations, and 3S a result the network is maintained 
.nd the quasi-objectivity of the rang is strengthened. 

The discuss ion above makes it clear that rang is taken for granted as a self-evident cal
egory by those who call themselves rang. To put it another way, rang is an imagined 
community (AnderSon 1991) in the sense that all those who think of themselves as rallg 
do not doubt the existence of a clear boundary between members and non-members, though 
none of them knows all the members. Membership in this imagined community is most 
often explained by the traditional areas of residence, and the network of kinship and mar
riage is widely used in order to idenlify a person as a member. However, it would be 
wrong to tbink that places of residence or kinShip ties in themselves constitute the rallg as 
an ethnic group. In this sense, rang as a category is not a direct outcome of any objective 
reality. Rather, the essence of the category rang lies in a tautological categorical proposi
tion: 'We (as the rang) 8rc the rmrg.' Residential pat1ems and kinship networks give this 
proposit ion some apparent foundation and substance. pang and wo/all, on the other hand, 
are two names for non-members givcn to them by those who consider themselves to be 
rang. But actually the category ra"g comes into existence simultaneously with the fonnu
lation of the two categories pang and wo/all .11 

2.3 Coping with names give" by others 
We have dealt with the ethnonyms used by the main residents of Byans in their own 
mothtr tongue. The next step is to examine how they consider the ethnic categories in 
oLher languages, i.e. byiillsi, saukii, and bho!iyii. This task is indispensable, since they live 
in a multilingual condition and use these categories frequently, with the name rang being 
useu only in their mother tongue. 19 

Firstly, sauka, an ethnonym employed by lVolall , is most often used by rang as an ethnonym 
for thernse lves when they speak in Pahari, Nepali, or Hindi. Many rang told me that they 
prefer lhis word because there is no pejorative connotation to it. Many rang explain the 
relatioll between rang and sal/kii thus: 'We call the saukii "rang" in the language of the 
rang. and we call the rallg "sQllkii" in the language oflhe wo/an .' Saukii, the name used 
by others to refer to them in the daily course of inter-ethnic relations in winter, has changed 
into their own etlUlonyUl in their daily multilingual life. 

Secondly, the word byiinsi is less often used by rallg themselves." This is probably be
cause it is not a sui table word to connote the rallg in genera l, because Byans. the place 

181n what follows, I use these categories as givens. lt is not that these categories perfectly coincide 
with the t)bjective reality. t do this rather because the discussion is mainly based on the discourse of 
the people of Byans. and it is inconvenient 10 add ·:u.:cording 10 them ... • or 'for those who think of 

thcmsel"t:s as .. .' each dme. 
19 The following discussion is based mainly on information given by the ra"g who livt: in Nepal. 

Therefore I cannot say for ccnain to whar extenl my argument is valid for Indian rang. who live 
~mder dil1erent politicaJ and administrative conditions. 
20 Manzardo. Dnhal, and Rai ( 1976: 111) also prefer the name sallku to byulIsi. 
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where byiinsis live, is only one of the three regions where rang traditionaUy live. Logi
cally. then, it follows that Chaudansis and Danniyas, the inhabitants of Chaudans and 
Danna respectively! are rang but not byiinsi. This is not to say that the category byiinsi is 
of no use for rang. Indeed, many rang stressed to me that Byans, Chaudans, and Danna 
are not only geographically separate, but have their own distinctive dialects , traditions, 
and customs. Being aware of some 'objective' reaJity in the tenn byiinsi1 however, they 
treat them as sub·categories of rang. In addi tion, some rang in Nepal do refer to them
selves posi tively as byiinsis. This is partly because they know that the name reminds many 
Hindus orVyasa Rishi , the legendary writer of the AI/alziibhiirata.21 InterestinglYJ they use 
the name byiinsi almost exclusively when they talk with non-rang from the south. So it 
seems reasonable to suppose that they choose the word byonslon the assumption that the 
listeners share a knowledge of Hindu mythology." 

Lastly, as far as I know, the tenn bho{iya is never used self-referentially in daily conversa· 
tion." The rang do not think that they are bholiyii, which is a synonym of pang for them. 
In addition, many rallg regard the tenn as highly pejorative, and are offended when ad· 
dressed as bho{iyii. Many wo/all, however, often regard the rang as a sort of bho!iya, 
because it is almost impossible to distinguish a rang from a Tibetan according to physical 
[raits, and because the customs and tradition of the rang are quite different from those of 
caste Hindus. The crucial fact i~ thai, through this naming, many high-caste Hindus treat 
the rang as their inferiors. 

2.4 Recapitulation 
The discussion above shows that the category rang is privileged as the ethnic category of 
the people of Byans, in spite of differences in the articulation of thei r ethnic and social 
categories at many levels. On the one hand, many linguistic and culmral differences can 
be observed within the rang, at regional, village, and clan levels.24 Moreover, the rang 
themselves are awate of. and often talk about, these differences. On the other hand. people 

21 See lhe second quotation in the introduction. lndeed, Vyasa Rishi (or 'Byans Rishi' in local 
pronunciation) is one of the most important gods in Byans, and according to them his abode is on top 
of the mountain to the north of Changru. In addition, they have a legend in which Dhima visited 
Vyasa Rishi, who lived in Bram; (No.wa 1998c: 95. 111). 
22 In addition, the name byiinsi may have been widely used iD mid·western and farAVeslcrn Nepa l. 
FGrer·Haimendorf ( 1988: 284) and Levine (1987) report that there were people who called them· 
selves byaflsf in Humla. Joanna Pfaff-Czamecka (personal communication) told me that there was a 
shop managed by a 'byans;' family in Chainpur, Bajhang. 
23 As 1 have pointed out elsewhere (Nawa 1998b: 69· 70), many Indian rang were nol content with 
being termed bholiya by their government. 
24 It has been reported that three dialects or languages oflhe rang exist, i.e. those ofByans, Chaudans. 

and Dam,a (Gomon 1967 [l909J, Shann. 1989. Tovedi 1991 ). Actually. Byansi is composed of 
two slightly different dialects: Yerjungkhu and Paugjungkhu. Moreover, lhedialeets of two vi lJages 
in BraDS, Tinkar and Kuti, arc considerably differcnt from Byansi or any othcr dialects of rang and 
I was told that most rallg from other villages do not understand them. Indeed, the majority or basic 
kinship terms rite completely different in Byansi and Tinkari . 
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resembling rang live in some other Himalayan valleys in U.P. (Johar, Niti, and Mana))S 
In spite of this complex situation, they almost always call themselves rang in theLr mother 
tongue. This term, which constitutes a triad together with two other terms for non-mem
bers, pang and 1\Ioltm, is the most important cat~gory for their self-identification. They use 
many ethnic terms in other languages according to context in relation to this category. 

A question may arise: why is the triad of rang, pang, and wolan privileged among the 
various levels of different iation? This question, however, is impossible to answer without 
giving some historical and other background explanation, because a recognition of ethnic 
differences in itself relies entirely on elhnic categories througb which tbose differences 
are articulated. 11 is Ihis condition that I have described in the expression ' tautological 
categorical proposition'. 

3. The changing connota tions of ethnonyms 
So far we have seen tbat rang, pang, and wolall are the most important ethnic categories 
for those who call themselves rllllg in their own mother tongue. This is not, however. the 
whole story, because the usage of the word rallg discussed above iS, though common and 
probably the most authentic, not the only one in Byans. In this section I deal with two 
ways in which the imagined boundary of rang is redefined, that is to say, ways in which 
the triad of rang. pang, and wo/an is re-explained by using the concepts of raee and reli
gion, and the category rallg is juxtaposed with other ethnic groups within a nation-state. 

3.1 'Race ' and 'religion ' 
'The rang are not Aryan but Mongolian.' 'The rang are not Buddhists but Hindus.' 10 
Darebula and Byans I often heard this kind of remark, which is based on two concepts of 
Western origin: race and religion. Interestingly, these two dichotomies virtually coincide 
wi th the rauglwo/an and rang/pang distinctions respectively. In lhe following, r examine 
the way in which the connotations of the ethnic categories analysed above have been 
altered by ::1.0 overlap with these two re latively new dichotomies. 

3.1.1 AIJ'alllMollgolian 

The first dichotomy, • Aryan' versus 'Mongolian'. is based on the quasi-scientific concept 
of "race'. These English words are used usually, but not exclusively, by young anellor 
highly educated rang in conversations in English. Hindi, Nepali , and Byansi. The follow· 
ing statements givc some idea of what they argue through recourse to these categories. 
The fi rst statement was made to me during the early stages of my fieldwork by a young 
rang entrepreneur who was a university graduate. Watching a Wimbledon tennjs match 
on television in his house in Darchula, he suddenly asked me, s\\'itching from Nepal i to 
English: 

25 Zolh:r (1983: xx\'ii ) rejJorts thilt the inhabitants of Man a call themsekes rilli po. 
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Do you tllink Mongolians are dominated by Aryans all over the world? I ask 
you ihjs because you are an anthropologist Hinduism, Buddhism. Christi
anity, all the great religions were made by Aryans. 

In tennis, lOO, there is no Mongolian in Wimbledon {this sentence in Nepali, 
all others in English]. Yes. only one! Michael Chang. an American Mongo
lian ... In our country, 70% Mongolians arc dominated by 30% Aryans. There 
has been no Mongolian Prime Minister. In Darchula, all the important of
ficers are Aryan. Our country borders I.ndio, and has been influenced by it 

A few days later, I attended a rang marriage ceremony in Darchula. Many rallg there 
taught many things to the 'Japanese who came here to study the Byansi culture', One of 
them told me in Nepali: 

Don't you want to know OUr old culrure? In my opinion, there was a single 
Mongolian culrure in ancient times. Language was also the same, I guess. 
Even now, each Mongolian has the same face. Rang, Tibetans, Japanese, 
Chinese, Koreans, Bhutanese. Now their culrures differ bec3lL"e Mongolians 
have been influenced by Buddhism and Hinduism. You can compare us 
with other peoples who have been less influenced by these religions. Our 
culrure has been changed by Hinduism, but you can find many things about 
the past through comparison. 

Three points should be noted. Firstly, rallg classify themselves as 'Mongolians' in the 
cases above, as well as in all the other cases I know. Secondly, many rallg criticize tlle 
dominance of high-caste Hindu.5 in lodia and Nepal using the Mongolian/Aryan dichotomy. 
Thirdly, lbey think tbese words are scientific. Not only do they know that a remark can be 
mystified by using English words; some rang regard those words as technical terms in 
anthropology. In their everyday life, this' Mongol ian ' /' Aryan' dichotomy coincides roughly 
with the distinction between rang and wolan. It is true that many rang classity Mongolian 
people who are not rang or pang as \...-olan, as has been suggested earlier. These Mongol
oid wolan are exceptions. however.l6 Ln almost al l cases, the word wolan indicates not 
these Mongolians but South Asian people whom many inhabitants of Byans classify as 
'Aryans'. ' 

The use of these general categories brings new meanings 10 the triad of rang, pang, and 
wolali, because the' Aryans' i.nclude not only those wolan whom many rang meet in their 
ordinary life but also the Caucasoid people of Europe and America, while the 'Mongolians' 
incl ude not only fallg andpollg but also Japanese, Chinese, and Koreans. This is signifi
cant not only because it enables a direct link between lbe political situation of epal and 
Wimbledon, or an imagination of the Ur-Mongolian culture. What is imporlant is thalthe 

261ndeed, those Mongoloid people who are neither rallg nor pallg are anomalies in the rang-pang
\\'Oltln Irl.'ld. I assume they are classified as wo/an for lack of altcmativesl as they 3re obviously not 
Tibetans. For anmher system of categorization, sce 3.2. 
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categories provide rang with the means to criticize wolau, especially hjgh-caste Hindus, 
~scienlificalJy' . They enable them 10 argue against the hierarchical assertions of the Hin
dus by saying, for example, 'Japanese and Koreans are also Mongolians .. 

The discussion above may remind some readers oflbe Aryan-versus-Dravidian dichotomy 
in South India. However, Ihe category of ' Mongolian ' in Byans has not become a concep
tual basis for any concrete resistance movement. Rather, it functions as a device for chal
lenging value judgements made according to facial features, while accepting the ex.istence 
of the distinction itself. In other words, the statement that they are all 'Mongolians', while 
it brings about an imagined solidarity with people living far away, has not functioned 
much beyond an explanation of their own physical and cultural traits-traits that differ 
from those of their southern neighbours, but which can be. pointed out wi thout negat.ive 
connotations.27 Besides, Lhe difference between the rallg and the pallg, their most famil
iar Mongolian neighbours, is frequently stressed lIsing tbe crilerion of religion, as is shown 
below. 

3. J.2 'Religion '; Hilldu;smlBuddhism 

While ralking with villagers in Byans, I was often asked, 'What is your religion?' or 'Which 
religion do the Japanese believe in?· These questions presuppose that everyone. and every 
nation or ethnic group. has his. her, or its own religion. Dharma, the term I translate here 
as 'religion" is a loan word from ulcir southern neighbours, and as far as I know there is 
no equivalent Byansi word used in daHy conversation)1 it is highly probable that the 
category ' religion' and the premise that all the people in the world believe in some reli
gion or other, were foreign to the conceprualizations ofthe rallg in the past, but are shared 
by many of them today. 

When asked about their religion, the rang answer immcdiatcly that thcy are Hindus.'" 
What, lben, does being Hindu mean to them? This is expressed in the following discussion 
(in Byansi) of the diffcrcnccs between Tibetan and Japanese Buddhism, with aj unior high 
schoolteacher from Changru: 

Teacher: Every reljgion is Like that. We are Hindus, but our Hinduism is 
quite different from that of the wolall. They don't put up darcha, and don't 
use doloug in rituals.lO There are many ways or doing ritual within a reli~ 

27 I have not heard that Nepalese rang have panieipatcd in thejanajiifi movement collecti vely. 
28 As is wl!l l known, dharma. a word derived from Sanskrit. has much broader connotations than 
·religion'. In modem Hindi and Nepali, as well as Byansi , however, il is broadly used as the direct 
translation of the English word 'religion'. It is to Ihis laner usage that I refer in this seclion. 
29 The answer of the inhabitants of Tinkar, D village in cpalese Byans. can be slightly differenl. 

As one villager lold me, '"'VI! y, orship Hindu deit ies, but also go 10 Buddhist gompaS, because we 
have IWO founding ancestors, one of whom came from Tibet while lhe other cam from Hindu Jumla." 
However, 1 know of no Tinkaris who deny their Hindu helief. 
30 A dun:h6 is a prayer-pole, usually with a white nag. Unlike in Tibetan dar-/cog. Tibetan Bud-
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gion_ 

Nawa: But isn't darch6 a custom of the pang? 

Teacher: In a movie I watched, people of Afghanistan put up darchO. They 
are Musalman, but they put up darcho. As we live in a cold area near Tibet 
some of our customs have been innuenced by Tibet. I 

The dialogue above shows one typical way in which the rang assert that they are Hindus. 
M~y ?f,lhem, especially those who ~ave received middle- or rugh-Ievel education, begin 
by IOs,stlng strongly that they are Hindus, and Ihen explain the differences belween the 
wo/an and themselves in lenns of cultural contact and diffusion. Here, the difference from 
t1~e pang, their Buddhist neighbours to the north, is emphasized as intrinsic, whereas the 
~lfTerence from the wolall , while recognized, is treated as secondary and within Hindu
Ism. 

Where, Ihen, do Ihe rang place themselves within the Hindu casle hierarchy'! The people 
of Nepalese Byans most commonly claim themselves to be Matwali Chetris." ' On the 
other hand, many Indian rang, especially in Chaudans. insist that they are the descendants 
of Rajputs. ~hat is more important, however, is lhat many of them answer questions 
regard~ng Ihelr caste ~v!thout hesitation. It is clear that lhey are accustomed to explaining 
!helf Ja~ (or Ln Hmdl ,JatO affiliation not In terms of a distinct entity, but wi thin the Hindu 
caste h,erarchy in the Himalayan foothills. 

3. 1.3 Rang as Mongolian Hindus 

So faf, we have seen that many rang identify themselves as both Mongolian and Hindu, 
The latter asse~ion, however, is not always accepted by their southern neighbours, since 
m~ny )VD/an Sh~l regard rang as bho{iyos, In spite of the rallgs' ins istence that they are 
HlDdus. a cons.tderable proportion of the neighbouring wo/all have the wrong image of 
them as Buddhists who cat beef. Rang argue against these stereotypes on the grounds thal 
they are nol Tibelans but Hindus, and that Ihey do not eal beef or yak meal. For example, 
see the fo llowmg remarks (m Nepali) by • young rang entrepreneur: 

Many years ago, several Nepalese anthropologists came 10 us for research. 
ot coming 10 Byans. however, they stayed oDe day in Darchula, took many 

dhist scri~(ures are not. printed, except in Tinkar, dalollg is 3 pair of cone-figured offerings made of 
small-gram wheat or bluer buckwheat dough. Both are indispensable items for most rituals in 8yans 
cr,herriDg 1993: 90-93, Raypo 1974: 11 9-22, Now. 1998c). 

Manzardo and others ( 1976: 83) record that, when asked, they answer that they are Bohara 
Chelr[ (Ma,wali ChClf[)_ 
32 This is the paper wriltcn by Manzardo, Oahal, and Ra i (1976). l would like to add immediately 

I 
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photographs, asked a few queslions of several persons, and went back. Later 
they sent us a paperl~ and so we were pleased at first. But, as they wrote 
lhal we ate beef, we got angry and threw it away, We never eat beef, 
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As far as r know, there is no rang who eats beef, yak meat, or buffalo meat, at least in 
Byans and Darchula. Moreover, soon after I arrived in Byans for the first time, a young 
highly educated rang trader warned me, "When you are asked wh.ether Japanese eat beef. 
you had better reply rhat they don't. Many older people don ' t know the outside world. 
They don't know even that Americans eat beef. lfthey come to know that you eat beef, 
they will regard you with displeasure." Indeed, older villagers tend to show a strong feel
ing of aversion to the rumour that so-aDd-so ate yak: or water buffalo meat in Kathmandu 
or elsewhere_ It should be noted, however, that the Hindu food taboo is not the only one of 
which they are aware. On the contrary, they often talk about food taboos of other peoples, 
pointing out , ' It is said Ihat the Chinese eat dogs', 'The Musalmans do not eat pork', and 
so 00 . Indeed, an old man in Changru who had visited America to meet his son there was 
asked every day by other vi llagers, "Which meat is eaten in America?" and he always 
answered "[n my son's house, they eat chicken," They know that their food taboo is only 
one of many different food tahoos all ovenhe world.lI Despite this, they not only observe 
but also strongly asse rt their food taboo which they, as well as other South Asians, think of 
as typically Hindu. 

So far, I have stressed that , to the best of my knowledge, the rallg have not eaten beef or 
yak meat for many years)4 This fact constitutes the main reason for their strong rejection 
of their categorization as blzo!IJ'Q, However, acknowledging the fact that rung do not eat 
beef or yak meat does not necessarily mean that they are recognized as Hindus. I took a 
rest in a teashop on my fi rst journey to Darchula, Hearing that 1 was going [0 Darchula to 
study the '8 yansis', two men, both of whom were Parbate Hi.ndus, [old me in Nepa1i: 

A: The Byansis offer raksi to their gods. They are Buddhists. 

B: No. They are not Buddhists. Theirs is not any [well-known] rel igion_ 

that this remark contains a considerable amount of exaggeration, First of all they do not write that 
the Hyansi eat beefhu! that mey eat yak meat, though the latter assertion is still problematic. Moreo
ver, it should be noted that tbey wrote the art icle as a preliminary research note (it was (] by-product 
of a research project on the migrat ion process in far-western Nepal) and they admit to its tentative 
nature. 
33 They often us.e the expre!;sion, 'Each people has its own tradition ' (op; ap; IJwmchiilfi Iicch6), 
34 Many Tibetan refugees in Byans also told me thal rang, unlike them, and unlike me too (some
limes they pointed this oul lo me with a wink), do not eat yak meat. Sberring ( 1907: 102) also 
pointed out that no 'Bhotia' in the Uniled Provinces ate beef But see also Atkinson (1996: Ill ), 

who asserted the opposite. 
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They cannot be said to be Hindus or Buddhists. They have their own reli
gion. 

This shows that the assertion that the religion of the rang is not Hinduism is not necessar
ily attributable 10 the ignorance of wolan; it has some observable grounds, one of which is 
the cultural difference between the rang and the wolall. Indeed, their oft-repeated criti
cism of the wolan, ' How can those who don' t speak the rang language know what we are 
doing in our ritual?' ironically shows that it is actually very difficult for n"olan Hindus to 
understand their rinlals. The difficulty for the rang lies, in the end, in their attempt to make 
themselves recognized as Hindus of high ritual status, without directly imitating or ab
sorbing 'orthodox ' Hinduism from the south. 

In addition, the assertion that rang are of 'Mongolian ' stock causes a problem. As noted 
above, it can function as a counter to the wolan claim Ihatlhey are blto!iyas. The applica
tion of such ' racia l' concepts, however, results in a fixation and objectification of the 
boundary between ,.ang and \l"olan. Despite Ihis, rang claim that they are Hindus, and 
have in fact adapted some of their myths and rituals accordingly.lS The contradiction 
between their racial and religious affiliations can be solved logically hy treating the two 
dichotomies as belonging to two completely different spheres. In reality, however, it has 
been exceedingly difficult. though not impossible, for the rallg to make the wolall recog
nize that they are Mongolian Hindus, as many wolall regard the spheres as interrelated. 

Finally, I would like to point out that, in the re-explanation of the rallg-pallg-wolall triad 
by the two dichotomies ofreljgion and race, concepts like ' Hindu ' and ' Mongolian' are, 
for many rang. givens that are already defined quasi-scientifically in the outside world. In 
other words, in order to use the tenns adequately, they have to learn their proper usage 
from some outside authority. Consequently, these concepts, while they articulate and make 
their claims comprehensible to others, have the possibility of destroying Ihe self-evident 
nature of these ethnic tenns, because the boundary may be felt and understood not directly 
but through those foreign concepts. It is not accidental thal these concepts are mainly 
used by highly educated /'OlIg. Their adoplion drives many rallg into a situ~tion in which 
they have to deal with their complicated inter-ethnic or inter-caste relations through re
course to these concepts of foreign origin. 

3.2 The rnng as all ethnic group within a state 
So far, I have indicated that the rallg-pallg.' ... ·OIGfl triad hus bet:n redefined with some 
modification by two sets of ' Western ' concepts. Let us turn finally to a different usage of 
the category rallg, keeping in mind that the following discussion is applicable only 10 the 
rallg in Nepal. A different project will be required to discuss the situation in India. 

35 This topic has been discussed by several scholars (Srivastava 1953. 1966. Manzardo et al. 1976. 
Rah. nnd Dns 1981, nnd Nawa 1998c: 207-3 t3). 
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When I went to Darchula and mel many rallg for the first time, I explained the object of 
my stay by quoting the words of Prof. Bista mentioned above. A few weeks later, I found 
Ihat a slightly different story was going around among the vi llagers: • A professor of 
Tribhuvan University pointed OUl 1.0 him tha t researches on Sherpas. Thakalis. Gurungs, 
Magars, Rais, Limbus, and alnlost all thejiils in Nepal had been carried out, and that only 
the research on nmg was incomplete. So he came to us to learn about our tradit'ion.' This 
shows clearly that the category nmg is not always used in opposition to pang and wolan . 
Some readers may see it as contradictory tbat several levels of categories are opposed to 
the single category mug. Interestingly, however, the boundary of the rang is almost iden
tical in every case despite the differentiation within the non·ral1g. Moreover, the outward 
inconsistency is easily overcome in their everyday life by changing the categories which 
lie on the same leve l with the rang according to the context. Indeed, the uncertainty or 
oscillarion of levels of ethnic categories is by no means new in Byans, as several catego· 
ries exist which do not fit well into the rang-pallg-wo/a" triad, such as Gyami (Chinese) 
and Chenpa (tbe inhabitants of Jobar)." Whal is "ew is Ihal shifts in level OCCUr in rela
tion to the nation-state of Nepal. 

The point I wish to stress is that here the category rang appears not in opposition to pang 
and wolan, but as a jiit which is a part of the multi-ethnic (bahujii liya) state of epal. 
Consequently, the rang. or the bycillsi as they sometimes call themselves in this kind of 
context, are placed alongside other jars ("castes ' and 'ethnic groups') in Nepal, as a rela
tively unknown section of the nation. Moreover, the culture and tradition of each jat is 
imagined as a distinct entity which can be researched and wrinen about by scholars, as the 
cases mentioned in the introduction clearly show. Needless to say. this usage is not the 
typical or dominant one in Byans, as many rang use the word every day in the sense 
discussed in the second part oftbis paper. However, it is noteworthy that the word rang. 
while its imagined boundary does not cha"ge much, regardless of context, has a wide 
range of implica tions. connected on the one hand to their everyday taken-far-granted ha
bitus within their villages, while associated with the discourse on Nepal as a nation·state 
on the other. 

4. Conclusion 
In this paper I have concentrated on analysing several ethnonyms which are current in 
Byans. This should he done before any elhnographic sludy on the rallg because il is highly 
probJemmic to write any ethnographic account without clarifying who it is that onc is 
writing about. I end this paper by recapitUlating the ethnographic account given above in 
mort! abstract terms. 

Fust. the investigation of rang. an ethnonym used in Byans and some adjacent regions, 
contimlS the validity of an analysis of ethnic identity through ethnonyms. The main in
habitants of Byans identify themselves as rllug ill their Illother tongue, to dislinguish thelll-

36 G .. .. II I , . yanll IS ongmn ya oan word Irom TIbetan. Reg:uding Chenpas, many rang told me that they 
were like ra llg, but they have changed lheir tmdition and become wolall . 
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selves from their northern and southern neighbours. The adoption of the name rang IS 

accompanied by several processes by wbich those who consider themselves to b~ rcmg 
quasi-objectify themselves as a group of people, Much apparently observable eVIdence 
supports the existence of this group, and some of I~ IS oft.en mentioned bYhr~flgd . as thelT 

di t ' clive featu res. However, there is always some tDconslstency between t elr Iscourse 
S In b" . 

and observable rea lity, and th is indicates that it is nOI the existence of any 0 ~ectlve traits, 
but the name rang which is crucial in their ethnic identification.l7 In oth~~ wor~, t~e 
ultimate ground of the membership of the rallg is no more than the propoSItIon whIch IS 

seldom mentioned in itself, that they (as rallg) are the rang. 

I have also analysed many ethnjc lenns which denote the inha~itants of Byans, wi th par
ticular attention to the multi lingual situation. The word rang IS used only am,oDg ~hose 
who understand their language, and three ethnonyms, byollsi. blro!iya, and sauka. are 
employed by their southenl neighbours to refer to them. It is imp~ rtan~ to note ~h3t' the 
rang themselves also use these names selectively, according to the si tuation they (ace, the 
language they speak, and personal preference. 

A similar sinlation was analysed by Moennan in his pioneering article on .the usa~es of 
various ethnic temls in Ban Ping, Thailand (1965). He, however, tumed hIS atlentlOoto 
the reconstruction of a static folk-taxonomy of ethno-ethnology, which cannot ~ea l \vl t~ 
the complicated reality in which, for instance, many rang say to Nepales~ officers III Nepa~, 
"In our language, byoIJsi is called raug", despite the different connotations 0: each etlulIc 
lenn. It calUlOI be assumed, thereforc, that ethnic terms at many levels and III many lan
guages compose a single consistent system of eIMo-ethnology. 

FurlhenllOl e these ethnic terms are in most cases accompanied by many more-or-Iess 
fixed stereO(~ping remarks and expressions, such as 'rang live in 8yans) Chaudans, and 
Damla', and 'b!tu!iyiis are Buddhists who eat beer . Here we cannot assume that there are 
no contradictions and inconsistencies between the imagined membershi~ of an ethn~C group 
and these remarks. In other words, etlmonyms are always over-determined. Despl~e these 
inconsistencies. ho\vever. the existence of a particular ethnic group is not doubted I.D mo~t 
cases. because the exist.nce of each and every individual is pre<:eded by those ethnIc 

categories and expressions. 

Ln multilingual conditions, in particular. each ~~ividu~1 may hove Q different set of st~reo
typing remarks on ethnic categories. Recogmzmg thi S, the people of 8.y~ns sometimes 
utilize several foreign ethnonyms and other concepts like 'race' and 'religIOn'. to refer to 
lhemselves not as bho!iyiis but as Hindu Mongolians.lS Here the over-detenmned nature 

31 Banh (1969) emphasized similar points by discussing ethn ic boundarie~ rather tha~ ethn.on~ms. 
38 Here the opposition betwcen primordialist and in!;trumenta ll s.t eonc~p~lons ~f ethnaclty IS fa lse, 
because cvery possibililY or utili7.3tion of elhnicity lies in the 'pnmordl:ll sentltlll!Ilt of the people, 
whieh is presupposed by those who try to util ize it , and which is developed throu?h ~c: c.veryd,ay u~e 

f thnonyms (Nawa 1992). lt may IJe wonh pointing OUI that evc:n Manzardo.1O hiS highl.Y IDSlIl.-
o e . d I I h I ism' of Ihe l'hak,hs mentalist disclIssion of Ihe impression management an 'cu rura came eon 
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of ethnIc categories is exploited by them for their own purposes. And their effons have 
been panly sllccessful. as many wo/an have come to know that the inhabitants of Byan 
are 001 Huddhists, 

it would be untnle, however. to insist th~lt rang frce ly manipulate these ethnic categories 
and stereotyping remarks. First, each rang is anteceded by these categories and remarks. 
Second, it cannnt be assumed that he or she Ciln always select them accordi ng lO rational 
calculation. Third, when he or she uses foreign ethnonyms in discussions wi th pmtg or 
wo/tm , his or her accounts are judged by the people who know these terms amI remarks 
much helter than him/herself. In general, all remarks concerning ethnos are restricted by 
pre-exlstmg categories and stereotypes, and thcir success depends on the consent of the 
lisleners And if a new remark is accepted, it may be reca lled in the future and become a 
pan of the corpus of pre-existing remarks. To narrate one's ethnic identity is. therefore, an 
awkward and circumscribed enterprise. 

As I have suggested above, the relationship between the peopl. under study and the an
thropologists comprises a part of th is enterprise. To put it in another way, all the processes 
discussed above are a precondition o f writing ethnogmphy for both anrh ropologists and 
the people represented by them. Not only can academic art icles cause certain effects in the 
field, but also the authority of anthropologists is presupposed and calculated by many 
rang. Those rang who discussed thc suitable title of llIy would-be ethnography, and who 
cri ticized ethnographic accounts by some anthropologists. clearly recognized the impor
tance of their representation by anthropologists. In other words. for many rang, their rela
tionship with an ethnographer is also a pan of the serious and difficult practice of talking 
about and represent ing their own imagined etlUlic group, 
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On the Complexity of Oral Tradition: A reply to Claus Peter ZoUer's review 

essay 'OraJ Epic Poetry in the Central Himalayas ' 

John Lea"it! 

A few years ago, Claus Peter Zoller published a review essay in these pages on 'Or.1 Epic 
Poetry in the Central Himalayas (Kumaon and Garhwal), (Zoller 1995), discussing publi. 
cations by Konrad Meissner (1985), Mohan Upreti (n.d., publishcd in 1980), Will iam Sax 
( 199Ib), and myselr(Leavitt 1988, 1991). Zoller accuses Meissner, Upreti , and me of 
bias in fa vour of written Sanskritic models over oral vernacular ones; and he criticizes 
Sax for seeking to explain oral epics in tenns oflhe cosmologies and cuitural categories of 
Ihose who perfonn them. While the essay expresses some real divergences in approach 
between Zoller and the authors he discusses, many of Zoller's criticisms and even his 
quotations turn out on closer inspection to be misplaced or based on misrendings. At the 
same lime Zoller's style, no doubt due to space limitations, is so condensed that one is 
often forced to infer his views imaglio from his criticisms oflhose of others. I felt, then, 
that a rcply to his essay had to go over it point by point, sometimes unpaCking arguments 
that are only alluded to in the original text. This is why .his reply is almost comically 
longer than the text that provoked it. 

\Vhi le Zoller's critiques are various, [hey all seem to come from the same place: he ap
pears to be interested primari ly in cornplere and purely oral epics as autonomous entities, 
and in tracing their mutual relations and their influence on the lives of their bearers. This 
kind of approach can be illuminating, and Zoller has published two fascinating articles 
( 1993, 1994) in which he interprets ethnographic da ta by tracing associations across the 
subcontinent and from tradition to tradition. But in this review essay, Zoller consistently 
sounds as ifhe believes that oral cpics exist in a vacuum. somehow uninnuellceu either by 
the daily lives of their bearers or by Sanskritic Hinduism- the laner in spite of the fact that 
the epics discussed are performed by and for people who identify themselves as Hindus, 
and who have Hindu names and access to Brahman priests. 

Oral poetry and alienation 
Zoller opens by noting that oral poetry is often treated as "a special foml of literature .. . 
generally associated with such expressions as 'anonymous', 'traditional' , 'simple', and 
'authentic' ; many regard it as a precursor to true literature, and thus a survival of some
thing original. This promotes a sort of alienat ion from th is poetic [onn by treating it as 
somehow inferior to the printed word" The task of the literate scholar of ora l poetry, 
then, is " to mitigate the alienation thus created". The next sentence presents the ubject 
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matter of the essay: "I want here to introduce briefly a few approaches through which oral 
fonns of poetry, in particular oral epics from the Central Himalayas ... are made' intelligi· 
ble' to outsiders." Zoller seems to be posing an absolute and exaggerated dichotomy 
between the written and the oral: in fact, oral traditions often cont inue to exist in societies 
that use wri ting, and illiterate oral bards in South Asia are generally well aware of the 
presence and prestige of books (for a critique of tendencies 10 absolUfize the written/ora l 
distinction, see Finnegan 1977). Central Himalayan oral epics need to be made intelligi
ble 10 people outside the region primari ly because they are in languages must outsiders do 
not understand. and because they refer constantly to realities of which most outsiders w1ll 
have no knowledge-not simply because they are oral and 501 somehow, inherently unin
telligible to an alienated literate audience. 

In the second paragraph, Zoller illustrates fo lklorists' own alienation from orality by ci t
ing their failure to use indigenous categories. He says that in spite of the fact that "ora l 
poetry in the Central Himalayas is still a dominant form ... the majority of books about 
[Central Himalayan] oral poetry are modelled either on British folklore srudies ... or the 
systematics and tenninology of ... Sanskrit [poetics] ... Thus, both approaches generally do 
not use indigenous terminology and classification." This is accurate for the work ofBri t ~ 

ish and Bri tish·educated Indian writers of the late 19·h and early 20th centuries, but it is 
unfair to Indian and other scholars who have been publishing on Central Himalayan oral 
traditions since the 1960s, and this for a number of reasons. First or all, many 01' these 
works are in Hindi, and Hindi draws its lechnical terminology from Sanskrit: it is virtu
ally impossible to write about any kind of poetics in Hindi without using terms from 
Sanskrit poerics,j llst as it is virtually impossible to write about poetics in English without 
using tenns from Greek (terms such as ·poerics~) . Funhennore, it is not lrtIe that Hindi 
works on Central Himalayan folklore use "the systematics and terminology" of classical 
Sanskrit poelics: they only use its terminology 10 translate what for the most pan are 
concepts from "the systematics" of Western fo lklore studies (Gaborieau 1974: 3 14). Be
yond this, a number of Indian works on Central Himalayall folk literature (e.g. Pandey 
1962, Chatak 1973) do in fact give a great deal of in fonnation on indigenous terminology 
and classification, even if this is not the main thrust of their presentation. These studies 
were drawn on, for instance, in Marc Gaborieau's pathbreaking atlempt to classify Central 
HjmaJayan sung narratives on the basis, precisely, of Uindigenous terminology and classi
fication" (Gaborieau 1974: 320·9). 

As an illustration of folklorists' fa ilure to use indigenous categories, ZoBer notes the dif
fering labels they have used for the epic Miiilisiihi. Oakley .nd Gairola (! 935) put it 
among the " Legends of Heroes"; the folklorist Govind Chatak ( 1973: 258) calls it apm(wy 
gii/M, which Zoller glosses as 'love song'; Meissner (1985) calls it a ballad. The impli
cation IS that If these authors had paid more attention to indigenous c1assjfication~ their 
labellings of the epic would have shown more agreement. But there are a number of 
problems with this argument. Zoller's translation of pra~lay g(llha as 'love song', appar
ently following Meissner's translation of Chatak's term (Meissner 19 5: 1, 26 1·3), is de-
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batable. In fact. giilhii is used in folklore publications in Hindi to indicate a long narrative 
usually sung by specialists rather than by members of the public at large (Gaborieau 1974: 
314, citing, among others, Chatak 1973: 208); it generally serves as a translation equiva
lent for Ihe English ' ballau'. So Ute !Wo contemporary scholars loll_r presents as disa
greeing in fact do agree: both call Mii/iiiiihi a baUad. Th_ lenn giilhii for MiiiliiiiM seems 
to be universal among scholars writing in Hindi (e.g. Pandey 1962: 159fT., Upadhyay 
1979: 146ff., Upadhyay and Panl 1980), while those wriling in Western languages use 
either 'ballad' or 'epic'_ 

A more important problem with Zo.ller's critique is that it seems to ignore the specific 
complexity ofCenlral Himalayan oral tradition, which includes a complex Gommgs/ehre, 
a set of explicit categories for narrative and non-narrative song and recitation. While there 
are certainly local and regional differences in this classification. and while different au
thors' presentations of it differ to some degree, the essentials seem to have been estab
lished (e.g. Gaborieau 1974, Leavitt 1985, Bisht 1988). As far as 1 can judge from tbe 
literature and from my own experience, in these indigenous classifications A1dlusahi con
stitutes a category of its own. as do some other comparable bodies of narrative (e.g. epics 
about the Ramaul heroes). What the folldorists cited are trying to do is to fit Mii/uiiihi into 
the most appropriate rubric they cao find in international folklore studies. While loller is 
right in implying that this kind of off-the-rack categorizing is likely to lead to a bad fit, 
some tenn is still necessary to give oon-Central-Himalayan readers an idea ofwbat Mii/friiiM 
is-not because they are alienated from oralliterarure as such, but because they are igno
rant of Central Himalayan tradi tions. In fact t every tenn one uses to categorize a text, oral 
or \Vrinen, brings presuppositions and implications along with it. Zoller does not question 
his own use of 'epic', a word at least as loaded and potentially misleading as 'ballad' or 
'ht:ro-tale' . Gaborieau (1974) has proposed the tcnn rec;t chollle, 'sung narrative', for the 
material that Zoller is calling "oral epic". Where the latter tenn suggests comparison with 
Homer (and Gairola calls these "legends ... quite Homeric in spiri~' in his preface to Oaldey 
and Gairola 1935), Gaborieau's term (borrowed from lumthor 1972) instead suggests 
more novel comparisons between Central Himalayan Iiterarure and society and those of 
medieval Europe. 

Three named indigenous genres will be of central concern in what follows. One is A1iilfdtihi. 
which is narrated in the third person at fairs and at organized festivities in village homes 
on long winter nights. A second isjagar, stories of the regional divinities narrated in the 
second person directly to the divinity, in most cases in the body ofa possessed medium, in 
nocturnal ceremonies also called jagor, 'vigil' (see Gaborieau 1975, Quayle 1981 , Fanger 
1990, Leaviu 1997). The third geore, called mohlibltiirar or Miirol, includes stories of 
gods and heroes also found in the Sanskrit epics and Puranas, narrated in the third person 
as autonomous perfonnances or at a given moment in the jagar (Gaborieau 1974, 1975, 
1977, Leaviu 1991 , 1995). 

0 1 

Miilii§iihi 

Zoller begins his discussion with a critique of Meissner's 1985 edition of an oral perfonn
ance of i\/a/ili a"i which includes the Kumaoni rranscription with translation, notes, glos
sary, an interview with the bard, and a cassette recording of extracts from the perfonn
ance. loller calls this a "very laudable project", which is a considerable understatement: 
as faras I know, Meissner's volumes stilt represent the only substantial Central Hirnalayan 
oral text to have been published with serious contextunlizalion. ZoUer accuses Meissner 
of showing too much deference to "great traditions" and not enough to the bard he is 
working with, the famous singer Gopi Das; he ootes ha number of philologically prob
lematic aspects" to Meissner's editiun and cites a review by Georg Buddruss which "has ... 
pointed to (1988: 164) Meissner's classicist treatment of the epic." This last point is quite 
misleading. Buddruss says that since this edition lacks Ule linguistic analysis which should 
have underlain the transcription of an oral text, Meissner seems closer to the traditional 
philology ofwriuen texts than to the linguistically based methodology or the study of oral 
texts; but he certainly does not accuse Meissner of a more general "classicist" bias. On 
the contrary, Buddruss goes on to criticize Meissner for failing to distinguish adequately 
between old Kumaoni words (ladbho\'Qs), the many words borrowed from Sanskrit into 
Kumaoni (ralsomas), and words borrowed mure recently from Hindi . If Buddruss is ac
cusing Meissner of anything, it is of failing to appreciate the perduring presence and inllu
ence of Sanskrit on Kumaoni, that is, the exaet opposite of a classicist bias. 

Zoller then notes that Meissner speaks of "a 'complete critical edition' (Meissner 1985 I: 
vii [a misprint for page xvii])" with his commentary serving as a "critical apparatus" giv
ing "the deviating fonns of the infonnants' (Meissner 1985 I: xxvi)." But this only means 
that Meissner is not claiming personal authority for every point in the text, instead giving 
the reader all the varying opinions he could gather. loller goes on to say that Meissner "is 
searching for origins-'His [this bard 's] narrative seems to be nearest 10 the origina l' 
(19M5 1: 20)." Here loller is quoting Meissner quoting Upreli in his book 011 Miih/sliM. 
The quote first comes (19851: xvi) in a report ofUpreti's comparison of the versions of 
thr!!!.! barus and his conclusion that of these three) Gopi Oas's seems nearest to the original 
because the other two show greater elaboration of details which Upreti interprets as later 
accretions. This argument is not convincing: since the work of Parry and Lord (lord 
1960), the baseline assumption about oral epic has to be that 'details' will be developed or 
simplified by a bard depending on factors such as time available and audience attitude. 
Meissner's own interest is in fact not in ultimate or classical origins, but in more immedi
ate ones: he wonders whether AJti[,iitihi might have a source outside Kumaon and pro· 
poses points of contact with Ihe epic of Gopi Chnnd, which is sung throughout North 
lndia. He is thus looking not to the classical written tr.tdition but to one widespread oral 
vernacular tradition as a likely source of a geographically more restricted one 1985 1: x vi
xx). In fa t, ifMcissner ean be accused ofpresenling Kumaoni language and tradition in 
tenns of something else, this is not Sanskritic written trad it ion bUllhe Hindi language (as 
Buddruss notes) and oral traditions of the orth Indian plains. 
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Meissner, Zoller says, is searching "for connections wit h the classical tradi tions (be de· 
mands to know of his bard whether he is acquainted with the notion of gadya-padya [prose 
and verse] from Sanskri t poetics [Meissner 1985 1: 241])." Here again, when we check 
the reference we find something quite different. Meissner is interviewing Gopi Das through 
an interpreter; he pUIS his questions in English, the interpreter restates them, often quite 
loosely, in Kumaoni, and the bard replies in Kumaoni. Here Meissner has noticed the 
difference, noticed by everyone acquainted with Central Hirnalayan oral epic, between 
passages of highly rhythmic s inging and passages of apparently more prosaic declamation 
(e.g. Gaborieau 1974 : 315, Sax 199 1a: 16) . Meissner calls the sung and spoken parts 
"verse" and "prose" respectively and glosses these terms as padya and gadya. While 
these tenns are borrowed from Sanskrit, they are also the ordinary Hindi and the sophisti
cated Kumaoni words for verse and prose; in using them, Meissner is not giving Gapi Das 
an exam in Sanskrit poetics, but trying to give tbe interpreter a better idea of wbat he 
himsel f means. 

Zoller Iben says thal Meissner "displays little confidence in his bard, to citing a couple of 
passages in which Meissner mildly qualities the bard's statements "with expressions like 
'for him .. .' or 'he thinks .. ' ( 19851: 213)". It is evident, on the contrary, thal Meissner has 
the greatest admiration for Gopi Das, who was, indeed, revered by many who knew him; 
Meissnerdedicates this work to his memory. In the middle of these supposed examples of 
artacks by Meissner on Gopi Das's credibility, Zoller gives one that is of great ethno
graphic interest. Meissner "qualifies important statements made by the bard- e.g. that the 
performance of lhe epic is ajoga,. (1985 I: 2 19) and that Malushahi and other Katyuri 
kings became deities after their deaths ( 1985 I: 213)." As expla ined above, MaliiSaM and 
jogar are usually presented as different indigenous genres, perfonned in di fferent situa
tions wi th different styles and for different purposes. It is possible that they could overlap: 
sincejagarliterally means a vigil , any narration perfonned at night could conceivably be 
called a jagar. In both Kumaon and Garhwal the narratives sung to and about the goddess 
Nanda Devi are also caIJed jagar, and these do not necessarily involve possession (Sax 
199 1.). And it is true Ihat ancient kings are often understood to have become gods after 
their deaths, and that some of these kings possess people and dance in jiigars. So an 
argument could be made that in spite of what we had taken to be clear generic differences 
betweenjagars and MalUsahi, differences defined in large pan by Gopi Das himself. who 
worked with Gaborieau as well as with Meissner and Upreti, here Gopi Das is saying that 
these two genres are rea lly one and the same. 

But is Ihis what he is saying? Zoller ci tes two pages of Meissner 's book. On page 2 19, 
Meis ner asks the interpreter to ask the bard if he has sung Mah/saM mostly around his 
home. or " in many vi llages and bigger places, at fes tiva ls and fairs (mela)?" The inter
preter transfonns this into something I translate as literally as po sible as: "\Vhere have 
you sung MiiliisaJlI~ having been invited by people, in fairs and so forth, here and there in 
olher places?" Gopi Dos 's answer, again in my translation: " 1"11 tell the Sahib. Not in 
fairS and such. never in fairs and such." Indeed, throughout the interview Gopi Das makes 
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it clear that he sings only on specific invitation. He continues: "Yes, this is my own true 
work, my occupation, like this: all my own people say: ' Lay on ajiigar. For a little while 
give IvJiiliisiihi "jiigar lai lagii. zarii del' mMusliM kai di ha' ''. Perfonn (ka 'speak') now.' 
In every place, in every place" (my translation). This is what Zoller interprets to meaD thal 
Gopi Das is equatingjiigars and kliiliiSiihi. Such an interpretation is easier to make on the 
basis of Meissner' s translation, which has the people saying, " 'S ing a 'jagar ' ! Sing 
Malushahi for a little while! " · But what Gopi Das in fact seems to be saying is that he is 
regularly so licited to do jagars and to do MiihiSah~ not that MahiSahi is a kind of joga,·. 
Gopi Das himself was famous above a ll for his performances of jagars of the regional 
divinil"ies on the one hand (Gabon eau 1975, 1977), of Maliisahi on the other (Meissner 
1985 I: 212), and it would make sense for him to refer 10 these two specialties in defending 
the legitimacy of his vocation. 

The second page reference (page 2 13) is not to the interview, but to a summary of the 
interview in which Meissner says, "For [Gapi Das] Malushahi and the other Katyur kings 
have become gods (question 49). In a so-calledjagar ... these gods manifest themselves in 
the person thus possessed (question 51). Gopi Das thinks of himself as a servant ('das ') of 
the Katyiirs (question 51)." But when we look at this pan of the actual interview, we find 
that Meissner has oversimplified the bard's answers in his summary. in question 49 (p. 
239), Meissner asks how Gopi Das would feel ifhis sons and grandsons did not carry on 
the tradition. The bard answers: "I would be crying. my throat would gel choked, m
deed!. .. For four generations we had it in our family. for four generations! Crying over
comes me, Sahib! My throat gets choked, my throat gets choked. - They are gods, aren' l 
they? At so many places they dance, the Katyurs, they are gods, after all." Here Gopi Das 
is giving a religious motive for his grief at the prospect of the disappearance of Malushahi. 
This may well mean that Malushahi is thOUght of as a god, as many ancient kings are. But 
it does nol necessarily mean tbat his epic is ajagar. To say that a royal family dances in 
jiigars is not to say that eve1), member of the family so dances: both in the case of the 
Katyuri and the Chand dynasties, onlya small number of figures actually appear in ajagar 
(my observation, which tallies wi th Pandey 1962: 186-7); as far as I know, these figures 

do not include King Malushahi . 

In question 5 I Meissner ( 1985 1: 241) asks whether Gopi Das thinks singing MaliiSahi 
"will bring him religious merit besides the material reward which he may get." The in~er~ 
preter puts this more harshly: "When you are singing Afiililsiihi do you people ~nly thmk 
of money or do you understand it 10 be like a puja to God or what?" (my lranslatton). Not 
surprisingly, Gopi Das answers: " I understand them 10 be rea l gods. Why? They dance 
here in Ka~ 1i they are in Giv3r Tell him [i.e., tell Meissner] ! They are believed In as gods. 
The Katyur are in Givar, the Kal)'Ur dance, they are believed in as gods ... If some other 
person disrespect'S them, then what can we do? But we believe in the gods . . After all! 
we're a Das. We believe in the gods, in them, the kings of Karyur" (my lransiallon). GOpl 
Da:) is insisting on the religious value of his work in order to defend himself against what 
he quite reasonably takes la be an impugning of his motives as solely financial. Note thilt 
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at the end of his performance Gopi Das says, "[N]one of them [the Katyuri kings] was 
immortal. Immortal are their name and fame" and then. to Meissner himself, the li stener, 
"Tomorrow you will die, Raja, but your name wil l remain immortal! " (Meissner 1985 I: 
204-5). 

loller's next paragraph begins the discussion of Upreti 's book on Mtiltiitihi, which in
cludes several tellings of the epic with explanatory essays. Here the accusation is of the 
elitism of expertise: "[a] ttempts to shift the focus of authority from the bards to the ex
perts are perhaps the rule rather than the exception. Upleli's book on lht! same epic is even 
more instructive." Zoller then tells us that Upreti is !Ha well-known expert on Kumauni 
fo lklore '" (he is quoting Meissner) and so, presumably, not to be tnlsted, and illustrates 
this by pointing to Upreti's characterization of M,iluiahias a "secular" story. What Upreti 
means by 'secular' is that the story can be performed without marked religious framing, a 
characteristic. he says, that "demarcates Miihisiihi from other ballads of Kumaon in which 
the hero or heroine. even though human in origin, gets transfomled into a deifY" (Upreti 
n.d.: 8-9, cited by loller). To loller, this proves that the "expert" Upreti doesn ' t really 
understand the tradition he's writing about: " [t)his last sentence bluntly contradicts the 
statements of Gopi Das (and other bards)." But Upreti's text makes it clear that he is 
simply distinguishing Miiltisiihi fromjiigllrs: the example he gives of " ballads ... in which 
the hero or heroine ... gets transformed into a deity" is that of Ganganalh, one of the best 
known jiigar di vio itie~ . 

ZoLler's neXI par:tgrnpb proposes some thought-provoking connections. He notes the im
portance in the epic of gurus "whose names all end in Das, which is a common designation 
of various yogic orders." He quotes Upreli : ",[DBs J are low caste professional drummers 
endowed with all kinds of magical powers ' (Upreti n.d .: 60)." True enough; but Upreti is 
talking about the ir role in oral epics, not necessari ly in life, as Zoller's presentation of the 
quote implies. Upreti. loll er writes. "goes on to slress that Ihe Katyiiri king depended 
heavily on them ." Again, this sounds like a statement about Katyuri history. but in fact it 
is only about what happens within some renditions of the epic: in perfonnances of A1iihistihf 
by Das drununers, Das drummers are depicted "as superhuman [beings] on whom the 
Katyuria king is very much dependent." Upreti contrasts these Das tellings with that of a 
Rajput bard who replaces the Das gurus with a Rajpur magician. So all this is not about 
the historical Katyuri court. but about singers giving members of their own caste starring 
roles in the epics they sing. 

Zoller notes tllat Upreti finds this relationship between kings and low-caste drummers 
"rather strange." Zoller answers: "This relationship, however, is basically the same as the 
one between Gopi Das and his (deified) King Malushahi which, in turn, is a special case 
of the relation between a so-called jagaria and a deity:' (The jagariya is what the bard is 
ca lled when he is running a jiigar.) This set of correspondences deserves more than this 
one sentence. Zoller is saying that there arc three situations in which a low-caste drum
mer. a Oas. serves us guru to a being of ostensibly much higher status: the scenes in 
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IHiilfiSlihi in which low-caste drummers advise kings; the jliga,. in which Ihe drummer is 
the guru of the possessing god and gives the god orders; and Ihe Das drummer s perform
ance of the story of King Malushahi , which loller sees as ajagar of the divin ized king. 
While I am not convinced that these relationships are comparable, this kind of corre
spondence is worth pursuing. It can be compared wi th Gaborieau's attempt (1975) to 
construct a model of the relationship between the bard and different levels of divinity, 
based in pan on the interpretations of Go pi Das, For me, Ihe central problem with Zoller's 
presentntion, here as throughout this essay, is the imposition of a single model on a number 
of different genres. This is an unwarranted simplification ora complex tradition, and one 
that in th is case is not j ustified by Gopi Oas's acrual statements. 

Mahiibhiirata in tbe Central Himalayas 
Zoller moves on to the Mahiibhiirata, appropriately lamenting the fact that "no 'complete' 
oral Mahabharata has been published so far" from the central Himalayas in spite of the 
epic's great importance in this region. He adds the apparent nOli sequitur that "according 
10 Hiltebeitel , there are 'astonishing paral lels and signi ficant va riations'" in the ways Ira· 
ditions "' mythologize and ritualize thc epic'" in Garhw:l1 in Ihe far north and in Tamil 
Nadu in the far south, regions "'wilh nothing to link them geographically or historically 
but Hinduism'" (loller, p. 3, citing Alf Hiltebeitel1 988: 132). What do these parallels 
between north and south have to do with the matter at hand? loller gives us a hint: 
" Hiltebeite!... asks Witll regard to the Mahabharata 'whelher one should privilege the clas
sics' ( 1995: 26)." lolle, doesn' t tell us that Hiltebeitel , who is quoting this question from 
Paul a Richman ( 1991 : 8-9), does not himself come clearly down on eitlJer side. loller 
continues: "[fn]oreover, there are not only 'cults' of ' the epic,' but also 'complete' oral 
regional versions" of the Malzliblzarata in western Garhwal and HimachaJ Pradesh. I must 
infer from this that Zoller himself believes that over the last several thousand years ritual
ized Mahabhdrotas of the type found iu Garhwal and Tami] adu, as wcll as complete 
oral versions, have grown up across South Asia wi thout special influence from the 
recensions of the Sanskrit Mahiibhiirata , which was nevertheless present as a more or less 
fixed entity througbout tbe Hindu world. A more subtle way of conceptualizing the rela
tionships among traditions is offered by A.K.. Ramanujan in his chapter in Richman's 
book. "Ramamtian," Richlllan writes in her in troduction, "likens the Riimiiya~la tradition 
(0 a pool of signifiers .. , arguing that each Riimiiya~ta can be seen as a 'crystallization': 
'These various texts ... relate to each other through th is .. , common pool. Evelyauthor .. , 
dips into it and brings out a unique crystallization'" (Rich man 199 1: 8, ciling Ramanujan 
199 1a: 45-46; for the same metaphor applied to the Mahabharara, see Ramanujan 199 Ib). 
But do all crystallizations have the sarne effects? In the sentence following the passage 
quoted. Ramanujan distinguishes "great texts" and "small ones". ·'The great texts rework 
the small ones, 'for lions are made of sheep' ... And sheep are made of lions, too .. . In th is 
sense, no text is original. yel no telling is a mere retelling- and the Slory has no closure, 
although it may be enclosed in a text." 0 Ramanujan is not saying that all tell ings are 
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equal: sometimes local tellings can best be understood as deriving from classical ones. 

Zolter then turns to IWO articles or mine that compare four Icllings afme story ofBhima 
and his demon lover: one from Ihe Sanskrit Mahiibhiirata; one from a hook on Kumaoni 
folklore wrillen in Hind; (Upadhyay 1983; translaled in extenso in Leavill 1988: 3-4, 
relold wilh lranslaled eXlracls in Leavitl 1991 : 454-6); and two from recordings Ihal I 
made wilh Ihe bard Kamal Ram Arya in Kumaoni , once as a paraphrase (Iranslaled in 
e.xtensn in Leaviu 1988: 5-11), once in perfonnance-style recitation (retold with translated 
eXlraclS in Lcavill 1991: 459-68). I mainlained in Ihese essays Ihal one cannOI generally 
presume either an independent indigenous origin or a classical derivation for oral epics, 
but must consider them case by case and genre by genre. The narratives in most Kumaoni 
ornl genres are clearly regional in provenance, featuring characters and incidents that are 
not to be found in the Sanskritic great tradition nor, as far as I can tell, in other South Asian 
regional traditions. Yet there is one named genre of oral epic, perfonned, like the others, 
in the Kumaoni language by bards who are usually illiterate, which feat'ures characters 
and incidents that are clearly related to those in the Sanskrit epics and Puranas: they tell 
stories of Ram, Krishna, Shiv3, the Great voddess,lhe Pandavas, Puranic kings. ascetics, 
and demons. Narratives of this genre-all of them, not just the stories of the Panda vas
are callcd mahabharar or Moral (Pandey 1962: 171; Gaborieau 1974: 323-4). In Kumaoni 
oral tradilion, Ihen, the word mahiibhiiral does nol mean only malerial relaling to Ibe 
Panda vas. but names an indigenous genre that only includes material related to classical 
Hindu myth- materia l that has also long been avai lable to rural Kumaonis in orthodox 
lellings by Brahman priesls. This appears 10 be a differenl silualion from Ihal in Garhwal, 
where an elaborate and distincl ritual tradition, involving possession, has grown up spe
cifically around Ihe Pandavas (Sax 199Ib). 

Given the close fit in character and incident between all mahiibhiiral narrations and their 
classical correspondents, and given that Kumaon has been 0 11 pilgrimage roules for mil 
lennia and thal certain strata of Kurnaoni society have been bearers ofSanskritic influence 
al leasl since Ihe early Middle Ages (loshi 1988: 78; Palhak 1988), Ihe evidenl conclusion 
is that, uulike other genres of Kumaoni oral tradition, Kumaoni malriibhiiral arc derived 
from classical Sanskritic myth and epic. Since Pandava stories are malriibhiirat among 
others, Ibis conclusion holds for them as well. It happened that this genre was the one I 
was writing about in the artkles Zoller discusses, precisely because I was interested in 
whal Ihe relalionship mighl be between very different lellings of a slory wilh a single 
source. For the same reason, I did not anempt to link the stories I was discussing with oral 
Pandava epics from elsewhere in the Himalayas. To point out this lacuna in my essays is 
perfectly fair, nnd to suggest links along th~ Hirnalayan chain is exactly the kind of com
paralive research Ihal is needed (I atlempled 10 do somelhing like Ihls on modes of posses
sion in Leavin 1994); but Zollcr goes further and \lCClIses me oflhe general bias toward 
the SanskJitlc great tradition of which he ha alreadyaccuscd Icissncr and Upreti . 

Zollerbegins by presenting my essays as attempts to answer Rnmanujan's question '"\Vhat 
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h pens when classical myths are borrowed and retold by folk perfomlers?" (Ramanujan 
I ;~6: 64-8). This queslion presuppose Ihal some folk narralives are in facI borrowed 
from classical myths. Clearly unhappy wilh Ihis possibililY, Zoller begins: -'(Leavin] 
larts by bnnging logether whal he regards as Ihree ·versions' oflhe 'same' slory" (p. 4). 

Zoller's disapproval is marked by Ihe use of scare quoles. In facI, my use of Ihe word 
-version' here is that of ordinary Engli h: the folk and classical renditions in question 
(there are four, not three, of them) have main characters who go through most of the same 
Ihings and who have names Ihal are different only as would be predicled by Ihe differing 
pronunciations of borrowed Sanskrit words in the languages in question. Oddly, Zoller 
pemlils himself to use 'version' without inverted commas throughout his essay. Ramanujan 
prefers "the word lellillgs to the usual temlS versions or varitmls because the latter temlS 
can and Iypically do imply Ihal lhere is an invarianl, an origi nal or Ur-IexI" (199 I a : 24-5). 
But of course in some cases, as in the ones I was discussing in these essays, an Ur-text is 
exactly what there seems 10 havt:: been. 

Zoller opens a footnole 10 Ihis senlence (p. 6, n. I I) which begins, ·'Leavin's concern for 
what may happen 10 Ihe classical mYlhs is also expressed orthographically." Here he is 
referring to my distinguishing the Kumaoni word ma/tiibhiirGl. used as a generic name for 
all narrative about epic and Puranic characters, from the Sanskrit J\fahabhiiruta. the epic 
whose central story is that of the Pandava brothers. I felt it was important to diflcrentiate 
between the Sanskrit epic and Kumaoni oral epics, for both ofwhicn Zoller indiscrimi
nalely uses Ihe lenn Mahabharala. The foolnole conlinues Ihal I seem "to fu lfill leissn
er's prophecy," ciled on page 2, that "soon there will be no more singers alive ... all that 
[will be] left of Ihese wonderful songs will be meagre summaries standing in library 
shelves." Zoller offers me up as the exemplar of the meagre summary method because in 
Ihe earlier of my IWo <ssays (1988: 5) I did nOllranscribe an actual perfonnance oflhe text 
in question. Zollerdoes not mention that this essay inc ludes a fu ll translation ofa retell ing 
by the same bard from whom I had recorded a sung perfomlance, albeit not in a ritual 
context; nor does he mention that in my 1991 essay 1 do include translated extracts from 
the bard's song, with two pages ofKumaoni-language originals in an appendix. In other 
papers and publications I have been able 10 present more extensive bardic texts (Leavin 
1995, 1997), including the complete text and translation ofajiiga,. perfomlance Ihat in
cludes a mahabhdrar of Lord Shiva (Leavitt 1985, only now, alas, being ediled for publi
calion). 

The next parngrnph sets up Zoller's criticism of my use of Ramanujan's four features of 
material borrowed from classical to folk traditions: fragmentization, domestication, lo
calization, and contemporization. ··Leavitt ... tries to show rh:u Ramanujan's four well 
kJluwn features, which are supposed to characterize the pro ess of borrowing .. . can be 
sh~\Vn in va~ious degrees in his two regional texts:' (It 's three regional lexls, not two.) 
Tlus makes It sound like ('m using Ramanujan to help prove Ih31 the direction of Illo\'e
~ent is from classical to folk . On the contrary, by the time I get to these crileria (which I 
cite only in the 1991 anicle), I feel I've already shown, for Ihe reasons given above, IbM 
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these par/;eu/ar texts "seem I Id - de· 

- R - ceary enve ,romeplcandPuranicmodels"(199 1-453) I 

b
fiHse amanujan 's features not to demonstrate what J feel has already been d . -d 

ut to categorize so f h d' cmonSlrate 
me 0 t, e Ivergences that arise through oral vemae I I' " I 

from a classical so Id ' u ar ransmlSSlon 
divergeLl funher frO:~~~j:J:o~~c~~~~~:~~~~ :::c

R 
of the ~ellings I was considering had 

esis of such transmission was sometimes warra~ted:l:l~~U~:~:~~~~~ed l~a~ the hypolh
such cases, not to aJl of South Asian narration. On (he co t R.15 m~ e I to apply lu 

whole defends a dialec tical model of the relarionshi berw~era7' amanuJa~ s work ~s <1 

larly againsllop-down claSSically based models ofS~ulh Asi.: c~I\~ndl .clas(sL,cal, _parlleu-
39-40). IV, Iza Ion eavlI! 1992: 

~~'i;~~ ~~:i;I::::c~~~~i~~:~~~i~~:I~~!~:::~~~~:: :I~:~:~~~tt~~:a;:~~~o~::;'d~::~:; 
~;ec~on Of~o;.eme~t (tbus, he relates the Kumaoni versions to Itheircommon source')" 

un 3menta Jrecllon of movement" can mean three different things: . 

t~I~[ :~~~;~~S~~~~:~~~ ;:~~;~/::'-~7:::,~: :~~e:~~~r~::~~~~~~r;;;~t; ~d~, ind~ed, 
eVidence may, of course) change my mind on this. ca Iflun . ew 

2. Ifit refers 10 Ihe Iransmission Ofslories aboullh Pd . 

~~: ,~:t~:;d 0;' il~ olVn merits. Every 1;lIing Of:lo~~e::;~h: ;:'~~;~sl~~he::cho;:~ 
_ • . er~a . an, . In ~ost cases, has been influenced by the presence orthe Sanskri t 

M
I
_ nhabhablDtn, a lion teXllflhere ever was onc. If! may ci te myself: "Since ils crystal-
IZatIOn etween the fourth cenrury B C d ·1 r I - - . . an I le ,0Urll century A D Ih [S k · ) 

~~~~I:~J~a~~;~r~::~~i~~:dC~:~Jt.eri~.1 fo~reghiondal a~d loca ll radi tions al l o:er t~e sua:csOI~:_ 
. . I lza Ion as a an mfluence. Vernacular versions of the 

:PIC have g~nera'.'y remained autonomous while developing according to specific cultural 
v:o~mJ,~s a on~slde and in interaction wi lh the continuing transmission of the Sanskrit 

rs~,on (Leavllt 1991 : 447). What Zoller seems to be saying in the rest ofms essa is 
(hat ~h~Hlma layan Mahabhar-:'ta" is an au tonornous indigenous production that has gr~\ln 
: u."m .uenced by the Sanskrit J\t!ahiibhiiralQ, ifim.leed it is not the laner's direct Source 
ca

ga
;;;; ~J ven the nature of the i?dige.nous genre ufwhich they are part , I don', think thi~ 

n t e case for the KumaoDJ stones J have presented. 

3. Saying that Leavi~t beli.cvcs that "this is the fundamental direction ofmoveOlent" wilh
~ut any funher qualificatIOn suggesls 10 the reader that I claim that oral epic poetry in 

oUlh ASIa IS genernlly derived from Sanskri tic models That th ,·s -'s Zol le ' .. 
strongl d - h . . r s meanmg IS 

. hY sU88es t ~ ID I e last enlence of his essay, which attacks the view presumably 
mllle I al --Ihe H I I - , - . . 'ma ayan ora epics are ... shaduws of classical models" (p 5) Th · . 
~y poslllOn, and wasn '( in these anicles. It is ironic [hat just aner the a' . ar IS IS not 
hs~ed a paper (Leavilt 1992) specifically crilicizing ' holisl ' approache; I:';;;e~~: Fo~~; 
an regional Ir3~ltlons from Sanskritic sources-but alsocriticizjng 'separatist ' or 'nalivis[' 
approaches which try to trcat local traditions ill Soulh Asia as if they existed in a va("uum 

free ofSanskrilic innuence. ' We needed, 1 argued, more complex-models. and I attempted 
to give a more complex picture of the ilHeraction of vernacular and classical traditions in 
one of Ihe essays under discussion (199 1: 444-6). But, given what seem to me to be 
Zoller 's own nativist tendencies, it is not surprising that he should read me as a classicizing 
holist.2 

Allhe end oflhis paragraph, Zoller says Ihal my putative assumption ofunidirectionality 
is rendered unlikely by the parallels between Mahiibhiiratas in Garhwal and in South 
Indi:t . One must infer that Zoller 's general vision is one ill which traditions arise and 
interact throughout South Asia, sometimes coalesce into ' lion ' texts, but do not undergo 
nny imponanl inIluence from these texts once Ihey are con:)lituted. This reminds me of 
Claude Levi-Strauss's presentation of pre-Columbian Amerka as U a Middle Ages that 
had never had its Rome: a complex mass, itself grown out of an ancient syncretism whose 
ownlexture was probably quile loose __ . [A given] group [ofmylhs). .. owes its character to 
the fact that it represents, as it were, a crystallization within an already organized semantic 
milieu, whose elements have served for all kinds of combinations" (Levi-Strauss 1964: 
16; my translation). In such a world, in which culture areas are constantly swapping 
stories and symbols, so thal each draws 011 a limited ·pool ofsignifiers'. 'crystallizalions' 
in widel), sep:u3ted regions can show 'astonishing similarities" as indeed Levi-Strauss 
(197 1) sees belween mYlhs in norlhem California and central Brazil. This. I have the 
impression, is Zoller's Soulh Asia. But in fact South Asia is far more like medieval Eu
rope as il really was: South Asia did have the equivalent of Roman Empires and orCllris
tianity canying common influence across a vast region, and part of this influence was that 

I The anicie was sunullDrizcd in 3n essay 00 "Recent Anthropological Research 00 GarhwaJ and 
KumDon" by Antje Linkenbach and Mooika Krengel (1995). In a footnote 0995: 14, n. 12), the 
au thors accuse me of inconsistency: they feel that my arguments have demolished holism to the 
point that 11 is "quite amazing" that I shOUld continue to consider holist characterizations of South 
Asian civilization 10 be of any validity 3t311. They ask two rhetorical questions, the fLrst ofwhieh is 
in two parts. Question I a: "lfregiooaltnlditions do not fit into the 'general palleOl' is it justified to 
recognize Ihis paltern liS 'general '?" My argument was precisely that regional traditions both do and 
do not fit into the "genera l paltem"; that "tilting" versus "not filling" is too simple a dichotomy to 
be lIsenll in other than rhetorical questions. Qucstion Ib: "lfBr,.thlllanical'sanskrilic Hinduism· .. . 
has itself to be seen as a result of historical change-is it justified to lake this hegemonial and 
lilllitell p;:ml!nl as generally va lid, transcending time and space'.'" I don 't think mal it transcends 
lime and space, but that it has been imponant over a very large space for a very long time. and that 
it has given, for instance, a strongly hierarchical and ·context-sensitive' tone to a great deal o(Soulh 
Asian discourse and practice (cf. Ramanujan 1989), particularly wh~n contrasted with the compura
ti\ely individunlislJc and ·conlext-frt.>e' tone of much of modem Western di scourse and practice. 
Question 2. "Cultural hol ism does necessarily reduce the Illultidimensionality of culrural intcrpre
tations by constructing I) single Olle. Why then oppose and compare 'constructs '?" But what else 
can we oppose ~tnd compare but construcls'! We are not gods: we have no dire<.:t, UtlCollstructed 
unders1:mding ora complicated world. A ponrayal of discourse arid practice in one village or in one 
region is no less a conStruct than such :1 ponrayal for a whole ei\'iliwtioll. The issue is nol to 
:lbondon constructs bUl to produce good ones, construCTS that fit liS much oflhe data as possible. nnd 
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of'lion texts' such as the Sanskrit MahabhiirorQ. 

Zoller 's sentence aboul Garhwal-Soulh lndia parallels has a foolnole artached 10 il (p. 6, n. 
12) which refers back to the beginning of the essay and recalls Paul Zumthor's views on 
oral poetry and alienation. This time Zoller's target is the Garhwali-bom linguist Anoop 
Chandola. "Zumthor has pointed oUl lhe widespread 3nitude of regarding written poetry 
as 'ooe's own' and oral poetry as 'other'. To overcome the apparent paradox of oral 
poelry being simultaneously 'original' (see above) and 'olher,' Chandola has found an 
eleganl Solulion ( 1977: 18): 'The development of tbe Mahiibhiirata tradition from its 
earliest fonn to the Garhwali form of today seems to have this pattern: Folk to Classic to 
Folk.' Here the first ' Folk' is the 'original' and the second the 'other'." Here, as through
out his essay. ZolJer is imputing anxiety aboUl orality to scholars who devote their lives to 
preserving and studying oral traditions. All Chandola is doing in the quote given is pro
posing a fonnula for Ihe most reasonable model of Mahiibhiirata transmission, particu
larly in Garhwal: he is not working through some fancied paradox in his feelings about 
oral poetry. 

The paragraph we are discussing started with my use ofRamanujan's four features. Since 
Zoller thinks that I am using these features to "prove" my "hypothesis" of such a transmis
sion. he proceeds to take issue with each of them. 

that can be criticized and then superseded by beller ones. 11 is true thallhe bulk of my article is spenl 
anacking holism. I chose 10 do this because variants of holism have dominated South Asian studies 
for the last forty years. But I fear that for this reason linkenbach and Krengel have mistaken me for 
an inconsistent separatist, when what J say in the article is that while both holism and separa tism 
have things to offer, neither is an adequate genera l model of a civilization. 

l While the COntent of holist.separatist debates may differ, thei r tone is often very familiar. After 
the romanticism of the early nineteenth century, which saw oral texts as the ancient and authentic 
voice oflhe people. early twentieth·cenrury literary studies held that most oral literature was 'high' 
literature that had percolated down to the masses. Zumthor cites "the extreme theories which ... 
dominated university teaching for the first third of our century: that all of popular an is nothing but 
'shipwrecked culture '" (Zumthor t 983: 26, my translation). Closer to home, consider the exchange 
in these pages between Brigine Steinmann and Andms Hafer over Ilofer's (1994) way of editing 
and interpreting western Tamang shamanic texts. Steinmann (1996) says that Horer exaggerates the 
separateness of west em Tamang language and tradition from (the great tradition 01) Tibetan Bud
dhism. She claims that many of the phrases for whjch H6fcr seeks local western Tamang interpre' 
tations are real ly standard Tibetan Buddhist ritual phrases which Hafer fails to recognize, presum· 
ably because of a (separatist) aversion on his pan to admitting how Buddhist the Tamang are. Hofer 
(1996) replies Ihat it is teinm30n who has been misled by assuming that hereastem Tamans in
fonnants. who are more heavily innuenccd by Tibetan Buddhism than arc the western Tamang, can 
give her the true explanations of west em Taroang texts. I don't know who's right here, since the 
substance of Ihis argument is Tnmang to mc. But I do recognize the lone. 
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I. Fragmell/izatioll . 
T argue that Himalayan vers ions of Mahabhiirata stones have not been fr~gm_ented , 
Z~ller refers to his earlier statement about the exist~nc~ of~'complete" oral JHalrabltarau:s . 
But neither Ramanujan nor I claim that fragmentlz~tl~n IS a necessary featur~ of mo\ e
ment from classical to regional materials. only that It IS a common one. And I ~ d~es not 

that different episodes are unrelated to one another, only that the matenal IS per· 
mean . ' h" ' m 
fonned in episodes. Zoller funher cites a manuscnpt by Sax prop~stng t at .we me . 

b of a bibliocentric profession' (Sax) tend to see only the claSSical Sanskrit text as a 
ers ' d'fi .. 
hysical whole, thereby forgetting that it was or is almost a~wa.y~ recite. 10 ragments: 

~ut this isn' t tr\le of.1I long Sanskrit texts. The Veda, whtle 11 t~ used III fragments III 

' tuals is memorized as several enormous wholes. The Riimiiya~JQ, In the Sanskrit versl~n 
:ts weli as in the Awadhi ofTulsi Das, is commonly recited, in Ku~aon. as ~Isewhere, 10 
long unbroken sessions. And even if the MahiibhiiJ:at~ is usually recited. In pteces-~s the 
Bible is usually read and recited in pieces by ChnslJ~ns and ~ews:-thIS .need not Imply 
that the reciters lack a sense ofit as a whole. RamanuJan, to cite. h~m agatn, showed how 
different parts of the Sanskrit Mahiibhiirata echo one another, gtVtng a s~nse of comple
tion to the texl (Ramanujan 199Ib). At the same time, the whole of whIch a text tS part 
may 1I0t be a purely narrative one. A great deal of my 1991 . paper was dev~ted to shOWing 
how mahiiblziirat narration fits into a ritual whole: 11 has Its place m 3jaga,:. above and 
beyond its presupposition of earlier and later episodes in the lives of Ram, Knshna, or the 

Pandavas. 

2. Domestication . 
Ramanujan says that classical stories are often re-situated in famB.jar !louS~ho~d sett10gs 
when they are retold in the vernacular. 1 cited the incident of Shlma s unnatlng on the 
demons

l 
present on ly in the tcllings that 1 recorded, as a .highly do~~sticated feat.~re ~ft~e 

oral performance. Zoller contends that according to hts Garll\~ah l1u~~antsl Bhlma. s 
Ifunny ' nature is not at all human) but the result ofa combinatton of dl.v.me and demomc 
elements in one person" (p. 4). This sounds correct; it also sounds .fan1l1~ar. In ~y pap~r. 
I wrote that " Bhima is the most 'demonic' of the PaQ~avasJ somelhmg thiS marnag~ [",,'1th 
the demoness] serves to highlight" (1991: 449). Bhima's combinatiolt of f~atures tS also 
found in the Sanskrit Mahiibhiirara <as I note on Ihe same page). In sptte of all thts, 
however, Bhima does not , as far as I know. urinate on the demons m. an~ recen IO~ oft~e 
Sanskrit text. Zol ler does not mention the other examples of domestlcatton that I give: 10 

the Kumaoni oral epic, the Pandavas live in a village house with their mother. \~'ho tel~s 
them what to do, very much as small, fierce Kumaoni mothers c~n be heard orde~ng th~~: 
large sons about. and the motives for the action are the domesttc concerns ofdomgpllja 

and finding food . 

3. Localization 
Zoller writes "The notion oflocalization makes sense only when original geogra~hi~al 
stmctures ha~'e been projected onlO a secondary plane. But again thi does not cOlllcldc 
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with." Even allowing for the misprint, this is not clear. Rnmanujan never claimed that aU 
oral vernacular renditions of classical slories were rc-set in local geography, only that it 
was ~ c~m ll1o.n. feature of such renditions.l Zoller then says that Ihe "hypothesis" o f 
localizatIOn- It 5 more of an observation than anything so grand as an hypothesis- ,iis 
also up 3?3i.nst BelTe~an ' s impression that the Pandavas ' may well be indigenou objects 
~fworshl~ In !hes,e hills who ha\fC been universalized 10 become pari of the literary tradi
tion of HinduISm (1963: 382)." (Zoller does not mention that I cite this passage from 
Ben-eman In both of the ~ssays discussed [Leavitt 1988: 11 , 1991 : 452].) Scholars gener
ally think that the Sansknt epics as we have them are the result oflhe rela tive fixation in a 
number of regional ' recellsiolls' of an older mass of oral epic (e.g. Pollock 1986: 37, 
Dunham 199 1, the former cited in Leavitt 1991: 445, n. 3); in some cases as I am con
cluding for KW1l30ni malllibhiiral, this relatively fixed Sanskrit lex! has se~ed in return 
as a main source for some oral tellings: in these cases, we have Chandola's 'Folk-Clas
sic-f701k" continuum. Given the importance of the Pandavas in the Himalayas, Bcrreman 
was speculating that this region may have been the original source orthe oral traditions 
that wen~ to make up the Sanskrit A1ahiibltararo. This is an attractive idea, but it is only a 
speculation. not an " impression" that another idea could be "up against". 

4. COlllemporizQfiol1 

"Even lh,e fourth feature of conlemporization is problematic, when we note that many 
OarhwalJs regard the Pandavas as their ancestors!" (pp. 4-5). But contemporization does 
not mean that a story is supposed to have happened ll1is morning or last week but that the 
world in which il takes place is like the world of today. The Pandavas, as far a~ l know do 
not use guns in any recension of the Sanskri t Afahiibhiirata: they do in the vemac~lar 
versions which I report . 

"Finally," wri tes Zoller, "the classical version and the version of Kamal Ram ... differ not 
so much because of 'extravagant local developments ' [citing Leavitt 1988: 11], but be
cause the lacquer house episode of the classical text does oot correspond to the Himalayan 
story of Ihe abduction of the pal).~avas, but has parallels with another episode of the 
Hirnala~an Mahabharatas." Since this is all Zoller says, I have no idea what to do with it; 
we awaH more. As for the extravagance of the developments I present. the reader will 
have to look at my papers and judge. 

Conclusions 

The last pan.graph ofZoller's essay contrasts three sets ofmolives for studying Himalayan 
folk traditions: l. to show how Himalayan culture is influenced by the Himalayan 
A1aha~!Jijrata. (good); 2. [0 show how local Mahabhiiratas cOllvt::y local cosmology, or to 
try to IOfer thiS from Ibe rexts (que~tionable)i 3. to try to show that local Mahtibhti,.atas 
are derived from the Sanskrit MuhcIbhiirara (bad). The good motive is Zoller 's own. and 

J Sax has wtinen Ihal the Garhwuli PanduvOl Lila ·'Iocalizes·· the epic figures oflhe Mahiibhiiruta in 
exactly the sense I use here 1995: ISO. n. 15, citing Ramanujan 1986). 
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he also anribulcs it 10 Sax (al though, as we shall see, Sax slips): "Sax's interest in the 
Himalayan Mahabharata ... is guided by different motives" From the bad oncs displayed by 
Leavitt, and perhaps also by Upreti, MeissDer, and the footnoted Chandola. Zoller then 
quotes Sax 10 illustrate his good motives: '''[The A1ahdbluirala] illuminates social issues, 
and informs local culture more, perhaps, than any other text ' (199Ib: 275)." Zoller ap
proves of this: he continues a few lines further do\ n that, U[i]" fact , many aspects of life 
in Garhwal have been influenced by (he local Mahabharatas, for example, agonistic festi 
vals, traditional warfllre , or ancestor worship," and for each of these be gives references 
(tWO of wh.ich are for Himachal Pradesh, nol Garhwal) which either repeat thl! point that 
some people worship the Pandavas as their ancesrors or present agonistic or non-agonistic 
games in which one side identifies with the Pandavas , the other with the Kauravas. 

But we already knew the Panda vas were important in the Himalayas; why detail this 
now? It' s apparently to distinguish Zoller's projcct of showing how local culture is influ· 
enced by "the Him31ayan Mahabharatan from the more familiar anthropological one of 
using ri tual and text as sources for illfeninga people 's cosmology and cultural categories. 
This is Sax's second set of motives, about which Zoller is not at all convinc~u. '·ThusJ 

[Sax] not only deals with tbe fact that, '[e]ach village has its own tradition of dance and 
reci lation ' ( 1991 [b]: 277)"- this apparently is a good thing- "but also thinks that one can 
'inferthe folk cosmology of these Uttarakhand peasants from their rituals' (199 1 [b] : 293-
4)"- apparently not so good, judging by the contrast between "deals with the fact that" 
and " thinks that" . 

Zoller fini shes his essay by writing that "[m]any bards known to rue say that the epic 
'awakens' in them during perfonnance, and it is not they who perfonn the epic, but the 
epic which celebratcs itselF' (p. 5). Indeed, it is qui te possible Ihat bardic tradition has an 
ideational basis distinct from the culture of the general population; this seems to be the 
case in lVest-ccntral Nepal, where Gregory Maskarinec ( t 995) refers to a distinct "culture 
of shamans". But it is its penultimate sentence that sums up the essay as n whole: "[a]nd 
yet the Himalayan oraJ epics are nei ther shadows of classical models nor mere encodings 
of fanners ' conceptions of the universe." The flfSt of these clauses sums up ZoUer' s 
critique of Meissner, Upreti, and myself, the second that of Sax . I hope that my reply has 
shown how tendentious this summing up is. Remember that ZoUer began his essay by 
accusing literate scholars and the literate public of exaggerating the simplemindedness of 
the oral; on the conrT3ry, a glalJce at the publications reviewed here gives an overpower. 
ing sense of the complexity of oral tradition- in the sophistication oflocal reflect ions on 
genre and context. in the variety of sources from which these traditions draw, and in the 
delicate interaClions between pretty coherent old traditions and life today. In contrast, 
Zoller himself seems to be proposing a simplified orallradition Ihat is free of contamina
tion from grea t tradit ions and which innuences daily life but remains untouched by it. His 
review seems to me 10 deny the complexi ty ofCentrnl HiOl:1layan OrJllraditions. a com
plexity Ihal has been recognized by vimmlly all ' outsiders' who have worked in the re
gion, Indian nnd foreign , as well as by 'insider~' who ta,ke an interest in bardic craft. 
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Sakyadhita Conference In Lumbini 

From Febmary 1st to 7th, 2000, the 61h Sakyadhita International Conference on Buddhist 
Women was held in the Ven. Dhamrnavati's convent, Gautami Viharu, ill Lumbini. Nepal. 
The theme of the conference was ' Women as Peacemakers: Self, family, community, and 
world ' , akyadhila, headed by Karma Lekshe Tsomo, an American nun ordained in Ihe 
Tibelnn lradilion and based allhe East-West Center, University of Hawaii, is an organiza
tion whose objective is to connect Buddhist women throughout the world, Previous con
ferences have been held in Samath, Bangkok, Colombo, Leh, and Phnom Penh, Buddhist 
nuns, laywomen, and academics came from around the worJd to attend. Nuns from Spiti 
and Dharamsala in lndia were joined at Lumhini by nuns from other Asian countries in
cluding Cambodia, Vietnam, Sri Lanka, Burma, Korea, China, and Japan, as well as many 
Weslem nuns, A particularly large conlingent ofGelukpa nuns lravelled from Dh,mmsala, 

The Nepalese Minisler for Youth, Sport, and Culture, Sharad Singh Bhandari, opened the 
conference in Ihe presence of many dignitaries , The local CDO, Gyan Kaji Shakya, gave 
a short speech in which he mentioned that a feasibility study had been completed on whether 
an international airport could be established near Lumbini. The Vcn. Ashvaghosh 
Mahaslhavir spoke in favour of gender equality and full bhikkhuni ordination, The Vcn, 
Dhammavati apologized for the fact tbal Gaut.mi Vihara was not yet compleled, bUI poinled 
out thaI, whereas the olher viharas that are complete in Lwnbini have been funded al Ihe 
governmental level, her convent is entirely dependent on the donalions Ihat have been 
made 10 bhikkhunis in NepaL 

The conference included many academic sessions, chanling according to different Bud
dhist traditions, meditation, and a cultural show put on by the lepal Bhashu Mjsa Khalab. 
Mosl imponant, il provided an opportunity for Buddhists from many countries 10 meel 
and exchange ideas, to make new friends and to deepen old friendships, 

David N, Gellner and Sarah LeVine 
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Britain-Nepal Academic Council formed in London 

A meeting of British academics and researchers interested in various aspect's of Nepal, 
including art, archaeology, anthropology. language, literature, music, economy, law, poli
tics, and nutrition etc., has decided to establish a Britain- epaJ Academic Council. The 
meeting was held recently at the School ofOrien!al and African Studies (SOAS), Univer
sity of London, and was attended by interested academics and researchers from universi
ties all over the U.K. Mich.el Hun of SO AS chaired the meeting. 

The objective of tile Council is to promote academic and scholarly links between Britain 
and Nepal through, inter alia, collaborative research, exchange programmes and organisa
tion of annual lectures, and seminars etc. on areas of mutual interests of both the British 
and Nepalese academics and researchers. 

The members appointed to the Council by the meeting include: Or Michael Hun of SO AS, 
University of London, Or ludith Pettigrew of tbe University of Cambridge, Or Rachel 
Baker of the University of Edinburgh, Professor David Seddon of the University of East 
Anglia, and Or David Gellner of Brunei University, London, and Professor Surya Suhedi 
of Hull University (Chai r). 

Welcoming the participants to the meeting, the Royal Nepalese Ambassador to London, 
Or Singha B. Basnyat. said lhat the establishment of such a Council would further en
hance the ccnturies-old friend ly relations subsisting between the two countries. Announc· 
ing the fonnation of the Council to an audience of British well-wishers of Nepal at the 
Brunei Gallery of SO AS, University of London. SirTim Lankester, the Director of SO AS, 
said thal his institution was proud of its record of academic and research activities on 
Nepal and was delighted to hoS! such a meeting. 

Tbe academics, researchers and other distinguished delegates from differenl walks of British 
life were entertained later in the same evening by a group of popular classical musicians, 
Sur Sudha, invited from Nepal. The cultural programme was followed by a dinner of 
Nepalese cui ine hosted by the Ambassador at the Royal Nepalese Embassy where lhe 
academics and researchers had the pleasure of meeting and interacting with Mr Madhav 
Prasad Ghimire, one ofihe greatest poets of Nepal and the fanner Chancellor of the Royal 

epal Academy. 

- Surya Suhedi 
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Nepalese Shaman Oral TexIs by Gregory G. Maskarinee. Harvard Oriental 
Series, vol. 55. Cambridge (Mass): Department of Sanskrit and Indian 
Studies, Harvard University, 199K Distributed by Harvard University Press. 

ISBN 0-674-60795-3. xii + 695 pages, English and Nepali indexes. 

Reviewed by Andras Hiifer 

This son of study is rather unfashionable among most anthropologists, and not greatly 
favoured by a number of publishers. Significantly, Nepalese Shamall Oral TeXIS, written 
by an anthropologist, came out in on orientalist series. 

Contrary to what the word 'Nepalese ' in the title suggeslS, this is not an anthology of 
materials collected in various parIS of Nepal, but an edition of over 160 texts of varying 
lengUI that Ihe author recorded from shamans (referred to as jhQkri/jhQgri or ramma) be
longing to the Kami caste of blacksmiths in the Jajarkot area of far western Nepal. Typo
logically, the texts can be subdivided into (a) public recitals that explain the origins oftbe 
1V0rld, its inhabitants, and their amictions, and describe the shamanie methods of inter
vention, and (h) shon whispered fomlUlas, called mmllar (mall Ira ), that are couched in a 
rather esoteric language and serve the purpose of making shamanic intervention effica~ 
cious. Their critical edition- the fruit of intensive work over nvo decades, about eight 
years of which were spent in the field- fills a gap in our knowledge ofthe culture of those 
groups whom past legislation classified as wJlouchable, and is of consideroble methodo
logical and comparative relevance for the study of Himalayan rituals concerning he.ling, 
possession, exorcism in general. and shamanhm in particular. This is all the more the 
case since, in the meantime. the Jajarkot trddition of shamanism has turned out to be part 
of a large r. regional complex that includes Kh,m Megar shamanism further to the north 
(well known from the works ofM. Oppitz. A. de Sales, and D.E. Watters), and has been 
ShOWD to have been in nuenced by the concepts and practices of the Kanpha~a ascelics. In 
as much as the shamans of Jajarkot have develuped a poetically very elaborate idiom and 
a demanding textual culrure. in which 'twelve years of training' (required for mastery of 
the complete text repenoire to be learnt by rote) is a standard qualifYing formu l., the book 
also provides an important source for thl! linguist and the more theoretically interested 
student of oral tradition. 
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ince the conceptual basis of both the institution as such and the rituals in which the texts 
are perfonned was the subject of his inspiring earlier monograph 17,e Rulings of the Night 
(Madison, 1995), in his Preface the author contents himself wilh a rather parsimonious 
outline of Jajarkot shamanism Dnd concentrates, in the comments and annotation • on the 
interpret'alion of the texts. In grouping the material in seven chapters, which are funher 
subdivided into 'sets' , he follows thematic criteria l such as 'treating life crises', 'witch
craft'. 'stories of mythical heroes used to treat social disorder' , etc. The numbered texts 
are presented synoptically, with the original in Devanagari script on the left and lhe lioe
for-line translation on lhe opposite page. Annotal'ions, of which there are many, conlain 
detailed glosses, comment on problems of ex egesis, justify a translation, and include van
ants of the texts in question. However, they give. only sporadic consideration to prosody, 
texrual pragmatics, and perfonnance, and refmin from dealing with the broader compara
tive context, such as the Indian background or relevant sources on other areas of Nepal. 
The book concludes with detailed, bilingual indexes. 

The use ofDevunagari characters, instead of standard transl iteration, as well as the organi
zation of the contents, can hardly enhance the book's accessibili ty to the general reader. 
The texts are Lrealed without any detailed description of their ritual context or of the man
ner of their performance. And since not only the annotations, but .lso the brief introduc
tions to each chapter, are grouped together towards tbe end of the book in a section com
prising a total of 237 pages, working wi th the volume, which weighs over 2 kg, proves 
rather cumbersome. For example. the reader who wants to know more about the word 
miiphi, which occurs on p.17S but is nol given in the Nepali index undcr m-, has to turn far 
Inn many pages before he fDlally finds the gloss on p.435 in an annotation to p.26. The 
Indexes, printed in three indented columns, are somewhat over·organizcdj a simple alpha
betical order of the entries and a fairly exhaustive glossary of the local or text-specific 
vocabulary would have been more helpful for quick reference. 

A glance at the language of the texts reveals how tremendous a task Maskarincc set for 
lumself. First nf all, the colloquial language of Jajarkot shows a number of deviations 
from the word morphology and, it seems, even from the grammar of standard Ncpali. 
There are :t lso words that are unknown in the latter. Besides occasional intrusions from 
Hindi and Kham Magar, the vocabulary also includes tenus that are either lexically 
meaningless or part of the professiooaljargon of the shamans, such as bmja mukha for 
'domestic pig' and the like. Names borrowed from the epic and Puranic traditions and 
adopted fo r divinities of the local shamanic pantheon often appear in conspicuous 
confiations, such as Gaul'ti Maiiara [< Gourd + Nluize§vara], 'The Pale All-Skilled One ', 
Sila PijrvtJ1G [sic] or Silii RQvQtle [sic]. etc. In addit ion, the texts abound in specifically 
shamanjc or mantraic pennutations. (The question of the extent" 10 which such pCffilutations 
may derive from casre:.specific sociolectal deviations. a kind of 'untouchable talk', as is 
known In Olher parts of the country, is not raised by the author.) Obviously, due to an 
inextricable push-and-pull of esoteric intent and prosodic constraints (conditioned above 
all by paralle lism), a considerable portion of the vocabulary appears 'distoncd' in one 
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way or another: (3) ballcaro ('axe') > banciiryii;jumra Clouse') > juhol'ii; giig,; ('water 
pot') > gagiili. etc.; (b) jingle-words become separated by tmesis, or certain words are 
provided with a second, artificial jingle member to fonn a compound; (c) place names 3re 
'suffixed' with ·ra, -/0, -ri/a, while in other instances suffixes and poslpositions are elided; 
or (d) certain words and phrases of disputed or unknown meaning cannot be derived from 
localorslandard epali, and some of them may well have been invented to imitate Sanskrit, 
as Maskarinec presumes. 

[nterpretation is further complicated by a considerable number of morphological Ouctua
lions, often within one and the same text andlor in one and the same informant's pronun
ciation. (Some of these problems with morphology seem to result from the field method. 
Rather than relying entirely on tape-recordings ofsponlaneous perfomlance. Maskarinec 
collected the majority of the texts in dictated form; this quite unusu.1 way of reproducing 
their texts must have increrased the shaman-infonnants' uncertainty regarding pronuncia
tion and spelling.) One g.ins the impression that in the constitutio textus with the help of 
(sometimes rather belpless) infonnants, it is some kind of 'generic override', namely the 
autodynamics of the built- in tendency to exploi t the potent ial of phonologic.1 and other 
equivalencest that produces a number of irritating quasi-paronomasic and quasi-paronymic 
'variants', Thus, miilhi Cup', 'above') in one passage occurs as ma~hj (=?) in another. The 
problem wi Lh such 'variants' is that, on the one hand, not all of them can be deemed oon
sensic.al, and, on the other, nClaU of the nonsensical ones can be brushed aside as spurious 
simply on the grounds that they do not fit the context at all, or at least not as perfectly as 
their apparent ly correct alternatives would. For example, when sOlh, 'with', is unexpect
edly replaced by Siil, 'seven', due to its contamination by pat in the preceding line, it is the 
adherence to the rules offoon (prosody) that lends authenticity to the alteration (cf. pp.5, 
412). or can authenticity simply be denied to surprising corrections which are proposed 
by the performers themselves during an interview. This is the case when a sudden insight 
prompts the informant to revoke what was established in the original transcript and emend, 
say, laijiili, 'take away', to raijiiii [rahijiizi < raltamt + JOIlIl], 'remain', possibly under the 
influence of the first occurrence oflhe verb rahanu in one of the preceding lines, but in any 
case in violation of the contcxt (cf., e.g., pp. 109, 489). Quite correctly, Maskarinec pre
serves such 'variants' in his transcript and rollows the performer or the text in question in 
spell ing, e.g., Rama (< Rama, the name of the epic hero), even though rammii, 'shaman' (a 
word ofKham Magar origin), would make more sense in the light of the context and also 
tally wi th other informants' interpretations (cf. p.412). 

The dilemma the ethnograpber faces throughout the work of reducing oral enunciation to 
writing-namely whether one should regard as authoritative what the individual inform
ant spontaneously produced as text or whatlhe informant commented (completed, emended, 
or left open) on what hc had originally produced .s text- is intimately linked wi th the 
quest for adequate translation. What should the translation render in those cases where the 
informants are unable to explain a meaning or where their own exegesis is at variance wi th 
the context? Is the translator entitled to make a given text more meaningful than it is for 
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h er 'onn it andlor listen to it day by day? And how should his rendi tion come to 
those W 0 P I' . .. f h . 
termS with the specific phraseology, including the numerous pennutatlons, 0 1 e text to 

the source language? 
ot but agree in principle with Maskarinec whcn he claims (p.x) that the transla

One cann . . I . I d tic proper 
tion of such texts should respect, as much as posslb e, certam st ructura ~n poe . -
. f h on'g'lnal and that accuracy must not entail an ail -loo-pedantic rendenng. The 

ties 0 t e , . d ds h 
mains however that where accuracy ends and pedantry beglOs epen on t e 

fact re , • • h ' I' that is a more tex 
slalor's quite individual decision. One can reson to a tee n1~a , . , . • 

[fan I . lat 'ton that remains close to the original in order to make ItS wordmg transparent, 
tu" trans ..' I 'th 
and requires (except ror idiomatic expresslOnsJ a more literal rendenn~, a ong ~l . ~ome 

'd ble bracketings and other di.graphs 10 the text of the translanon and atldmonal 
unaVOI a . ~ . r I kn 
ex lanations in the notes. (This method appears to be expedient or te~ts 10 III e-. .. own 
la: lIages in general, and for texts with a high frequency of aesthencally condllloned 
lin:uistic deviance in particular.) Otherwise, one chooses a more. contex.tual translatlon 
which is stylistically smooth and tends to be literary rather than hteral , but conceals the 

robtems of interpretation and even the fact that It results from a transfer fro~ one lan-
p t another Maskarinec decided in favour of the laner, and thus certamly to the 
gu.gc o . . . . I ' ht t 
benefit of the philologically less interested reader. Yel, smce he gives so muc 1 welg 0 

what he interprets as context, his translation, however carefully ~hought out , el?quent, or 
even indeed poetically pleasing, often comes close to parapmasls or runs th~ fisk of ren
dering the 'spirit' rather than the ·content' ofthe texts. A few examples may IlIustrdte the 

difficulties. 

I. The rendition of kiilllllQ liigyii by 'began to be possessed', rather than by 'began to 
1 bit:' seems to be too ·flowing' a translation which also results an a l?ss of lUlagery 
rem • •• I k · · hv ') doesnot 

(p.176, line 17S). First, the verb kiimllu ('to tremble , to s la .. ' to ~ t er . 
denote a shaking of the body exclusively as a sign of possesston; tt tS ~I so used wtth 
reference to shivering with cold or fever. Second, in this revi.ew~r·s expenenc~ at least, a 
trembling or shaking of the shaman's body does not necessanly Imply full medIal posses

sion (which would be ii,igmii car/mu) in all cases. 

2. Because the jingle~word rammii-tamma (for 'shaman') is dissected in rammiiko lai.Jiili. 
_ .. __ . I 6-6)' ew meaning' had to be found for tammako laljall (p.18I, hne 3 12, see a so note ) • an .. e 

the second member, and the phrases are translated as 10 • • • come with thiS sham~n, c~~ 
with this ' he-man "', in order to preserve the rhyme ('shaman' + 'he·man'). Whi le Ll u ~ IS 
an artful solution whose auxiliary character is rightly stressed by the use of quotatlOn 

, • . 1 .. _- ' endered here hy 
marks, one CaHl10t help wondering, first, why the Imperative alJ.Qu IS r 
'come' and not (correctly) by ' take', as is the case in t~e nexl hue (313). and, second, 
whether the twofold insertion of ' this' is absolutely reqUired by the context . 

3. The translation of Qnajalla satla pww railla kar [kt1rl as :'here ther~ \~hich wherever ~o 
\\ here [sic} arrows" (p.521) strikes the reader as an example of artistic bravura, but its 
philological reliability hinges on the (unanswered) question of how the author succeeded 
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in finding an approximately adequate interpretation for the first five words, which are 
otherwise lexically meaningless. Was it suggested by his infonnant, or did he deduce it 
from the context via his 0' n hermeneut'ic effons? 

4. Contextual freedom appears to have been employed even more extensively when one 
finds 

le! ra cafldan, fe/aur; [sic] bar 
ali bMi kO/ils, vipralikii slil" 

rendered as: 

"Oil and sandalwood, oily dissembler, 
come, brother demons, with this trembler!" (p.523). 

It is obvious that the pairing 'dissembler' + 'this trembler' attempts to render the end 
rhyme in hat + siith, but less clear what justifies translating bat ('matter'. ' thing" 'ta lk ' in 
standard Nepali at least) as 'dissembler'. Equally puzzling is the translation of vipriilf as 
' trembler', This word means ·shaman' . we are told. It evidently derives from vipl'G which 
in Nepali and Hindi denotes 'priest', ' Brahman', but does not corulote, to this reviewer's 
knowledge, ' trembling'. Did Maskarinec choose ' trembler' just because shamans usually 
tremble when in an <ecstatic' state, or did he find this rendering justifiable in view of the 
Sanskrit etymon ofvipra. namely vip. 'to tremble', 'to shiver'? The former solution would 
border on Nachdichtllllg, but would still be acceptable with some reservations, while the 
latter, as an etymologizing rendition, would be acceptable only if present-day Jajarkot 
speakers are aware of the etymological meaning, wh.ich is presumably not the case, The 
suspicion that here the author may have ' imported ' an alien, artificial meaning into the 
text in order to complement his informants' exegesis. appears to be substantiated by what 
he writes about the principles chosen for his translation in a short remark in the Preface 
(p.xi, second paragraph). 

The treatment of numerous verbs creates some confusion, not least because the character
istics ofIhe language of the texts are not sufficiently explained in the Preface, It is only on 
pA07 that the reader is informed that, in Jajarkot, third person verb forms are a lso used in 
the second person, and that the author takes the liberty of substituting the latter for the 
former whenever he finds this appropriate witb regard to the context. Thus, while in one 
place kMill is translated as 'you ate' (p.184, line 403), even though standard Nepali k"iiill 
is feminine third-person plural (which may also be employed as an honorific for the third
person singular), elsewhere Maskarinec follows the latter standard Nepal i rule in render
ing such verbs as kaliiill andjiliiill (p,97, line 6), Be that as it may. it remai_ns obscure why 
in several instances nOl only person, but also mood and tense are treated as interchange
able, For example, while the hortative-permissive in maijapno pat! is translated, as one 
would expect, by "may 1 recite ' at first . in the following lines the same verb form is sud
denly rendered in the imperative, thus btillGli [bad/Ill / badhaii] becomes 'bind ' . instead of 
' let us bind' or Imay I bind' (p.3, line 57 versus lines 58-69). Peculiar, too, are man; 
(hortative) = ' ( kill' (i ndica tive) and the rendering of a number of future tense verbs, such 
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_ . ;;Ia- par/lIii j 'tiiila r ',{illla] etc. either in the imperative or in the hortative mood (p.432, 
.~u . . u . . b 

61 180-182 184 respectively). Such subshtutlons do not always seem to e 
and pp. , " . . '. h d' d -

' d bly necessita ted by the context. At least It IS queslIonable whet er ,010 eUIl 
un3V0 1 a " h' h 
[dilill jpa(14i l, for example, sho~I,~ not be rendered by 'may the paQ,ht show a pat ,rat er 
than by ·'show ... a path 0 paQ~lt (p.278, hne 126). 

As son,e of the shamans are (nowadays) literate, there even exist a few local manuscripts 
of dictated texts, but Maskarinec does not tell us to what extent he has ~dopted these 
' 11 ns ' own onhography. and why his spell ing does not follow more consistently collo-
~ ama S 1, _ " . -- b 

, I fomls and local pronunciation, For what reason has the ansrultlcj1lall een pre
qUia . 1 - - - bl -I -I .- S etc 
ferred to gyall. or have rather archaic spellings such as ,iigya: SOIYO, zaya e.java. , . 
been selected over liige, sore. bhalele. jiios? The transliterat"lOn renders an unconvlIlclIlg 
' synthesis' of the orthographies ofR.L. Turner and th_e Royal N~pal Academy; m?reover: 
the alternation between lV and v, e,g" III Bhagawall versus BuslIdev or III the hybnd 
JUl'tileswarf does not appear (0 be entirely consistent with Turner'S method (referred to on 

p.xi). 

Sucb critical observations should not be permitted to detract from the immense value ~f 
this book. Indeed, no other oral ritual tradition of Nepal has so far been recorded ID 

comparable textual detail and scudied with c~mpa:able ~mpathic competence, Manyan
thropologists sti ll care little about how texts In their enurety sa~ \I'h~t they are to con~ey , 
and treat oral material, if collected integrally at all , as somethmg Simply to be explOIted 
for short il.lustrative quotes or for summaries in support ofa thesis. Unlike them) Maskann~c 
did not shy away from responsibility under the comfortable pretext ~hat ~ocum:nts oflhls 
kind are 'basically untrans latable' and even resist being suitably e~lted 111 a wntten fo~ , 
The admirable amount of work invested in this publication has laid a secure foundatIOn 

for further research. 
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Oilebrer le Pollvoir: Dasai. u1Iejele royale au Nepal edited by Oisille Krauskopff 
and Maric Lecomte-TiIouine. Paris: CNRS Editions, Editions de la Maison des 
Sciences de I 'Homme de Paris, 1996. ISBN 2-271-05321-8, ISBN 2-7351-0701-9. 367 
pages, 48 black & white and colour plates, 15 figures (tables, maps, plans). English 
and French summaries. 

Reviewed by Andr:is Hofer 

Considering that as an event of general renewal, tantamount to a symbolic refounding of 
the realm, Dasai constitutes not only the largest , but also the most political festival ofthe 
year in the kingdom of Nepal , a comprehensive study like this publication was long over
due. It is the first of its kind to appear in a European language. Eight of the nine contribu
tions on particular areas-including Sallyan, Argha, and Gulmi in Western Nepal; Gorkha, 
Tanahu, and Patan in the ceotral part of the country; 1Iam in East Nepal; and the Nepalese 
community of Lhasa- benefit from the authors' thorough acquaintance with the local 
contexts. while the ninth is a synopsis of sporadic reports in the government daily The 
Rising Nepal on the main events in Kathmandu. Apart from the fact that far western 
Nepal is not dealt with in the book, the selection may be regarded as fairly representative, 
especially since some of lhe religious groups and ethnic minorities arc given equal consid
eration. li s scope, and the wealth in new data and new insights it offers (to which this 
rcview can hardly do justice) concerning not only the Dasai ritual as such, but also local 
social structures and regional history, make [his book an indispensable source. It is admi
rably framed by lhe editors' Introduction which--concise and exhaustive at the same time
provides a systematic perspective on what is expounded in greater detail . but. of necessity, 
with less emphasis on the general context. in the individual contributions. 

What the book as a whole demonstrates above all is that Dasai is a multifaceted and utterly 
complex event, not least because it<; present fonns have resulted from the selective inte
gration ofa variety of historically older, local , and pan-Indian elements which have been 
rooted in, or have grown arounu. all essentially Vedic core. A a royal ritual in particular. 
Dasai can in part be traced back to the ancient Brahmanic rfijnbhi~eka. riijasiiya, or 
a.h'amedha. Its general theological background draws mainly on Puranic sources; its 
symbology is influenced by T antricism: and both its basic scheduling and 'casting' are 
referred back to the great epics. Dasai also embraces local. in part pre-Brahmanic or pre
Hinduistie, cults, as is illustrated for example by the special relationship between the KJng 
and Pachali Bhairava. In addition. all these components include and instrumentalize cer· 
lain universal patterns of symbolism. such as the axis I1Il1lJdi and other indications of a 
characteristically cosl11ocenlric spatial orientation of the si te ofperfonnance, the motifof 
hierogamy. the idea of reversal in liminal and order-out-of-chaos sequencings, or the equally 
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fami liar pas ages and transfers between 'inside' and 'outside' spheres, etc. 

Even though traditional Dasai cuhnioates in the cyclical renewal of the divinely sanc
tioned authority of the patrimonial ruler as supreme landlord, defender of dharma, protec
tor of his subjects, and potential conqueror, it is centred less around the King than around 
the Goddess, as Tomn points out. One may add that this is also statistically evident, for it 
is the Goddess, rather than the King, whum the mass of the population worships wi thin a 
period of 10 or even 14 days in a series of rituals addressed to those of her various aspects 
or fomls which, as special tutelaries. local manifestations, etc., have some part'icu lar, vital 
relevance to the individual , his family, kin group, ethnic or local community. The authors 
do their best to unravel the multifarious ties and rapprochrnents among these aspects by 
demonstrating how apparent diversities come to be bundled into a certain unity, and how 
an apparent oneness can be interpreted as being diversified into a spectrum of compo
nents, as emerges from the different names of the Goddess alone or from the positional 
identity she may assume at a given time or in a given place. It is impossible to establish 
one-lo-one equations among the variously named manifestations, nor can 'the eight mother 
goddesses', 'the nine durgas' , or 'the seven sisters 1

, etc. be simply 'reduced' la The 
Goddess. Often, all one can state is the fact of their having been set into relationship with 
one another through a certain sequence. of ritual ac(S. The relationship can find its expres
sion in tems of complementary opposition, such as, for instance, the opposition between 
the warlike virgin aspect of the Goddess controlling the periphery and her peaceful mother 
aspect protecting the centre of the realm. That three goddesses of quite different prov
enance-namely (al Maneshvari, a tutelary of the ancient Licchavi kings, (b) Taleju, a 
tutelary of the mediaeval Malla kings, later adopted by the Shah kings, and (cl Bhagavati 
(Durga Bhavani), a tutelary of the Shah kings-have been accommodated cumulatively, 
without losing their names and separate functional identities, into the royal ritual ofDasai 
in Patan (Tomn), illustrates the extent to which the multiple ' thusness' of the Goddess can 
also be conditioned by political interest in establishing continuity for the sake of legitim a
t"ion. 

Several authors contribute substantially to a discussion, from a comparative point of view, 
of the structural coherence of the liturgy of Dasai as a whole. The editors even seem to 
aim 10 visualize the series of ritual events as some sort of Maussianfait socia/lOtal that 
involves virtually all units of society and polity through manifold references to a more or 
less consistent corpus of traditional knowledge relating to cosmology, mythology, his
to~, environment. agricullura l cycle, etc. It is demollslrated in detail that , not unlike the 
IndIan DnSahara or Durgapuja, Dasai in Nepal is focused, above all , on achieving the 
:presence' of the Goddess. She 'descends' and is caused to take up her abode in the water 
Jar (gh"la) on the first day; is invoked into the bel tree on the sixth day; is made 'present ' 
ID the phfi/pali, a bunch of flowers and plants. on the seventh day! and in anus and weap
Ons On the the eighth and ninth days, to be extolled and then dismissed on the tenth day. 
And.. not unlike \\'hat we have in India t the first six days are devoted to 'private' riruals in 
the 'InSide' d . . -or omesttc sphere, such as the estabhslunent of the dasal gltar as temporary 
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chapels with the glw!o. or the worship of kin group tutelaries, etc., which also serve as 
preliminaries to what follows. It is OD the seventh day that the public phase and the festi
val proper begin with the arrival oftheph'ilpii'i carried in a procession from the periphery 
into the capital; it represents the Goddess as the 'bride" who through 'union' with the 
King imbues the latter with divine 'energy', sakli. The eighth and ninth days (~\ami and 
Navami). spent with animal sacrifices and the worsbipping of anns and tools~ culminate in 
the nocturnal-liminal hecatomb of Kalaratri, alluding to the struggle of the Goddess with 
the forces of evil. Tbe tenth day, Vijayadasami, commemorating the Goddess's victory 
over the buffalo demon (or Rama's victory over the demons of Lanka), serves to reaflum 
the bonds that exist between King and subjects, superior and subordinate, patron and cli
ent, landlord and tenant, senior and junior, male and female kin, etc.; the King receives the 
blessing of the Goddess from the Brahman and conveys it,pars pro 1010 or symbolically, 
in the {ik{j mark to all of his subjects, who in return express their allegiance through 
presrations and specific gestures of reverence. (The Introduction also contains some clari
fying remarks on the famous pa}ani, the annual screening and appointment of officials 
during the Rana period.) 

The book offers a great deal of new infonnation on the conditions and modal variants of 
participation, in the central riruals. of those groups that are in a sense 'outside' or 'beyond' 
Hindu caste society. Muslim bangle-makers, whom traditional legislation classified as a 
special category within the impure (though not untouchable) castes, parricipate only as 
political subjects and as tenants orthe King's local representative, but refuse to receive the 
!ikii from the latter as a token of their denial of anything which tends to es tablish the 
IIindu ruler's authority as sacred (Gaborieau). More complex is the case oflhe ascetics 
whose altitude depends on their sect's individual relationship to the Goddess andlor to the 
ruler. Ideally, as holders of inalienable titles to land and revenue they are not tenants, and 
as renouncers not subjects either. Yet the Dasnami sect's manner of observing Dasai 
(members personally kill sacrificial animals; rituals are perfonned by Newar Brahmans 
who give {iko to the abbot, etc.) reveals that their monasteries are considered to be part of 
the symbolic uniry of the kingdom (Bouillier), 

Even more revealing is the role of the Kanphata sect, whose military tradition in India and 
close association with the ruling dynasty in epal are well known. As priests attending 
the local manifestation of Bhairava in Phalabang (Sallyan), the yogis are also the guard
ians of the ancient lVeapons. Without their mediation these symbols of royal authority 
carmot be transferred by the Brahman priest to the Goddess or 'activated' by the latter for 
the duration of the main ritual. This is paralleled by local myth and belief which identifies 
Bhrurava and Ratannath as the providers of that which is indispensable to the king 's rule 
by dint of the Goddess's sak,i, namely weapons and territory, The reader is tempted to see 
in Ihis configuration, lucidly presented by Krauskopff, not only a local or a sect-specific 
elaboration of the di lTerent Icvcls of Siva 's identity at work in the act of renewal through 
the 'union' of the male and female principles, but also partial evidence for what Heestennan 
expounded as the cOllundmm or the Indian king's authority. Both Bhairava, the terrify-
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ing, bloodthirsty fonn or aspect ofSiva, and Ratarmath, the non-violent divine Saiva yogi, 
appear as the supreme landlords (said 10 be 'the ancient kings' and trealed asgelJii loci) of 
the territory of the realm. Bhairava. who is associated with both elemental, umamed 
nature and the worldly power of the !<.fotriya, is above all master of the originally uninhab
ited site of Dasai, that is, the centre (fortress, koll from which authority is being exerted 
over the kingdom. Ratannath, in contrast, acting by virtue of superhuman <ascetic energy' 
(Iopas), bestows the territory on the future king in the forest-or, more precisely, in an 
enc lave that is free of the violence inherent in politics and civilization, namely in the forest 
ofa ' utopian kingdom', as Malamoud dubbed tlte topas of the woods where sages peace
fully coexist with a flourishing nature that remains undisturbed by cultivation and domes
tication. SignificantlYI the forest in which Ratannath meditates is situated on the summit 
of a mountain, JUSt like the abode of Siva and Parvati, and the future king is a princely 
hunter whose arrow becomes sublimated, through contact with the yogi's body. into an 
attribute of Siva and the Goddess. The myth doubtless takes up the classic Indian idea 
which asserts that the ultimate SQurce of the king's power-and also the SOurce of dlra,.ma, 
according to one of me ptlrii~las- l ies in the wi lderness Cl/alia, ara~,ya), outside the culti
vated and inhabited area ~ell·a). (It might be recalled that reflections of this idea in 
contemporary cults in Maharashrra have been the subject of sound studies by G.D. 
Sontheimer and R. Jansen.) 

For the Yakthumba (Lirnbu) ethnic group too, lhe authority of the chief (lriilig) once de, 
rived from the wilderness and was acquired, through the ordeal of a ritual hunt, from a 
mountain goddess. While at that time, in the tribal past, divine life-force and legitimation 
for rule could be obtained only by the bravest among the heads of the households in a 
competition of social equals, nQW, in the peasant present, the subbo 's office is a hereditary 
monopoly held by his lineal descendants and sanctioned thmugh appointment by lhe Nepa
lese state. Sagant's stylistically captivating essay analyzes this qualitative change as rep
resentat ive of ethnic groups undergoing a gradual process of detribalization resulting from 
their integration into a centralistic poliry dominated by ethnic and cultural high-caste 'oth
ers'. (1t remains unclear, however, how far the author is presenting a reC:()IJ~·trtl(:tion oflhe 
tribal past, which supposedly knew neither social heteronomy nor alienation of the indi
vidual, and how far he is discussing its COllstructiOIl by his iufonnams. In any case, his 
argumentation betrays a rather deductivefafoll de pellSel", notwithstanding his profound 
cthnographic competence.) The degree to which the Yakthurnbas have been adopting the 
Dasai of these 'others' is convincingly shown to be closely interrelated with the degree to 
which kinship and other tribal institutions have been Ihollowed out' aud/or functionally 
convened under the long-tenn pressure of external economic ,iJld political factors since 
the Shah conquest of Eastern NepaJ. And the way in which these adoptions have come to 
be woven into the c.:ontext(s) of traditional Yakthumba ritualauests to continuous efforts 
at rendering rhe resulls of transformation coherently meaningful, both to one's own group 
and the others, as part of an ethno-specific configuration of practice and belief. It is, 
therefore, not enough to state, as Jest does in his othenvise infonnative contribut ion, that 
cenain ethnic groups, for instance the Ti.'IO'\nngs and Tamus (Gurungs), ignore the doctri-
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n.1 meaning that Dasai has for the Hindus and observc it only in a rudimentary manner, 

simply 'following custom'. 

Since Nepalese Dasai was not part of South Asian colonial 'discourse fonnation\ West
ern accounts of its history are scarce. We learn that the earl iest evidence for the celebra
tion of Dasai stems from fourteenth-century Jumla, but that there is reason to presume that 
it ex isted as early as the Licchavi period. Gorkha, in the 17th century, contributed much to 
the development orthase components which constitute the political core of Dasai and are 
centred around tbe Shah King and his family, above all the symbolic renewal ofallegiaDce 
within the framework of specific prestations and the ceremonies of !ika-giving, which, 
with certain loca l deviations. were performed until recently almost nationwide, and not 
only among Hindus. As the editors emphasize, tbe integration of the various older, local , 
or regional traditions of Dasai by the centralizing Shah and Rana administrations was part 
of the political integration of the country. One may add that what was imposed on the 
population in this process was not the ritual as such, but rather what gave it meaning, 
namely the tenurial system established after 1769 and controlled by what M.C. Regmi 
called the 'centralized agrarian bureaucracy' of the Nepalese state. This is particularly 
true of certain ethnic and religious minerities, many of which had no original tradit'ion 'Of 
Dasai of their own, and whose members. as new tenants, were required to supply animals 
for sacrifice and contribute various material accessories to rituals executed either by the 
landlord

J 
or by headmen and revenue collectors as local agents oflhe slate. And it appears 

quite logical that the transfonnations we can now 'Observe in patterns 'Of liturgy and par
ticipation set in wi th the abolition of precisely that tenurial system in the 1950s and I 960s. 
Since not only the land refonns, but also the transition to election-based political partici. 
pation havc gradually undermined the position of local dignitaries, the resulting status 
insecurity may well have led to simplifications or even confusion in the public ceremony 
'Of !ikii-giving; the traditional, strictly hierarchic pattern of {ikii-giving survives only where 
traditional authority is still recognized, namely among one's own kin. The growing im
portance of the domestic dimension efDasai- to the detriment of the public or state rit-ual 
proper- is such that in the end, the Goddess is Likely to keep her devotees but lose her 
subjects, to paraphrase Ramirez (p.237). 

One of the most significant developments highligh ted in tbe book is the gradual ' de
royalization ' ofthc ritual. Even in Kathrnandu, tbe King's central position has become 
somewhat eclipsed by the fact that he is no longer the patrimonial mler who once person
ally appointed the officials nnd assigned revenue. In the capitals of fonner kingdoms, 
such as Paton. Arghakot, Isma (Gulmi), or Phalabang, the change is more perceptible. 
Notwithstanding the remarkable continuity the local schedule of Dasai has otherwise pre· 
served in these places, the absence 'Of the king's persen since the Late 18th century has 
resulted in 8 blurring of the traditionally rd dical distinction between the role e flhe warrior 
ru ler as the patron, doner, and executer of sacrifice (yajamiina) 011 behalf of the realm as 
a whole and thut ofthe Brahman as the king's plenipetentiary sacerdotal expert who gives 
effect to the act of sacri fice. In Arghakot, for example, descendanl< of the fonner local 
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dynasty s tili cooperate, but have ceased to assume the king's function as a mediator be
tween his subjects and the Goddess (Ramirez). In Isma, the Brahman has succeeded in 
usurping the ancient king's sword, with the result that it is now treated in the ritual as a 
divinity, rather than as a symbol of royal authori ty and weapon of conquest (Lecomte
Tilouine). 

Over the last decades, especially since the fall of the Panchayat system, Dasa; has also 
become an issue in the struggle for political and culrural emancipatien, characterized by 
demonstrations of tradhionalism. confessienal divergence, or 'Open ideological opposi
tion. \Vhile, apart from some miner later 'additions' imposed by the Shah administration, 
the Newars of Patan, Hindus and Buddhists alike, adhere to thei r own liturgy of Dasai as 
it was est.blisbed under Malla rule in the 17th cenNry and thus emphasize their identity as 
n separate culNral group living on the territory of tbeir former kingdom (T offin), the 
Buddhist Sherpas of Khumbu observe a period of fasting to offset the sin they think the 
Hindus commit by killing innumerable anim.ls during the festive days (Jest), and radical 
revivalists among some other non-H indu ethnic minorities in the bills now plead for an 
abandenment oftbe celebratien of Dasai, on the grounds that it is a mere pageant which 
cements 'Hindu supremacy' (the book contains little information on the laner movement). 

Will Dasai survive, endure the instability entailed by on-geing socio-ecenomic cbalJge, 
and resist missionary activity, poljticai 3gitation, or disenchantment'! Considering both 
the rcmarkable continuity and the flexibility in its development hitherto, whicb are so 
cogently dcmonstMed in this book, the reader cannot but conclude that it most probably 
will . 

Celebrer/. POllvoir is a particularly fine piece of analytic regional ethnography that rightly 
mkes into account the relevance 'Of diachrony and the larger Indi:m context as a compara
tive background. Its methedically pragmatic orientation allows for unbiased, met icul'Ous 
decumentation and leaves little room fer generalization above the level of intracultural 
interpretatien. With the exception of Unbescheid's brief reflections on the fennation of 
local trad itions and on the dimension of time in ritual, none of the authors breaches the 
question orthe theoretical issues involved er takes notice of the recent literature on ritual . 
In two respects, the boek fails to live up fully to its own programme. First, it tends to 
overlook the fact that Dasai is not only Durgapiijo, but alse Durgolsava. Althoug~ in 
their Introduction, the edi tors rightly stress that Dasai does possess the characteristics of a 
festival (rusQlIa) which goes hand in hand with opulence and minh, in fact all the contribu
tions concentrate en the ritual preper as executed and interpreted by the specialists; they 
circumvent the socielegically important issue of 'popular participatien' in its rel igious 
and profane manifestatiens, including deviations from the official 'libretto'. One weuld 
like to know a little more about the recruitment, among laymen, of both active and passive 
participants in the festivities, and about the Wily they organize, finance, and experience the 
latter. Second, not all 'Of the contributers heed the editors' claim which contends that 
Dasai is more than just a plain symbolic enactment of power relatienships for the sake of 
their legitimation. and that , instead, one should regard the actor-participants as agents 
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creating the ritual and creating their own roles. which in turn do have a direct impact on 
the real relationships of power and authority. Rather than elaborating on the question of 
what degree of autonomy the ritual may possess as an intrinsic factor, the authors have a 
tendency to Ireatthe ritual as a reflection of existing or former political and social configu
raLions-even though one of the lessons the reader can draw from their own descriptions 
is that the ·ritual of politics' and the 'politics of ritual ' are often inseparable from one 
another, and that (as recently Slressed by eatherine Bell) ritual is part ofthose negotiated 
appropriations, distancings, and contlictual interpretations that make up a given system of 
sociopoiilic3) relationships. 

The analysis of the theological foundations ofDasal may lack the penetrating (albeit some
what synthetic. omniscience-claiming) argumentation and verbal virtuos ity ofOslor in his 
The Play of the Gods (Chicago, 1980), yet Celebrer le POllvoir remains convincing pre
cisely because of its openness in confronting problems of interpretation. That some of the 
authors occasionally show a slight tendency to over-interpretation is no wonder in view of 
the complexity of the data available. One must concede that, in certain instances alleast, 
when elTorts at classifying, deriving, or connecting the facts observed run into difficulty, 
it proves hard indeed for the student to decide whether he should place the blame on an 
inherent ambiguity or 'polythetic' coherence of the phenomena, o.n the momentary inad
equacy of the evidence at hand, or simply on the inadequacy of his own method. And if 
the ambiguities turn out to be inherent, it may be equally hard to determine to what extent 
they result from conscious imelltion (,invention of tradition ") or are the effect of an accu
mulation, side by side, of historically and ideologically dilTerentlegacies, and whether, in 
the latter case, the eITect is merely contingent or should be imputed to what Kapferer once 
tried to isolate as the self-structuring of ritual. The issue seems to be closely connected 
with that of the efficacy of ritual and feast. In any case, it must be borne in mind that the 
participants themselves, even the specialists among them, have 10 PUI up with a number of 
indeterminacies and disputed alternarives in the meaning of what they are doing, and that 
this is so does not weaken their motivation in the least. 

Apart from some misprints and defective transliterations (a few of them appear repeat
edly, such as 'Kiili Yuga·, instead QflCali Yuga), the typographical presentation is good. 
With regard 10 certain important details, here and there a little more precision would have 
been welcQme. For example, given the relevance of the age and sex of animals as criteria 
for their el igibi lity for sacri fice, the reader is left wondering whether blljJle denotes a male 
or a female water buffa lo (rago versus blraisi), and c~m only make a guess that what is 
being called blljJlolJ ('bulTalo calF, 'young buffalo') may in fact be a young, but sexually 
mature male bulTalo. (As a rule, the male buffaloes one sights in the hills of Nepal are not 
kept for more than three to four years and thus tend to be smaller in size than fully grown 
buffalo cows.) The name oflhe procession or 'war dance', which, on the tenth or eleventh 
day, celebrates the victory over the demons. namely SQrtie or sarciya, also given as sarai, 
certainly has nothing to do with the intransitive verb samu, 'to move' (p.227); rather, the 
word seems to be 0 regional variant ofsarai or saran;, 'praising', 'exlolling\ and is in any 
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case etymologicaHy akin to saroulIll, 'to pmise' (cf. also Hindi sariiha, sariiholJ. 'praise', 
·eulogy'). If this highly important publication has any major deficiency at all, it is the lack 
of an index. 

all the Edge of the Auspicious: Gellder and Caste ill Nepal by Mary 
Cameron. Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1998. 314 pp. 

Reviewed by Ben Camp bell 

The Untouchable communities of Ne pal have received comparatively little anthroPQlogi
cal attention, and this book puts them centre stage. Focusing on a nwnber of 'al1isan' 
castes living in Bajhang District in the far west of the country, Cameron mixes an accessi
ble ethnographic style with a provocative theoretical examination of caste and gender 
hierarchies. 

Cameran argues that, for Hindu women, gender and caste have separable strategic effects 
that can produce different kinds Qf boundaries. Rather than seeing gender as another 
manifestation of a hierarchizing principle emanating from distinctions between ' pure' and 
'impure', she disentangles gender from caste. In order to do this, however, she claims that 
gender difference is constructed in a way that does correspond to perceptions of castes
but in tenus ofjat rather than var~IQ, i.e. as characteristic social types that need not empha
size ritual inequality . She insists most strongly that low-caste women do not share the 
ideological and practical motivations of high-caste women, in the ways that gender merges 
with caste in the dowry-circulating processes of domestic cultural prestige among Bahun, 
Thakllri, and Chetri. The low castes' practices of bride-price and cross-cousin marriage 
avoid the high castes' obsession with affinal hierarchies and the status implications of the 
gift of a virgin-bride. 

The book then pays particular anenlion to the ways in which low-caste women's agency 
can be discerned in arenas of aUlonomous social practice, which include economic diver
sification through wage work, freedom to remarry, and even comparative "marital satis
faclioD'. Cameron's analysis ofintercaste relations explicitly highlights everyday rather 
than ritual concerns, and offers a significant contrast to approaches which have stressed 
the hierarchical meanings of gifts that remove auspiciousness down the social scale. She 
sides \I ith Quigley, Appadurai, and others in arguing that forms of dQminance rest in the 
control of people and resources, nQt in ritual puri ty. The tit le of the book is thus an argu
mellt against the privileging of auspiciousness as an explanatory basis for the logic of 
caste inequal ity. and yet the low castes' condition of marginality. characterized by bulh 
autonomy and subservience, is one that occasionally invokes the auspiciousness of events-
weddings, for example-as a counter to the high castes' esteem for textual knowledge. 
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The ethnographic study concentrates in chapters 2 to 4 on the dilemmas of livelihood 
facing the various artisan communities who for the most part can no longer rely on. their 
occupational specialisms. These consist of Lohar blacksmiths (the most economIcally 
secure), Sunar goldsmiths, Oudb masons, Parki basket weavers, Damai tailors, Sarki leather 
workers (described as the poorest, most malnourished, nnd uneducated), Okbeda ex-pal
ace guards. and Badi potters and prostitutes. These groups dislike the collective appella
tion dom. The collapse of service patronage under the Bhalara kingdom by the 1960s 
resulied in a move into economically more diverse occupations, with women much less 
involved in artisana! production than the men, and more motivated to support their fami
lies by taking on agricultural work for high-caste families. Tbe proximity of India has 
enabled an increase in migrant labour, and also otTered low castes an alternative self
perception through processes of caste reform in India. 

Camernn claims that in the analysis of Bhalara's social inequalities the concept of class is 
culturally inappropriate, not being a locally recognized category. This is perbaps one of 
the least convincing aspects of the book, as she supplies sufficient material to argue the 
contrary. The appropriation of land by high castes through registtOlion, reinforcing palri
lineal control and high-caste gender ideology, is central to her analysis. Untouchables are 
denied access to the land market througb the exclusionary monopolization of high-caste 
inheritance practices (pp.70-3). The somewhat surprising response to differential land 
holding is tbe system ofmalya tenancy ofland, taken as collateral for ' loans' made by low 
to high castes, funded by the former's agricultural and migrant earnings. Whether some 
low castes are morc involved in migrant labour than others is not discussed. It is not clear 
if the data generated by Cameron's Time Allocation methodology is amenable to answer
ing this sort of question, On the whole, only sketchy attention is given to many issu~s of 
livelihood strategy, given the insistence on the importance of women's efforts to achJeve 
economic autonomy. There is, for instance, Iinle discussion of livestock keeping. One 
footnote records a high proportion of loans taken for animal purchase, while another foot
note discusses one woman's reputation as a good dairy producer, but it is not even made 
clear whether she is from the low castes. 

Perhaps the issue of class and its (mis)recognition would have been better argued if the 
author had addressed the important studies of rural low castes in central and west Nepal 
respectively by Hiroshi Ishii (1982) and Inge-Brill Krause (1988). It is s~rprising th~t 
these are overlooked, along with Tom Cox's work on the Badi commuDlty In JaJarkot . In 

a book that castigates anthropologists for not studying rurdl untouch.bility. TheU: re
search on the historical conditions of indebtedness and bonded labour would have given 
this book a firmer comparative basis. Came ran hardly mentions iodebledness, but alludes 
obliquely to its effects on the system of patronage for artisannl senrices in her discussion 
of the way in which Lohar women 's contributions to (reciprocal ' work groups controlle~ 
by high--caste women is not reciprocated by work. but in the securing of ~ontrac ts .fo: t h~lr 
further services (p. 114). Krause 's argument is that class consciousness In Mugu IS mhlb
itcd by 3 similar embedding of command over low castes' labour in delayed and diffuse 
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adv.ao~es and re~ms. Funhennore, Cameron's entire rarionale for arguing against sym
bohc interpretations of caste in favour of fonns of control over people and resources 
stres in~ transactions of material va lues between castes rnther than ritual gifting denotjn~ 
status hierarchy (p.49), conta ins at the very least an implici t theory of class. 

This point of difference apal1, I must strongly recommend Oil Ihe Edge oflhe Auspicious 
as a perceptive treatment of gender that is pel1inently located witbin regional scholarship 
and contemporary anthropologicaJ theory. There are some memorable passages of writ
ing oOjak1'Gm women's dances (p.2 IS), on lhe sexual imagery of ploughing, 00 the wit 
deployed against exploita tion, and on the etTeetiveness of stylized public insult (inVOking 
a varrely of possible incestuous relationships, and an eloquent wishing of death on an 
otT ending woman 's male relatives (p. 163)). Cameron creates a vivid sense of her own 
position and experience within the community of research, and does not hold back from 
mentioning the sometimes physically (repulsive conditions' of fieldwork, and the 'loath
some' treatment by high castes of the women and men whose voices speak out from the 
pages of her book. 
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The Thakali: A Himalayan ethnography by Michael Vinding. London: 
Serindia Publications, 1998. 512 pp., 51 colour plates, maps, glossary, bibli
ography, index. ISBN 0-906026§04. £30 

Reviewed by Mark Turin 

The Thakali are one of very few ethnic groups autochthonous to the Nepali Himalay. who 
can boast that the academic bibliography pertaining to their culture runs to almost fifteen 
pages of small print. Michael Vinding 's eagerly awai ted monograph concludes a good 
five decades of intense anthropological debate on th is famous Tibeto-Burman population 
of lower Mustang simply by havtng more III format ion in one place than any previous 
snldy. Thankfully, a lthough published in an era marked by navel-gazing an thropology, 
The Tlrakali shows no sign of having been caught up in such renexive discussion. Whilst 
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critics may take issue with the lack of cutting-edge theory, Vinding' s curiously traditional 
yet personal style has much to recommend it. 

The strucMe of the book is pleasingly classic. Vinding writes of the flora, fauna, and 
topography ofthe Thak Khol. valley, describes his first arrival in the area and offers an in
depth historical analysis oftbe whole of Mustang. Thereafter, in chapters 4 to 13, Vinding 
describes the economic strategies ofa Thakali household, the, kinship system, patrilineal 
descent groups, TItakali household structure, social stratification within the group and in 
the area as a whole, marriage, deatb, and other salient moments in the Thakali life cycle, 
the political systems ofThak Khola, the different religious influences on tbe Thakali and 
tbeir own indigenous belief system, and finally a descriptive .nalysis ofthe major Thakali 
festivals. Chapter 14 deals with the history of Thakali emigration and Thakalis living 
outside Thak Khola , whi le chapter 15 offers a careful analysis of continuity and change 
among the Thakali. Appendix I is a collection of historically important documents relat
ing to the Thakali, all culled from the invaluable Regrni Research Series, and Appendix 2 
presents a few salient ThaknJi myths and fablesJ which are well chosen and thoughtfully 
translated. 

In The Thakali, Vinding offers us more of a summary of his own previous writings on the 
ethnic group than an overview ofthe previous literature in general. As he writes in his 
Preface, his monograph was submitted for the degree of Doctor Philosophiae in May 1997, 
and "no major changes have been undertaken since then," Moreover, his dissertation, and 
thus also the book, is largely a synthesis ofall his earlier articles. Of the fifteen chapters, 
eleven are based <at Icast in part) on his twelve previously published articles, many of 
which 3ppeared in Kailash and ColllribllliollS to Nepalese 5IUdies, albeit ", .. revised and 
updated to take into account the fmdings of recent studies" (p.46, footnote 2). Whilst this 
is standard academic practice, two serious issues relating to content should be raised. The 
first is that for anyone who has read Vinding's aI1ic1es, there is little new to learn from 
reading his 470-page monograph. Second, and perhaps more importantly, Vinding's de
scriptions of life in Thak Khola are noticeably dated. Chapter 4, for example, entit led 
'Making A Living', reads more like a historical document Lhan a contemporary descrip
tion of Thakoli economic strategies. Vindiog is clearly aware of this, and takes care to 
warn us tltat , al though updated, "the chapter presents a picture of mainly the early 1980s" 
(p.93. footnote I). Notwithstanding these two issues, there is a lot to be said for having his 
thoughlfully \Vrinen articles reworked into book fonn, thus making them accessible to a 
wider audience. 

The greatest strength ofVinding's work lies in his unflinching attention to detail, which is 
supported by 25 years of accumulated experience. There are few other Himalayan anthro
pologists who have invested a quarterofa eentury in Iheir first full ethnography. Vinding's 
monograph is both meticulously researched and sati sfyingly comprehensive. Some of his 
asides make for the best reading: for instance, footnote 4 on p.ll reads, "The wind blow
ing from tbe south is called Ilambar. while the nortb wind is known as phamar." These 
details are the backbone ofVinding's monograph as a record ofThakali culture, language, 
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and society in the latter years of the 201h century. Moreover, it should be added that it is 
precisely because Vinding is not encumbered by proving or disproving any p~rticular 
contemporary anthropologiealtheory that he has the space to include such details. 

There is, however, a more pedantic side to his t.hick description, which may nOI appeal to 
all readers. In his section on goods and products used by the Thakali , we learn that when 
il comes la cigarenes, I; ••• most smokers use cheap brands, but some prefer more expen
sive fiiter cigarettes" (p.1 03 J. The inclusion of such details does make one feel rdther as if 
no fac l which Vinding has gathered can escape inclusion in the monograph. Other such 
comments, whi lst being etlmographically valid, are at ri sk of coming across as ratherplati
nldinous or, al worst, downright odd. ID his discussion of what a Thakali man would find 
auractive in a woman, he infomls us that "her bosom ... should be neither too big, nor too 
small" (p.22~). Although surprising, the inclusion of such details does have the advantage 
of livening up a sometimes plodding list of ethnographic facts. 

The other high point ofVinding's work is Chapter 2, • Living Among tlte Thakali' . Unlike 
the authors of many traditional ethnographies wbo arc noticeably absent from their own 
monographs, Vinding quite overtly paints lumself into the social fabric be is document
ing. He shares with the reader his fears, doubts, and also his initial excitement in a most 
forthright, at points even disanning, manner: "There eitist only general guidelines on how 
to conduct fieldwork , and in the field the anthropol08ist has to find his/her own way 
through trial and error" (p.28), Vinding's decision to de<cribe his rile de passage will be 
of enonnous value to students of anthropology. Moreover, his candour comes across as 
honest and sincere, a most refreshing kind of reflexivity in a climate in which such confes
sions either dominate a book or are relegated to the position of a disclaimer in a preface. 
Vinding effortlessly strikes the right balance between personal anecdote and serious eth
nography- no small achievement. To my knowledge, there are no other published 
ethnographies of the Himalaya which deal with the trials and tribulations of fieldwork so 
candidly, and for this alone, iffor no other reason, rhe Thakali: .4 HimalayalJ Ellmogra
ph>, should appear at the top of every South Asian anthropology syllabus. 

Vinding 's highly personal approach may have something to do with the fact that he is no 
career anthropologist with a tenure-track position to justify. Arriving in Nepal for the first 
time in 1972, at the age of21, he has spent a great dea l of time in the country since, and is 
presently based in Bhutan. Save a few related articles, Vindillg has concentrated his focus 
on the Thakali for 27 years, and so it comes as no surprise th:1l at I-imes he comes across as 
a little possessive of the ethnic group as a whole: ..... the Thakali came to be 'my' people" 
(p.29). 

Vinding's explicit purpose is 10 "present a comprehensive ethnography on the Thakali" 
(P.4l and in this be succeeds masterfully. We can but hope that he will prepare a South 
Asian editinn, since £30 is rather Sleep for Indian and epali scholars, not to mention the 
TItakal i themselves for whom he hopes his book "may also be of use" <Preface). As 
minority languages and ethnic cultures ore increasingly subsumed into the global whole. 
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there remains ever less lime 10 document them. Vinding has described a rapidly·changing 
Himalayan society, and in so doing has made a lasting contribution to anthropology. ,The 
Tlzakali is at ooce refreshingly personal and pleasingly traditional, a truly rare combtna· 
tion in modem ethnography. 

Kathmandu Wllley Painting-The Jucker Collection by Hugo E. Kreijger. 
London: Serindia Publications, 1999. 128pp., 97 ills. (84 colour, 13 b&w). 
Glossary, bibliog., index. ISBN 0906026520. 

Reviewed by Julia A.S. Hegcwald 

This publication is a descriptive and interpretative catalogue of the Newar paintings and 
dra"~ng< in the private ownership of the Swiss collectors Mischa and Angela Jucker. The 
catalogue contains 39 religious paintings on cloth (paubhas) (32 Buddhist, 7 Hindu), four 
works on paper, four bookcovers, and seven artists' sketchbooks. Most of the patnttngs 

. have not been previously published. Tlte main catalogue section is preceded by a sbort 
introduction to the geography and cultural history of Nepal, the artistic milieu of the paint
ers, and a brief commentary on the stylistic development and religious context of the 
paintings in the collection. 

Kreijger's book is an especially valuable contribution to our knowledg~ of the wealth, 
beauty and development of Newar painting and its re lation to the pamllng tradlllons of 
India and Tibet. Despite the current proliferation of illustrated publications on tbe arts of 
Tibet and the Himalaya, it is rare for a study to focus on Nepal and in particular on the 
Newar paintings of the Kathmaudu Valley. This publication provides a wide audience 
with access to an unpublished collection through high quality reproductions. It success
fully portrays and describes individual items in the collect ion, but also provides a s~Jjd 
overview of the pattern of devclopment and change which has taken place ID the palOtmg 
tradition of the Newars over eight centuries. 

The paintings are arranged in chronological order with the earliest dating from circa 12?O 
and the latest from 1912. The individuaipallbhas are described in minute detail, and W ith 

every new picture the reader is invited to consider the paintings closely, rollowing register 
by register and scene by scene, details which are easily identifiable on the photographs. 
Kreijger also provides useful and infonnative interpretations of certam colours. mud-,"?s, 
and symbols specific to lhe Newar painting repertoire, and oarrates many of the stones 
depicted on the paubhos, thus drawing attention to the important narrative quality of the 
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paintings. Unfortunately, only two of the many substantial inscriptions incorporated in 
the paintings and translated by lan Alsop and Gautomvajra Vajracharya are published in 
the book. 

\Vhilst Kreijger provides a mass ofdetniled information on individual works, this does not 
detract from a comprehensive presentation of ewar pajllling in general. Of particular 
interest are those sections in which he traces the development of specific recurrent motifs 
over lhe centuries from one painting to another. and in doing so outlines innovations and 
stylistic developments in {he Newar paubho traditjon. Examples illustrating such stylistic 
changes are the roundels containing flying vidyiidharas, the garments of the patron and 
his family, and decorative motifs such as flowers or the shapes of the headdresses wom by 
certain divine beings. A considerable amount of helpful dating is done through theexami
nation and relative sequencing of such motifs. In Ihis context, Kreijger is also able to 
show tbat the collection contains several groups of representations of one and the same 
deity dating from different periods. The facr that important stylistic developments in the 
Newar painting tradition can be identified in the paintings contained in this collec tion 
without any need to refer 1.0 examples elsewhere highlights the comprehensive signifi
cance and imponance of this private collection. 

Particular atten tion has been paid throughout this monograph to the dates of ule scrolls. 
However, whi lst the age of a painting and its location in a secure chronology is both 
desirable and helpful, the precision implied by dating based on stylistic comparisons alone 
requires caution. Such 'precise' dating coupled with frequent assurances that many paint
ings, compositions and subject matters are 'most ullusual', 'extremely rare' , 'relatively 
unknown' and 'uncommon', may mislead the reader. Kreijger's understandable eager
ness to promote the auributes of tbe collection occasionaUy gives the impression of sale
room persuasion- a metier which is familiar to the author. In his preface, Kreijger briefly 
draws attention to the fac t that many pieces are without precedent (p.9), but it might also 
h."e been valuable to consider the question of why it is that such a large number of paint
ings in this collection are unusual in so many respects. On the one hand, the collection 
might simply reflect the collectnr's eye for atypical works whose availability confirmed 
their unorthodoxy. On the other. might Ihe paintings in this collection renecr a previously 
unrecognized extent of individual expression and interpretation in a very conservative 
painting tradition? Tbe lack of answers to such queslions should not distract from the 
considerable contribution which this book makes 10 the study of painting in Nepal. 

The catalogue'S shon introducl'ion might have achieved more witbout being longer. On 
Ihe other hand, it is extremely helpful that, where possible, individual paintings of the 
collection have been directly relnted to historical periods and developments. In his ac
count of the artistic milieu, the author comments on the "'Iow caste staNs presently held by 
the painting profession in Nepal" (p.15). Here, it might have been helpful to have differ
entiated between the traditional paubha painters ohhe Chhrakar caste, and painters who 
have been more experimental in temlS of their choice of media, techniques. and subject 
m3Uer and may be referred to as "modern painters'. Most of these come from higher 
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castes, and although they work as painters, have a high position in society. AJ though, the 
catalogue contains several examples of painting manuals (p.16), the Introduction _provides 
linle or no infonnation on such sketchbooks, or on the texts used by painters. such as 
manuals and guidelines. It would also have been helpful if this section had included some 
infomtation on the substance of the colours and materials used. 

While the stylistic overview ofthe paintings provides valuable general infonn31ion on Lhe 
collection, the opportunity to provide a bold summary and interpretation of Newar paint
ing has not been laken . Kreijger stresses that Newar paintings are noticeably different in 
style from both the Indian and Tibetan paiJlling traditions, but makes Iinle attempt to 
identify these differences and to delineate clearly Ule distinctive features of Ne war paint
ing and tbeir development over time. While certain typical Newar characteristics such as 
representations of a dei ty's vehicle in pairs (p.42) are pointed out in the catalogue text, 
more general tendencies could have been outlined to prepare the reader at the beginning of 
the book. The final section of the Introduction provides a useful commentary on Nepa
lese religious practice, though there are several passages where useful information has 
been omitted, such as the identitication of the "holy lake where devotees ofShiva bathe" 
(p.21) as Gosainkund. In addition, the use of broad generalizations occasionally obscures 
whether a statement refers to specific items in the collection or to the whole genre of 
Newar painting. 

In its totality, this well illustrated and documented catalogue of the previously unpub
lished Jucker collection provides an extremely va luable and detailed contriburion to the 
study ofNcwar painting between the 13 111 and 20111 centuries. Kreijger sets out to remedy 
the lack of material available on the arts of the Kathmandu Valley, to provide a study 
which is of interest and an aid to all students of Nepalese art, and wh.ich serves as an 
introductory text on the subject. His enthusiasm for the subject will inspire readers both 
familiar and unfamiliar with the Newar painting tradition. 

Earth . Door . Sky . Door: Paintings of Mustang by Robert Powell with an 
introduction by Roberto Vitali. London : Serindia Publications, 1999. 108 
pp., col. ill., maps. ISBN 0906026539. 

Reviewed by C la re Harris 

In 1992 .he Nepalese government allowed a partial opening of the restricted area ofMus
lang, a decision which enabled a number of Himalayas and Tibet specialists to begin 
research projects in the region. Among them was the Australian art ist Robert Powell . He 
joined a team of historians, architects and photographers (led by Niels Gutschow) who 
aimed to study and document the architecture of Mustang. Gutschow made an inspired 
cboice when selecting his colleagues for this project, the results of which can be appreci-
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ated in Earth . Door. S'y. Door. Although this publication reproduces works displayed by 
PoweU at the Arthur M.Sackler Gallery, Washington D.e., it is not merely an exhibition 
catalogue. The combination of PoweWs images and the text by fellow team member and 
Tibelol.ogist Roberto Vitali make this an extremely useful contribution to our knowledge 
of Himalayan architecture in a particularly interesting location. 

As a cleft in the Himalayan ranges, lhe Kali Gandaki va lley has been traversed by those 
wishing 10 venture from the Tibetan plateau to the plains of lndia and vice versa for per
haps three millennia. Mustang, in the upper reaches of this valley, is therefore a place 
where architecture displays a convergence of Tibetan and South Asian influences. Powell's 
paiOlings provide ample evidence of this and allow us to observe that, for example, the 
supersl'cuctures of Mustang homes bear close resemblance to those of Central Tibet and 
Western Tibet, though window fittings are in some cases carved in the style of the 
Kathmandu valley. However, the style of the Mustang built environment nol only refl ects 
a degree of hybridity but asserts some distinctive local variatioD, particularly in the use of 
vivid colours for exterior wall painting. Even the Sakyapa architecture of Tibet pales in 
comparison to the drama of the vertical bands of pigment used in Mustang. 

Many of the images in Earth. Door. Sky. Door are executed with a real ism and accuracy 
that makes them invaluable to the student of Himalayan architecture. In fact this is a case 
where the painter has eclipsed the photographer, as Powell includes a cross-section of a 
cave temple, illustrations of a set of stupas, and an interior which cannot be recorded by 
the camera. Vita li 's captions and introduction provide historic, technical and ethnographic 
detail which is not available elsewhcre: and ensurc that thc book is undcrpinned by sound 
scholarship. However, I suspect that the atmosphere of PowelJ's images will attract other 
readers beside Tibetologists. Many of his paintings move beyond the purely descriptive , 
verging instead towards the surreal and the abstract. An image such as 'House at Tsarang' 
takes some of the basic ingredients of Tibetan architecture-white painted mud wall, a 
doorway with black 'homed' architrave, and a thick layer of firewood stored on a flat 
roof-and transposes .hem by close cropped framing into a Rothko-like modernist work. 
When Powell paints yak horns impaled in mud at Drakmar (in a style reminiscent of 
working drawings by the sculptor Anish Kapoor) they inspire him to create an imagined 
'yak horn device ', an object that looks like a cross between a torpedo and the crown of an 
obscu.re potentate. Thus Powell metamorphoses the local meaning of yak ham, where it 
functions as a protective votive to the earth spirits, into an icon from a more personal 
cosmology. Hence I agree with Vitali when he remarks that POlVell should not be com
pared 10 the Orientalist painters of the monuments ofSomh Asia who "painted an invis
ible barrier separating their easel from the world around them" (p. ll ). PoweWs sensibil
.ty is so thoroughly engaged wi th his subject that his paintings become what Giuseppe 
Tucd~ the founder of Tibemn art scholarship. would call 'psycho-cosmograms·. Since 
Tucci used Lhis Jungian tenninology to refer to the Tibetan mandala, the comparison is, I 
think apt, for Powell has clearly used his eye and brush to try to see beyond the physical 
appearance of Mustang in an attempt to capture something orits essence. To my mind this 
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inevitably also reveals something of the mentality of the observer-in this case an Aus
tralian who has travelled extensively in the Himalayas as part oran emotional intel lectual 
commitmenllo the cultures ofTi~lan Buddhism, and who clearly shares the lale twenti· 
eth century view that the region can effect what Vitali calls a 'metaphysical transforma
tion' in the visitor. Hence for me there is some tcnsion in these images, for Powell 's 
aesthcticisation of the material culture of Mustang is so ravishing Ihat it can surely only 
inspire many others to be31 the same p31h and 10 knock on the 'earth door sky door' of 
Mustang. It is only in this sense that PoweU's paintings are simi lar to the engravi ngs and 
aquatims of the Orientalists: they will drive the imagination of others and catapult them 

towards making the 'Grand Tour' of the I-limalayas. 
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